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Sustainable Solutions
for your Bottom Line
As retailers and brands push for solutions to meet
their aggressive sustainability goals, innovations
must deliver results...not just promises.
Avery Dennison is delivering inspiring innovations
designed to drive growth for converters.
One revolutionary innovation is Avery Dennison’s
award-winning CleanFlakeTM Portfolio, built
on our proprietary SR3010 adhesive, which
debonds and cleanly separates the label during
the recycling process. The label floats and the
pure PET sinks to deliver food-grade quality
PET flakes.
CleanFlake has been honored with numerous global
sustainability awards, including the 2013 Label
Industry Global Award for Sustainability and, for an
unprecedented third time, TLMI’s Environmental
Leadership award.
We have also launched Avery Dennison ClearCut™
- a new platform of adhesives which enable
thinner constructions, increase productivity
and decrease adhesive bleeding. So converters
don’t have to compromise on sustainability to
deliver shelf appeal.

Inspiring Innovations.
Sustainable Growth.
To learn more about innovations that grow
your business go to label.averydennison.com

© 2013 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. 09/13
Product is recyclable only in the few communities that have recycling programs.
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Print speeds of 160 ft./min. (1,000 MSI/hr) at
1600 x 1200 dpi resolution.
No click charges or monthly maintenance contracts
Increased production profitability
Easy to operate and maintain
World class technical support
Variable data and color management software

Complement & augment your existing CMYK flexo services
Cut any size or shape label on the fly with our state-of-the-art
laser die cutter.
Over 100 approved printable substrates including matte and
gloss papers, polypropylenes, BOPP, Tyvek, vinyl, tagboard,
matte litho, and EDP grades.
Most cost effective and efficient digital turnkey solutions
in the market.

ive
Wrong adhes
used?

Don’t touch!

Labels with the new removable adhesives from HERMA
come off with ease, and they leave no residue.

For more information visit:
www.herma-material.com/perfect

Coating your success
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The Chinese label market continues to show
good growth – up to 15 percent in the pressuresensitive sector alone – driven by an increasing
push by the Chinese government to encourage
domestic consumption.
This is a significant structural shift away from
an export-based economic model founded on
low cost labor and offers opportunities for more
sustainable growth.
The implications of a consumer-driven economy
are wide ranging. Not only will there be more
demand for consumer goods, but also for higher
quality goods as spending power increases.
Wage inflation in the major east coast cities
like Shanghai is already putting more spending
money in the pockets of consumers at the same
time as it makes manufacturing in China more
expensive.
This in turn is pushing Chinese brands to up
their game in terms of decoration and marketing
to compete with the major global brands – and
across all product sectors from household
chemicals to toiletries and cosmetics.
This was the clear message from keynote
speakers from UPM Raflatac and from Avery
Dennison at Labelexpo Asia in December,
and helps explain the major investment global
converting group Rako has announced in China
(see report by our China editor Kevin Liu in this
edition).
Indeed Rako sees China as being its key area
for growth in the ‘developing’ economies, with
the European group announcing its intention
to become China’s leading label converter.
Significant investments were announced at
the Rako China factory opening in high-end
combination and digital presses, and a new
local management structure is in place allowing
the company to marry the best of German
organization and technical training with the best
of Chinese local knowledge and enthusiasm.
At the same time the global retailers continue
to expand their logistics and retail infrastructure
into the second and third tier Chinese cities
away from the south and east coastal hubs,
further increasing the sustainability of the
new consumer-based growth model. It will be
interesting to see how these trends impact
Labelexpo South China to be held in Guangzhou
this December.

ANDY THOMAS
GROUP MANAGING EDITOR
athomas@labelsandlabeling.com
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THERE’S DIGITAL.

THEN THERE’S

EPSON
DIGITAL.
The NEW SurePress L-6034 industrial label
press with PrecisionCore™ technology and
even faster print speeds
®

Introducing the newest members of the SurePress
family — the SurePress L-6034V & VW, powered by
PrecisionCore technology. Like their predecessors,
they deliver consistent, repeatable color with an
unmatched color gamut and ultra-accurate spot color
matching — while offering even faster print speeds.

®
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NEW
L-6034V & VW
Powered by
™

Request FREE label samples and complete SurePress
product information at www.epson.com/primelabels
or call 1-800-241-5381.

EPSON and SurePress are registered trademarks and EPSON Exceed Your Vision is a registered logomark and
PrecisionCore is a trademark of Seiko Epson Corporation. Copyright 2013 Epson America, Inc.
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INBOX
BOOK REVIEW

SHED BAD

COMMUNICATION HABITS
A new book by Geoffery Tumlin looks at how bad communication
habits can negatively impact business success. This was brought to
L&L’s attention by a reader as having helped a lot in creating a better
atmosphere in the workplace. If you have read any business oriented
books which have helped better your management style, please let us
know so we can share it here.
1: ANGRY WORDS
Words build relationships only slowly,
but can cause damage with lightning
speed. A blurted retort, a thoughtless
tweet, or a hasty remark can – and
does – land people in hot water all the
time. So stop talking and think for a
minute whenever you’re frustrated or
upset. Even a few seconds can allow
you to get in front of ill-advised words,
and provide the space to self-correct
when you’re angry or upset.
2: MULTITASKING NOT LISTENING
The digital revolution facilitated
hyper-communication and instant
self-expression, but, ironically, made it
harder for anyone to listen. Intentional
listening will make you more present
in conversations and will decisively
improve your communication. People
are telling us all the time about what
they want, what they fear, and what’s
important to them, but we’re often too
busy thinking about what’s in our inbox
or who just texted us to absorb much
of what they’re saying.
3: FAULTY QUESTIONS
Faulty questions contribute to many
conversational failures and can add
anxiety, defensiveness, and ill will
to interactions. The more you query
simply to hammer home a point or to
satisfy a narrow personal interest, the
more your questions are likely to stifle
dialogue. Focus on what you can learn
from or about another person and
to ask questions that reflect a broad
curiosity about the person or topic
you’re discussing.

LABELS&LABELING

4: MEDDLING
Our quick, cheap, and easy digital
devices allow us to have far too
many unnecessary conversations,
engage in way too much unnecessary
collaboration, and get our hands (and
thumbs) on too many irrelevant issues.
That’s why smart communicators, like
smart doctors, have a good triage
system – its categories are Now, Delay,
and Avoid – to focus on the most
pressing issues, while delaying or
ignoring less important matters. Delay
is your default category. Many issues
may disappear completely or resolve
themselves without your intervention.
5: FIGHTING DIFFICULT PEOPLE
Giving up your desire to ‘win’ by
imposing your will on the other person
can realistically and consistently
improve your communication with
difficult people. When you find
yourself with no choice but to interact
with a difficult person, have modest
expectations, avoid tangents, and stay
focused on your end goal. It’s really all
you can do.
6: OVERREACTING
No matter how justified you may feel,
the bottom line is that using excessive
force isn’t usually a winning strategy.
Be the calm, controlled, and stabilizing
influence on a conversation that’s
become heated so you can minimize
the chance of permanent relational
damage.
Extracted from Geoffery Tumlin’s book ‘Stop
Talking, Start Communicating: Counterintuitive
Secrets to Success in Business and in Life’
(McGraw-Hill, August 2013, ISBN: 978-00718130-4-4, $20.00, www.tumlin.com).

AB GRAPHIC managing director Mike Burton and Tom
Salt won the Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge 2013

ABG’S MIKE BURTON WINS
ATLANTIC ROWING RACE
A two-man team featuring AB Graphic
managing director Mike Burton has won the
Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge 2013.
Racing in the team ‘Locura Rows the
Atlantic’ along with Tom Salt, they completed
the 3,000 mile race from La Gomera, Canary
Islands, to Antigua in 41 days, 2 hours, 38
minutes and 54 seconds.
Rowing in shifts of two hours on, two
hours off, Burton and Salt competed in the
race to raise money for the Generous Hearts
Foundation. Burton and Salt beat 15 other
international teams to win the Talisker Whisky
Atlantic Challenge in Locura, a 6m-long,
category ‘zero’ boat, which means it was fully
equipped with safety and medical equipment
to tackle the ocean’s toughest conditions.
The boat was adorned with logos of other
suppliers and AB Graphic’s industry peers
who had supported the challenge.
They battled 40ft waves, tropical storms,
seasickness, sleep deprivation, body sores,
a capsize and an encounter with a six-meter
marlin over the course of the race.
Donate to the team’s chosen
charity at http://www.justgiving.com/
LocuraRowsTheAtlantic.

TARSUS ON THEIR BIKES
Following the success of The Three Peaks
Challenge last year, a team of employees at
Tarsus, the international media group behind
Labels & Labeling and the Labelexpo Global
Series, will take part in the London to Paris
bike ride. The team of 20 will pedal off from
the UK’s capital city, cycling over 200 miles
to finish under the Eiffel Tower in Paris three
days later.
The challenge is being undertaken to raise
money for 'Events for Namuwongo', an
organization that works with the community in
Kampala, Uganda, to improve the lives of its
inhabitants. Visit: http://uk.virginmoneygiving.
com/fundraiser-web/fundraiser/
showFundraiserPage.action?userUrl=Tarsus
to learn more and donate.

Whether You Need
100 or 100,000 Labels

We Have Your Digital Label Print Solution
Short to mid run label production
Print speeds up to 9.14 m/min
CMYK toner based
Easy to use software
Toner and full job costing
Print edge to edge on die cut, kiss
cut and continuous rolls
Wide range of certified substrates
Full color management & built-in
Pantone™ library
Optional variable data software

label
iSys Label - For more information visit www.isys-label.com/labels | Phone: (1) 403-204-5200 | email: sales@isys-label.com
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WEBEX OWNER BUYS
MAXCESS INTERNATIONAL
Maxcess International has been acquired
by Bertram Capital, and is to be merged
with Webex to create a global web handling
systems provider.
Maxcess International is a global provider
of guiding, winding, slitting and tension
control systems for web-fed converting
applications.
Maxcess is Bertram Capital’s fifth
transaction in the plastic processing
industry, and second investment in the web
handling equipment industry following the
2012 acquisition of Webex.
Webex provides precision rollers and
finishing sections for the web handling and
converting industries.
It and Maxcess are to be brought
together, with the merged entity to be led
by a management team comprised of
leaders from both companies. Webex chief
executive officer (CEO) Gary Edwards
will assume the position of chairman and
Maxcess CEO Greg Jehlik to become
CEO, with Dave Hawkins to serve as chief
financial officer and Doug Knudtson as chief
operating officer.
Kevin Yamashita, a partner at Bertram
Capital, said: ‘Maxcess has established a
world class brand and distinguished itself
as a technology leader in the converting
industry for a wide range of applications
including paper, film, flexible packaging,
non-wovens and metals.
‘The union between Maxcess and
Webex creates a company that is uniquely
positioned for growth and unmatched in
its combined product portfolios, design
capabilities, manufacturing expertise and
long standing customer relationships.’
Jehlik said: ‘We are thrilled to partner with
Webex and Bertram Capital to achieve our
shared vision of accelerating the growth of
Maxcess’ innovative technologies.
‘This combination will further enhance
our ability to fulfill our global strategy
of providing a breadth of products and
solutions which solve our customers’ entire
web handling application needs.’
Edwards concluded: ‘Putting these two
organizations together immediately provides
our customers with a broader product
portfolio, expanded application expertise
and access to an expanded global sales
and service network. The combination of
Maxcess’ global distribution and Webex’s
differentiated technology will enable us to
capture multiple new opportunities.'

LABELS&LABELING

MARKEM-IMAJE is a global manufacturer of coding and
marking equipment including inkjet and thermal transfer

HEIDELBERG SELLS CSAT
Heidelberg has sold its
CSAT inkjet subsidiary
to Markem-Imaje, a
Dover Corporation
company, with Gallus to
maintain the distribution
SERGE Kral,
rights for the CSATMarkem-Imaje president
manufactured Linoprint L inkjet press.
Markem-Imaje is a global manufacturer of
coding and marking equipment including
inkjet and thermal transfer printers, laser
coders and print-apply systems.
Gallus said it will ‘continue to offer the
Linoprint L inkjet rotary printing press,
manufactured by CSAT, in its defined
regional markets and to work with CSAT
and Markem-Imaje on enhancing the
product.’
The Linoprint L uses drop-on-demand
technology and offers a native resolution of
600 dpi and a printing speed of up to 48m/
min in four-color mode. Gallus also offers
its ECS C digital label converting unit.

In a statement, Gallus said: ‘With
Markem-Imaje’s in-depth expertise in
digital printing and 25 years of success in
the marking and coding sector, the future
and further development of this offline and
near-line digital solution is secure. Gallus
is also working closely with Heidelberg
on further developing its range of digital
services for industrial label printing in the
areas of workflow management, prepress
and color management.’
For Markem-Imaje, the CSAT acquisition
is part of a ‘focused strategy’ to broaden
its expertise.
Markem-Imaje president Serge Kral said:
‘This acquisition is part of Markem-Imaje’s
focused strategy to broaden our
technological expertise, expanding our
ability to exceed the expectations of
existing and new customers with ever
more specific, effective solution sets
delivered by our vast global sales and
service network.’

KODAK GROWS PACKAGING
PRESENCE IN NORTH AMERICA
Kodak is forming a Special Operations
Group within its US and Canada
packaging team to help drive sales for
various products within its portfolio.
The new organization will work
to generate and drive sales for the
Kodak Flexcel Direct System, Prinergy
Powerpack workflow tool, brand
protection solutions, Design2Launch
products, inkjet technology and other
functional printing applications.

The Special Operations Group also
will support existing packaging team
members with their efforts to grow the
Flexcel NX System user base.
Nick Brunk is to assume a new role
as sales and marketing development
manager for packaging and functional
printing, and will be joined by new Kodak
team member Marshall Hogenson,
who will be the sales and marketing
development manager for packaging.
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NARROW WEB LEADERS SHARE
PACKAGE PRINT KNOWLEDGE

BAUMGARTEN’S managing director Fernando Gabel and president Ronaldo Baumgarten Jr

BAUMGARTEN ACQUIRES
ETIQUETAS RODAK
As part of a strategy of expansion in Latin
America, Brazilian converter Baumgarten
Gráfica has acquired Etiquetas Rodak,
based in Mexico City. The deal was
concluded on January 1, 2014.
‘With this and other future acquisitions,
our intention is to strengthen our
presence in the international market and
broaden our business partnerships with
clients and suppliers, locally and internationally,’ said the company’s president,
Ronaldo Baumgarten Jr.
As part of the integration process,
the Mexican operation’s name will be
changed to Baumgarten Mexico in the
following months. The company says
it will be a gradual transition ‘so as to
guarantee local business relationships
and other necessary documental
formalities’.
Baumgarten is one of the most
important label and thermoformed
carton packaging converters in Latin
America. Founded in 1881, has its
headquarters in the south of Brazil in
the city of Blumenau. It is known for its
modern graphic park and for offering all
of the main types of labels and printing
systems, as well as its award-winning
sustainability program. Its product

portfolio includes self-adhesive labels,
cut & stack labels, in-mold labels, shrink
sleeves, roll labels, blisters, tags and
thermoformed carton packaging.
Rodak, founded in 1974, currently
has around 80 employees and has
been registering consistent growth
in recent years. It specializes in
self-adhesive labels and shrink sleeves
for the cosmetic, food and beverage,
pharmaceutical and homecare product
industries, among others.
‘We are very glad and confident with
the Rodak acquisition,’ said Ronaldo
Baumgarten Jr. ‘It is a company that
has a similar culture to Baumgarten’s:
in which confidence, innovation,
technology, people’s value and
sustainability is taken into consideration
and valued greatly.
‘Being aware that the world market
is increasingly more integrated, we
will work to spread the best business
practices between all the branches.
We are sure that this breakthrough will
bring opportunities and benefits to our
clients and will be a stepping stone in the
history of our company.’
You can read more about the
acquisition in the next issue of L&L.

Leaders from the narrow web supply chain are
to host a series of free seminars across the
US to address the challenges, direction and
technologies with regard to flexible package
printing. Avery Dennison, GEW, DuPont, MPS,
Karlville, Screen and Zeller+Gmelin have
joined forces to share their knowledge and
provide content specifically relevant to narrow
web label converters.
The seminars will inform label converters
about the opportunities available, the
technical and mechanical challenges involved,
the market direction and scope, typical
applications and end-use requirements,
regulatory requirements and a myriad of other
questions concerning the growing flexible
packaging segment.
Attendees will also be provided an
opportunity to meet experts from the
industry who will discuss low migration UV
inks and coatings, nitrogen inert UV curing
systems, new printing plate technologies,
market opportunities and flexible packaging
laminations for the narrow web converter,
the latest printing press technology, 4,800dpi
digital imaging technology and converting
equipment, such as shrink film finishing,
pouch making and off-line solventless
laminators.
The first seminar will be held on March 13 at
Fullerton College in Fullerton, California.
Other dates include April 17 in North
Carolina, May 8 in Texas, June 12 in New York
and November 5 in Illinois.

TLMI CALLS FOR LABEL
AWARD ENTRIES
The Tag and Label Manufacturers Institute
(TLMI) is accepting entries for its 37th annual
Label Awards competition.
Categories in the 2014 competition include
Color Process, Digital Printing, In-store
Promotional, Line and Screen/Tone, Multiprocess, Pressure Sensitive, Non-Pressure
Sensitive, Offset, and Prime and Non-Prime.
The deadline for entries is July 10. Winning
entries will be displayed and awards will
be announced at the 2014 TLMI Annual
Meeting, to be held in October at The St. Regis
Monarch Beach Resort, California. Winning
entries will also be entered in the World Label
Awards. 2013 Label Awards winners included:
Collotype Labels, Alpine Packaging, McDowell
Label & Screen Printing and National Label
Company. McDowell Label & Screen Printing
also won the coveted Best of Show award.
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DIGITAL LABEL SPECIALIST
EXPANDS OPERATIONS
Surging business growth has led trade printer Digital
Labels Solutions of Yorba Linda, California, to move
into a larger 28,000 sq ft facility.
Last year at Labelexpo Europe, Digital Label
Solutions received a World Label Best of the Best
award in the digital print category. Two weeks
later the company was the recipient of two first
place awards at the TLMI 2013 Annual Meeting in
San Antonio, TX. These awards are in the North
American Digital Printing categories of both Health
and Beauty Products and Household Goods Labels.
‘We are extremely proud and excited about this
move,’ said co-owner Sandy Petersen. ‘Things
began to be just a little crowded at our current
facility when we expanded our capabilities by adding
seaming and inspection equipment last spring
to support high-quality, short-run shrink sleeve
production.
‘When we placed a reservation for the next
generation Indigo press, the HP Indigo WS20000
expected to arrive mid-year 2014, we knew we
would have to undertake a move.’ Co-owner Joe
Marks added: ‘We have a very talented group of
employees, who continue to step up to whatever
incredible challenge our customers send our way.
These successes seem to fuel the referrals that spur
our growth.'
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DUPONT NAMES MARK ANDY
AS CYREL DISTRIBUTOR
DuPont said the appointment of Mark
Andy Print Products as a distributor is
part of a ‘continuing effort to advance
flexographic technology’ and accelerate
the conversion of offset to flexo in the tag
and label segment.
Wendy Andrushko, North American
director of sales at DuPont Packaging
Graphics, said: ‘We believe the best way
to continue to grow the tag and label
segment is to bring the power of industry
innovators together.
‘Working with Mark Andy and Pitman,
an Agfa company, offers DuPont a unique
path to help develop technologies that
will advance flexo printing.
‘Pitman has been an outstanding
distributor for DuPont for over 30 years
and will continue to be the primary
channel for Cyrel into the tag and label
segment. Our collaboration with Mark
Andy will combine their industry leading
press technology with our advanced plate
technology and allow us to optimize the
performance of the plate on press.’
Kevin Wilken, who was recently named
as the new chief executive officer of
Mark Andy, said: ‘Our agreement with
DuPont will permit us to utilize a “system
approach” to co-develop a solution that

will increase quality and productivity of
output from a traditional flexographic
printing process.
‘By fine tuning the performance of
DuPont plates with Mark Andy presses,
we will give our customers a competitive
advantage that helps them to grow their
business and increase their profitability.’
Pitman president Peter Wilkens added:
‘As the leading flexographic plate
supplier in the tag and label segment
and long-time DuPont distributor, we are
looking forward to continued growth in
this critically important segment.'
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EAGLE SYSTEMS MOVES
TO NEW HEADQUARTERS
Eagle Systems, the US-based
manufacturer of foil enhancement
equipment, has acquired an 18,000 sq ft,
two-story building in Ocean, New Jersey.
The new facility is four times larger
than their previous operations, located
just two blocks away. The new site
incorporates manufacturing, research
and development, customer support,
marketing and operations.
The new site also houses expanded
demo and test labs for new customers
with unique substrate requirements.
‘The new location will allow us to
further expand our engineering staff and
enhance our manufacturing capabilities
by as much as 500 percent,’ said Eagle
Systems president Mike King. ‘The
growth of our business necessitates
that we now own our facility, enabling
us to alter the building to fit our very
specialized production needs.’
He added: ‘We will be able to stock
equipment, supplies, and replacement
parts for even more responsive support
of our growing customer base. It will also
house what we are calling our “Plan (B)
site”, which is imperative to users with
just one cold-foil press configuration.
Thus on those rare down times, we’ll be
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NARROW WEB PARTNERS
COMBINE FOR DIGITAL FLEXO

able to get their systems up and running
faster with increased precision. We’ve
built a reputation on customer service
and now our new home offers us an
opportunity to better serve our users.’
Eagle’s new facility will house an
expanded research and development
lab, and with the goal to set increasingly
new standards for the cold foil process,
the company aims to develop and
release new automated solutions earlier.
‘We now have the room to spread our
wings and build a highly efficient cold
foiler with superior features and the
capability to run nearly continuously,
from roll to roll, without stressing the
operators or the foil.
‘We’re very excited about the impact
our new facility promises, especially
concerning the substantial room it affords
us for accelerated product development.’

Partners from across the narrow web supply
chain have joined forces in an effort to
‘revolutionize’ flexography and allow it to
compete in the market against digital printing.
Nuova Gidue, UPM Raflatac, Adare,
Esko, Flint Group, Dupont and Apex Group
of Companies met at the Italian press
manufacturer’s headquarters on December
11-12, 2013 to launch the project, known as
REVO, Digital Flexo Revolution.
The aim of the project is to ‘provide an
answer on behalf of the flexo industry to
the increasing importance of digital print’,
particularly in label and narrow web packaging
markets.
The press manufacturer said each of the
seven partners involved in REVO, Digital
Flexo Revolution bring special knowledge and
dedicated products in their own specific fields
of the flexo industry.
The seven partners intend to develop a
‘ready-to-go complete concept’ that will expand
the possibilities for flexo converters, including
high-quality print, increased efficiency, higher
productivity and improved sustainability. This
concept will be launched during a Nuova Gidue
Open House event in May.

N610i digital inkjet colour label press
The Art of Colour

www.N610i.com
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GEW APPOINTS
THAI DISTRIBUTOR
GEW has named Press Systems as its official
distributor in Thailand. Headed by Jane Tan,
former regional sales director of Rotometrics,
the company comprises a qualified team
of sales and technical personnel who have
previous experience of GEW’s equipment and
the UV printing process.
Marcus Greenbrook, GEW’s international
sales manager, said: ‘We have been seeking
to strengthen our operation in South-east Asia
for some time, and finding the right partners in
the region was extremely important.
‘Press Systems has no affiliation to any
major press manufacturer and is therefore
best placed to service our Thai customers
impartially.'

ELECTRO OPTIC AND BUNTING
FORM PARTNERSHIP
Bunting Magnetics and Electro Optic US
have announced a narrow web flexographic
printing and converting partnership that will
see Bunting magnetic cylinders and Electro
Optic US flexible dies offered through a
single source.

ESKO MAKES CHANGES
ACROSS THE AMERICAS
Esko has
announced
a number of
corporate
changes to
strengthen
its operations
across the
Americas.
Tony Wiley has
been promoted
to the position of president of Esko
North America, overseeing all US and
Canada sales and support.
Wiley joined Esko in 1999, assuming
roles of increasing responsibility over
the past 15 years. He successfully led
the North American Customer Service
organization for ten years and had most
recently served as vice-president for US
central region sales.
In his new role, Wiley will report
directly to Christian Korte, Esko CCO.
Wiley succeeds Mark Quinlan, who
is leaving Esko to accept another
opportunity as president of Technicote.
Wiley will direct a well-structured
organization with direct sales operations
overseeing Eastern, Central and
Western regions in the US, as well as a

group in Canada.
Korte said: ‘North America is a very
important, growing global region for
Esko, with many customers who are
pioneers in our industry.
‘We continue to focus on and invest
resources to this area – the selection of
a strong leader was critical for us. With
his proven success in both service and
sales, Tony has an extensive knowledge
of Esko products and our customers’
needs. He has extended the US Central
region to a strong performing area for
Esko in North America.’
Replacing Wiley as vice-president
for US central region sales is Steve
Bennett, who most recently held the
role of vice-president of Esko’s Digital
Finishing business unit, and had
been vice-president of new business
development.
Parallel with this organizational
change, Esko is forming an autonomous
business organization in Latin America,
driven by Esko vice-president for Latin
America Ernande Ramos (pictured).
This organization will allow Esko to
react more specifically to the unique
market dynamics of Central and
South America.

website: www.RigakuEDXRF.com
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RAPID X DIGITAL TO LAUNCH
‘ALL-IN-ONE’ DIGITAL PRESS

NICK MANSELL, general manager of Rapid X Digital

Rapid X Digital is to release a new label
press in the first half of 2014, the Rapid
XL220.The Australian manufacturer, which
uses Memjet technology, said the Rapid
XL220 220mm web width design will
reflect an ‘all-in-one’ approach, similar
to that found in the production cut-sheet
digital press market where data goes in
and finished products come out.
The new Rapid XL220 press will retain
its Memjet printhead heritage but will
look like a single unit rather than a
modular three or four-piece ensemble.
Touchscreen control will access all
functions.
Variations will include the Rapid XL220C
with coater and XL350, a 350mm web
width version now under development.

The first XL220 has been manufactured
and will go into a beta customer soon,
and the range is anticipated to be
commercially available in March.
Nick Mansell, general manager of
Rapid X Digital, said: ‘The growth in short
run digitally-printed labels is such that
sections of the market are calling for a
simplified but efficient end-to-end press
solution.
‘This means a machine where files
are sent over a network and the job can
be set up from a central console, for all
parameters including die-cutting, matrix
stripping and laminating or coating. It’s
PDF files in and finished labels out the
other end.’
Of the option of an in-line flexo coating
station, Mansell said: ‘Coating digitallyprinted labels is becoming essential.
Our long experience in making flexo
presses and all of the ancillary unwinding/
rewinding units that go along with flexo,
has served us well in designing the new
label press.
‘Whether digitally or conventionally
printed, labels are still about converting
and embellishing so we are fusing digital
and flexographic technology in this new
press option.’

K600i versatile inkjet printer for
Variable Data Printing

Labels, Tags
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LABEL SUMMIT AFRICA
PROGRAM CONFIRMED
The speakers and program for Label Summit
Africa 2014 have been announced as the
two-day conference and table-top exhibition
prepares to return to the Cape Town
International Convention Centre (CTICC)
between March 10-11.
Confirmed speakers include Tom McGinley
former MD of Self Adhering Products.
Looking back at the printing industry’s
involvement with the historic 1994 general
election, McGinley will talk about the
company’s role in producing millions of IFP
stickers which were affixed to the end of
each ballot paper just in time for the final
campaigning and voting stages.
A converter panel brings together leading
African converters including Leon Witbooi
of SA Litho, Uwe Bögl of Rako labels Cape
Town, Litho-Chrome’s George Pryde and
Peter Frost from Associated Printers.
The second day highlights opportunities
in brand development, product design and
positioning. A panel discussion brings
together leading retailers to discuss issues
including private label vs branded products
and what can be done to reduce retail theft,
counterfeiting and tampering.

Direct Mail

Forms, Tickets

Stand S5F391

www.domino-printing.com
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TREOFAN is investing around 30 million EUR to construct a new production line at its
largest manufacturing and innovation site, Neunkirchen in the German state of Saarlan

TREOFAN INVESTS IN
BOPP FILM CAPACITY
BOPP film manufacturer Treofan
is investing around 30 million EUR
construct a new production line at its
largest manufacturing and innovation
site, Neunkirchen in the German state of
Saarland.
The 8.7m line has been specially
designed for Treofan by Andritz for
production of a highly differentiated
portfolio of packaging and label films. It
will allow the company to manufacture
films with a wide range of thicknesses
and densities.
The new asset is also set to provide
a ‘quantum leap in terms of energyefficiency’. Specific energy consumption,
measured in kWh per kg of manufactured
film, will be at least 20 percent below the
existing local assets.
Neunkirchen was chosen for this major
investment partly because its central
European location allows for rapid
continent-wide delivery.
Starting from mid-2015, Treofan aims
for the plant to produce an annual
quantity of around one billion sq m of
film.
The line will feature five-layer extrusion
to allow the production of films with a
great variety of properties and makes
it possible to structure films with exact
precision, allowing special functionalities
to be integrated directly into the film,
such as eliminating the need for certain
laminations.
The ability to quickly switch between
products will also boost flexibility in
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manufacturing. Provisions for a possible
extension of the plant and the addition
of further process innovations and new
products, including outside the food
industry, have been built into the design.
Treofan chief executive officer Peter
Vanacker said: ‘Together with Andritz, we
have jointly developed a sophisticated
overall concept spanning everything from
raw material supply to a differentiated
film portfolio.
‘The design also includes close
integration with our innovation center
on the same site. This approach
ensures short distances between
product development – including joint
development with partners – and the
end product. And it drives quality and
efficiency.
‘All of this will ultimately benefit our
customers.’
Construction work on the new building
is set to begin this spring, and the
equipment will be installed starting at the
end of 2014. As the new line will occupy
its own building, production at existing
assets will continue without interruption,
ensuring reliable deliveries on customer
orders in the meantime.
‘The new production line is another
step – and certainly not the last – in
implementing our growth strategy of
manufacturing sophisticated, complex
film solutions characterized by
innovation, quality and efficiency,’ said
Vanacker.

MARK ANDY NAMES
NEW CEO AND PRESIDENT
Mark Andy has named Kevin Wilken as its new
president and chief executive officer (CEO).
Wilken joined Mark Andy in 2008 and had
various roles in Engineering and Operations.
For the last two years he was Chief Operating
Officer. During this period, he was responsible
for launching market-leading products, evolving
the company through continuous improvement,
and leading Mark Andy’s digital initiative. Prior
to Mark Andy, he worked for Brady Corporation
in Engineering, Program Management, and other
leadership roles.
He replaces outgoing CEO PJ Desai, who will
take an active new role as executive chairman
of the board at Mark Andy. The leadership
change follows an established succession
plan to achieve sustainable, long-term growth
and enhance shareholder value and strengthen
stakeholder relationships.
Wilken said: ‘I am excited about the
opportunity to take over the leadership role
of Mark Andy. The company has exceptional
employees around the globe and a solid growth
strategy.
‘We have worked diligently to develop
market-leading products and services with five
technical innovation awards in the last four
years, build an unmatched service infrastructure
and offering, a new consumables and supplies
business, and a great pipeline of new products
such as the Versa Max, ProLED, and Mark Andy
Digital Series.
‘The company is well-positioned to continue
its growth trajectory into the future.’
Desai said: ‘It is time to position the company
for long term, steady and sustainable growth.
Kevin’s demonstrated success with technical
development and innovation, along with his
operational expertise, provides Mark Andy with
a solid foundation now and well into the future.
‘His dedication to high quality, market-leading
products has and will guide the company to a
heightened position in the industry.’

WHILE OTHERS
PROMISE YOU
THE MOON
EFI PROMISES YOU
THE ROCKET

From Fiery® to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the
most automated business processes, EFI™ has everything your company
needs to take off. Visit rocket.efi.com/takeoff8

©2014 EFI. All rights reserved.
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Your greatest
challenge
HOW to secure employee loyalty during an M&A transaction. By Bob Cronin, The Open Approach
An invasion of fire ants. The Loch Ness Monster. Donald Trump’s
hair. Reaction to these elements pales in comparison to the
employee panic that occurs during mergers and acquisitions.
Whether appropriate or unfounded, people’s reaction to the
news of their company being sold is often one of worry and
dismay. Unaddressed, such feelings grow into contempt that
could result in the loss of customers, personnel, and even the
deal itself. While there’s no perfect time to announce a transition,
it’s inevitable that you need to communicate it. It takes only one
nervous sales representative interviewing at a competitor to start
a ripple that shakes your entire value chain.
Your best bet is to have a communications strategy before
you begin. It should cover what information to release, how and
when to release it, and to whom. Only through such a plan can
you ensure you keep your staff and customers content – letting
you focus on the deal at hand and carving out your best possible
outcome.
Over my career in conducting deals for my own companies

and representing sellers in theirs, I’ve seen a few things that
work, and many more that don’t. I’ve summarized some thoughts
to help you avoid such pitfalls in your own processes.
The following seven steps thus serve as a guide for you in
devising your plan and managing the critical communications
that surround your transaction. Consider these in your efforts,
and feel free to adjust to your unique circumstances or call me
for support.
1. ESTABLISH INITIAL SECURITY
The importance of communication in M&A is underscored at
the beginning of the process, when your advisor develops a
Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) or a Confidentiality Agreement
(CA). This document must be signed by any party privileged to
information about your company and should be prepared prior
to any contact with prospective acquirers. It protects your privacy
and aims to prevent information leaks, misinformation, or rumors
that can impact your deal. Companies that start the process
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without an advisor or NDA run greater risk in closing their deals or
getting their best value simply because there becomes too much
errant information to control.
However, even with an NDA in place, the longer you have your
business on the market, the higher the likelihood of news of your
sale getting out. Certainly, after 20 visits from outsiders in suits,
somebody’s bound to get suspicious. And just like real estate, the
more prospects that see your property and don’t buy, the tougher
it will be in the long run. Your advisors can help you determine
your best buyers at the outset, which will limit your exposure,
ensure information security, and maximize your value.
2. IDENTIFY KEY STAFF AND POTENTIAL FUTURE ROLES
Your business has benefited from your direction, but there are
people without whom your company could not have survived.
They can be management, line staff, or simply departmental
specialists who really ‘get it’ and drive your business. These
individuals can be just as valuable going forward. And for them,
you have the dual role of communicating your decision and
explaining their importance to your future buyer.
Key contributors are typically trustworthy and professional.
They are likely to be understanding about your decision and
able to keep it discreet. Selling a company may occur for many
reasons – health, results, retirement, or simply great timing for a
new opportunity. In each scenario, a particular message needs
to be conveyed and a vision for future roles needs to be crafted.
Make sure key people understand the when, why, and how, and
what you expect to happen going forward. It’s important to bring
these individuals in early in the process, but best to time this
advisory after you have made the mental commitment to sell. You
may want to wait until you’ve started your offering and are getting
the feedback you expect. If you advise people too early and then
delay your decision, you risk losing their confidence.
While it’s important to plan for key contributors, it’s perhaps
even more important to weed out underperformers and naysayers.
Done before you start marketing your company, such eliminations
can improve your financials and make you a more attractive
acquisition. So consider this the time to get rid of that lazy
brother-in-law or friend you’ve been employing as a favor to your
cousin. In addition to reducing your overhead, you’ll likely save
yourself future headache. Odds are, these people will sabotage
your communications with others throughout the process.
3. ENLIST SUPPORT AND BUY-IN OF MANAGEMENT TEAM
Whether or not they are included in your key staff from #2,
your management team is vital to a smooth transaction. Vicepresidents, sales directors, IT managers and CFOs can deliver
unique insights that can enrich impressions of your company
and its future growth possibilities. Moreover, the quality and
experience of the remaining management team can be important
considerations – especially to private equity buyers.
Thus, you must inform your management team prior to any
acquirer teams’ arrival. Articulate the reasons and goals or your
decision and rally their excitement for driving the company’s
future. Answer their concerns and questions as honestly as
possible, then encourage them about the opportunity ahead.
Solicit them for their candor in ways to improve, and tell that
that you trust them to keep the information private. Help them
understand that their discretion is essential to ensuring the best
possible terms—for you and them alike. You need management
to enhance the process and value of your company, not appear
surprised or upset.
4. DEVELOP MESSAGING FOR THE ENTIRE STAFF
With all your key assets on board, you will be in the best possible
position to announce the move with candor and finality. Unless
your confidence is violated prematurely, there is no need to involve
your full staff until the deal is negotiated and is near positive to go
through. Many things occur in the deal-making process, and offers
can be far less attractive than they initially appear. These days,
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companies may work through two, three, or four letters of intent
before accepting final terms. Regardless, employees will have a
tough time accepting the news. So don’t put them through it twice.
Have all your ducks in a row before you make any announcement.
Then carefully craft a message that outlines the basis for the
change and the significant opportunity ahead.
5. UPDATE PERSONNEL OF CRITICAL CHANGES
Transactions in the label industry can be quick or complex. While
I would love to tell you that once agreed upon, deals close in 60
days, they often do not. Emerging issues, new industry dynamics,
fluctuating lending climates, and customer contracts or loyalty
concerns can all change during the course of a deal. This means
transactions can take on a whole new dimension – and quickly.
As you and your advisors steer through a deal, it’s important
to update key personnel on any significant changes that affect
their situation or future. Positive or negative, your communication
is necessary to secure their trust and loyalty. Keep key people
apprised of any critical changes. They may be of assistance along
the way.
6. RESPOND SWIFTLY TO RUMORS OR CONCERNS
While this is labeled #6, it may need to be done at any point in the
process – and perhaps multiple times. Just like the news of any
company change, there will always be the real version and the
‘street’ version. Be cognizant of the ‘vibe’, and keep your eyes and
ears open for signs of unease. There will always be indications
to tell you where people’s perceptions lie. It could be in things
overheard at a lunch table, off-hand comments to a superior, or
even employees’ personal social media postings. If you think
you might not be ‘in the know’, tap your informal gatekeepers for
information. Make sure to respond to any questions or rumors you
hear about. Let staff know that you and your management team
are available anytime to address their concerns.
7. CRAFT COMMUNICATION TO CUSTOMERS,
PROSPECTS, MEDIA AND OTHERS
Before you complete your deal, you need to work with your
acquirer to develop a message for your company going forward.
From a general news release to the trade journals, to messaging
for your social media, craft communications that proactively
answer the questions of your constituencies. No matter what the
drivers, explain the what, why and when of the development and
explain how the move is especially beneficial to them.
New owners will be pivotal in creating the future message, but
that message will be based on your position and image. You’ve
spent many years building the business; don’t miss out on your
last chance to maximize future opportunities for the company and
its people. Position your enterprise for success, and be proud of
what you built and what it can yet become.
The ongoing health and prosperity of your organization are
key elements of your transaction’s success. But communication
is key. Keeping your people inspired and motivated through the
process will ensure your sales stay intact and your company is
best positioned for the future. Maintaining the staff who built your
company – and providing for them – is an important part of this.
Indeed, at the end of the day, it’s not about the company you sell;
it’s about the company you keep.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Bob Cronin is managing partner of The Open
Approach, an investment banking/M&A firm
focused exclusively on the world of print. The
firm's proven results have made it the exclusive
member-recommended firm of PIA/GATF
and IPW. For more information, visit www.
theopenapproach.net, email
Bob Cronin at bobrcronin@aol.com,
or call +1 630 323 9700.
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SIMON SMITH, MD CS Labels

CS LABELS AWARDED 14001
CS Labels has received ISO 14001
accreditation for the implementation of its
official environmental management system.
CS Labels said accreditation to the
standard confirms its enhanced awareness
of environmental issues, and recognizes the
label producer’s efforts to reduce the impact
of its activities on the environment.
CS Labels utilizes digital printing
technology and materials from Xeikon, and
said digital label printing is overall much
greener than traditional methods, using less
raw materials, energy and water.
It added that its use of the Xeikon dry
toner technology produces no hazardous
emissions of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and uses no process water so
doesn’t cause any water pollution.
Other environmental practices and
principles employed by CS Labels include:
encouraging customers to only buy
what they need, keeping costs low and
minimizing storage space; reducing the
percentage of energy usage per value of
turnover year-on-year; reviewing internal
processes that impact the environment,
such as the frequency of ordering toner to
reduce shipping air miles and the amount of
order processing time and energy; keeping
employees informed about ecological issues
such as recycling, sensible use of water,
heating and lighting and general concern
about their carbon footprint.
CS Labels managing director Simon
Smith said: ‘At CS Labels the environment
has been a concern of ours from day one,
and this formal system gives us a sensible
framework to use now, and in the future,
where we will be further reducing our
percentage of impact on the environment.’
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SMART PLANET TECHNOLOGIES
INTRODUCES EARTHLABEL
Smart Planet Technologies has launched
EarthLabel, an adhesive label using a
barrier coating between the paper and
adhesive to provide a protective moisture
barrier for wet conditions.
EarthLabel labels incorporate
EarthCoating, a superior barrier coating
to 100 percent polyethylene, providing
improved barrier performance while
reducing plastic content.
The EarthLabel product was developed
for use by Ste. Michelle Wine Estates, as
it sought a way to provide protection for
their white wine labels in wet conditions.
As such, beer and white wine bottles are
earmarked as optimal applications for
EarthLabel by Smart Planet Technologies,
as the barrier layer is needed to protect
the underlying adhesive across the entire
label in wet conditions.
Les Wallace, packaging manager for
Ste. Michelle Wine Estates, said: ‘The
100 percent PCW paper in combination
with the Smart Planet EarthCoating
delivers a high-quality pressure-sensitive
(self-adhesive) label material that will
meet key performance requirements for
our Snoqualmie wines regardless of the
storage conditions.

‘On the shelf, in a fridge,
water or ice, we know the
labels are going to look
great. Our current plan is to
transition to the EarthLabel
material in the first quarter
of 2014.’
Chris Tilton, chief
technology officer
of Smart Planet
Technologies, said:
‘EarthCoating continues
to prove itself as a
superior technology
to 100 percent
polyethylene in
various barrier coating
applications.
‘We applaud
Ste. Michelle Wine
Estates for their
involvement and
support in adopting
this breakthrough
technology to improve
performance and
the environmental
footprint of their white
wine labels.’

WINE LABEL SPECIALIST G3
ACHIEVES FSC CERTIFICATION
G3 Label Division has earned the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) Chain of
Custody certification from Scientific
Certification Systems, one of the world’s
leading FSC certifiers and one of FSC’s
founding members. FSC provides
third-party certification confirming that
materials sold as Forest Stewardship
Council certified are harvested from
well-managed forest operations.
G3 Label Division is a supplier of
premium labels to the wine and spirits
industries and is FSC certified on GTREE
100 percent post-consumer waste
premium wine label stock.
The FSC label ensures that the fiber
used to make the label has been
tracked from certified re-pulping facilities
(post-consumer waste paper that is
recycled) all the way through the supply

chain to G3 for the production of the
labels.
'G3 takes supplier responsibility
seriously and holds its GTREE paper
suppliers accountable for the source of
their raw materials and requires third-party
verification that the suppliers are in
compliance with the FSC standards,' says
Brendan Kinzie, senior director of G3
Label Division.
Scientific Certification Systems is the
leader in environmental and sustainability
certification. One of the first certification
bodies accredited by the Forest
Stewardship Council in 1996, SCS has
since certified more than 30 million
acres of well-managed forests and 3000
companies in the FSC supply chain
worldwide.G3’s trademark license code is
FSC-C119052.

STE. Michelle Wine Estates is the first user of EarthLabel materials
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Watch the case study: www.primeralabel.com/Taylor_Label

“ Primera is the way to go.”
When Lloyd at Taylor Label in Toronto, Canada, was looking
for a way to get into digital label production, he turned to
Primera’s CX1200 Color Label Press and FX1200 Digital
Finishing System.
“I checked out all of the options. Primera just made the most
sense. It’s a professional solution that gives me the capability to
digitally produce labels in any size and shape. Now that I’ve
got a system installed, I can see that my payback is going to be
faster than I’d even hoped. If you’re a label shop that wants to
get started in digital, Primera is definitely the way to go.”

www.primeralabel.com | 1-800-797-2772 | 763-475-6676
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KAYGEE LOPAREX INDIA
AWARDED IMS CERTIFICATION

UPON the launch of Ultraking XCURA LED, Flint said UV LED curing technologies represent the most
significant development in energy curing for years, and demand an ‘evolutionary change in ink chemistry

FLINT GROUP LAUNCHES
ULTRAKING XCURA LED
Flint Group has launched Ultraking
XCURA LED, a next-generation line of UV
LED curing ink technology for sheet-fed
offset applications.
Flint said UV LED curing technologies
represent the most significant
development in energy curing for years,
and demand an ‘evolutionary change in
ink chemistry’.
Ultraking XCURA LED uses specially
selected materials to match the narrow
and targeted wavelength (395nm) that
is typical for high power UV LED lamp
output.
The Ultraking XCURA LED product
range includes standard process inks,
a base mixing scheme, metallic inks,
overprint varnish, with a low migration
product to be made available soon.
Ultraking XCURA LED products have
high color strength, display excellent ink/
water stability and require lower levels
of energy to operate, said Flint Group.
They also comply with ISO 2846-1 and
are suitable for printing to ISO 12647-1
standards.
The new line follows the launch of
Ultraking XCURA, a system of low energy
UV curing highly reactive inks and
coatings.
Ultraking XCURA LED is being rolled
out across Europe as part of a global
product launch, and will see a series of
seminars to be held in key locations, in
partnership with strategic OEMs such as
Air Motion Systems. Air Motion Systems
is a North American manufacturer of

high-performance UV LED and UV ARC
lamp systems for the printing industry.
Jim Buchanan, Flint Group business
director for UV sheet-fed and key
accounts, said: ‘There are long term
cost advantages with UV LED compared
to traditional UV, and with energy
curing’s instant drying offering faster
turnaround of work, the door is open
for conventional commercial printers to
adopt this technology.
‘Retro-fitting of LED lamps is very
easy, and takes less than a day, while
the ROI on a five-unit + coater B1 press
can be under 12 months. This means
Ultraking XCURA LED brings the perfect
balance of press stability, cure speed
and increased opportunities to the
commercial print market.
‘We believe the impact of LED will
be equally profound in the packaging
sector. Heat can be a major problem
with traditional UV printing, but LED
technology generates minimal heat. As
a result the carton will not dry out, so
moisture is retained in the stock, making
it much easier to handle and with less
likelihood of ink cracking or trouble with
score lines.
‘When printing food packaging using
low migration UV inks, the inability to
guarantee 100 percent cure is a real
concern. LED lamps are either on or
they are off, and don’t suffer from aging
effect, so full cure is assured every time,
over a much longer lamp life, which is a
phenomenal advantage.’

Kaygee Loparex India, a manufacturer of
silicone coated release liner products, has
been awarded integrated management
systems (IMS) certification for
demonstrating commitment to quality,
environment and occupational health and
safety management systems.
IMS certification covers three essential
management systems standards: ISO
9001:2008 for quality management, ISO
14001:2004 for environmental management
and OHSAS18001:2007 for occupational
health and safety management.
The certification has been awarded to
Kaygee Loparex India manufacturing facility
at Silvassa and its headquarters in Mumbai,
and was presented to Kaygee Loparex
India by Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance
(LRQA), a global certification body.
Kaygee Loparex India is a joint venture
with Loparex Group.
Manish Jain, chief executive officer of
Kaygee Loparex India, said: ‘At Kaygee
Loparex, we place a high priority on
excellence in customer satisfaction and
our operations, including the environment,
health and safety.
‘This certification is one more step in
asserting Kaygee Loparex’s long-term
commitment to delivering superior,
consistent products expected by our
customers in a safe and environment
friendly manner.’
Michael Werner, executive vice-president
of global sales and marketing for Loparex,
said: ‘Our global customers demand only the
highest quality release liner products. The
quality, environmental and safety systems
and culture that we have achieved in all
Loparex manufacturing sites around the
world ensure we meet those expectations.
Congratulations to the Kaygee Loparex team
for the award of the IMS certification.’

I.D. IMAGES TO ANNOUNCE
LINERLESS LABELS
I.D. Images, a pressure-sensitive label
converter based in Brunswick, Ohio, will be
announcing the addition of linerless labels
to its portfolio at the WestPack tradeshow in
Anaheim, California on February 11-13.
The converter said linerless labels are
growing in popularity due to the savings
and sustainability benefits achieved by
eliminating the liner, as well as a higher yield
of labels per roll with less down time and
fewer roll changes, less storage area and
lower transportation costs.
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Chinese Dream
of a European converter
RAKO sees its new Chinese factory as the first step in becoming the country’s leading label converter.
L&L China editor Kevin Liu reports
Rako Group from Germany has moved
into its new Hangzhou factory and added
an HP Indigo WS6600 digital press,
Gallus ECS 330 flexo press and several
finishing machines to speed up its
development in China.
On Jan 8th, 2014, Rako’s new factory,
located in the Qianjiang Economic
Development Area of Hangzhou – 150
km from Shanghai – was officially
completed and came into service. It is
the twelth global plant of the Germanheadquartered Group. The new presses
were installed alongside an existing
Gallus RCS 330 on the 4,500 sqm
production floor.
Rako started its investment in
Hangzhou in Oct 2008, where sister
company Novatron was already involved
in RFID production.
In the five years it has operated in
China, Rako Hangzhou Corporation has
developed very quickly, especially in the
last two years, when its average annual
growth rate exceeded 80 percent. As
a result, the original facility became a
restriction on future development.
‘Rako is speeding up its globalization
strategy, especially investment in the
emerging economies,’ said managing
director of Rako Hangzhou Dr Gabriel A.

GALLUS RCS 330 at Rako Hangzhou, China
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Straub at the factory opening ceremony.
Rako is not only investing in China. Two
years ago, Rako’s South African division
started production in Cape Town. ‘But
there is no doubt that Rako China is the
fastest growing plant in the whole Rako
Group,’ said Dr Straub.
UPGRADE
Rako Group is one of the largest
self-adhesive label manufacturers in
Europe as well as being a leader in RFID
technology and digital label printing. It
owns 13 plants in four countries, with
1,400 employees and more than 80 sets
of printing machines. In 2012, its turnover
exceeded 200 million Euros.
‘As to the design of our new factory in
Hangzhou, we followed the same high
standards of our Germany plant,’ said
Dr Straub.
‘For example, the ventilation and
air conditioning system were built as
per dust-free standards to ensure a
pollution-free logistics and operating
area; we equipped the lighting system
with a standard light source; we installed
one central refrigerating system for
the printing machines for the purpose
of energy conservation and emission
reduction; we try to keep zero distance

between management and production,
and so on. You can feel these innovations
in this facility, to boost production quality
and efficiency as much as possible.’
Europe’s largest label manufacturer
had to adapt to the challenges of the
Chinese business environment, and
these changes became more obvious
after the arrival of the new general
manager of Rako China, Mr Sun Yi, in
2012.
‘Since 2012, we have started the
upgrading and reconstruction of
various aspects of our company,’ said
Mr Sun Yi. ‘We altered significantly the
structure of management by absorbing
some excellent (Chinese) talents and
we completed the rebuilding of our
corporate process to optimize our supply
chain. As to the hardware, this new
workshop and new equipment are our
first step; in the future, we will continue
to optimize in our hardware and software
sides.’
The Gallus RCS flexo combination
press was installed three years ago and
has 12 units including screen and cold
foil. An AVT in-line inspection system was
added later.
‘The multi-functional Gallus flexo
press meets our highest quality printing
requirements,’ said Mr Sun Yi. ‘It
guarantees our printing quality will be
the same as that in our German plant
and fulfills our promise to our customers.
Besides, we have improved the entire
testing and quality control system. This
has helped us increase our orders.’
Mr Sun seems full of confidence in the
future development of digital printing
in China: ‘Rako was one of the earliest
users of Indigo technology in Europe.
The HP Indigo WS6600 we installed
in our Chinese plant is one of the
most advanced digital presses in the
whole of the Chinese printing market.
It will sharply improve the technical
competence of our Chinese plant and
assist us in completing special jobs,
including personalized or customized
labels as well as short-run orders. We
believe that personalized labels just like
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"Rako’s development
in China will not
be limited to East
China. We are
planning to expand
our manufacturing
base to South, North,
Middle China and
Southwest China in
the next few years"
THE opening ceremory

Coca Cola will be applied more and
more, and digital printing will satisfy
these future demands.’
Rako China is also equipped with
Brotech’s SDF digital post-processing
equipment, which includes die cutting,
UV coating and an AVT inspection
system.
The Rako people are full of confidence
in the future development of their China
operation, and the new factory includes
a lot of additional space for additional
equipment.
PEOPLE FIRST
The improvement in production
efficiency at Rako China has involved
not only the upgrading of the workshop
and equipment, but also new
management systems and the training
and welfare of employees.
‘We are especially proud that we
comply with all laws and regulations
which provide comprehensive
safeguards for our employees and thus
win their full hearted dedication,’ said
Dr Straub. ‘We provide comparatively
generous compensation, a healthy and
sound workplace, and training and
promotion opportunities – including
training in Germany for the flexo press
operators. All employees work in an
air-conditioned environment and with
broadband. We also built a splendid
canteen. We provide a shuttle bus
service, overtime allowance, bonus and
two-day weekends.
‘In return, we expected to get a high
level of efficiency and the best results,
which we indeed we have obtained.
We believe the people-first principle
and high demands on our employees
complement each other, which is one of
the most important reasons enabling us
to be, as far as I know, the most efficient
label converter in China.’
Mr Sun Yi, who worked and studied in
Germany for more than ten years, and is

thus familiar with the difference between
European and Chinese company
culture, shares this view:
‘After the new Chinese leader came
to power, the Chinese Dream has
become very popular. As a German
label corporation, we need not only
to bring good technology, ideas and
management style into China, but
also constantly learn from excellent
local examples. Thereby we expect to
establish a management mode with
German characteristics in a Chinese
enterprise, to supply our customers
the best quality labels and become the
most reliable partner for our customers.
We are trying to become the model not
only for the label industry, but in the
entire Chinese business world. This is
Rako’s Chinese Dream.’
EXPANSION
Dr Straub said the new plant is only
the first step in Rako Group’s plans
for China: ‘Considering that most
of our customers are international
corporations, and that they have exact

regional requirements, we need also to
satisfy their expansion demands.’
Dr Straub said Rako will look to either
acquire or become a shareholder
in competitive local label printers to
establish Rako’s regional distribution
network in China. In fact this plan is
already under way.
To emphasize this point, Mr Sun Yi
said, ‘Rako’s development in China will
not be limited to East China. We are
planning to expand our manufacturing
base to South, North, Middle China and
Southwest China in the next few years.
Our target is very clear: that we will
exert our best efforts to be the largest
label printer in China in the following
three years and we expect to provide
the best service for our customers.’ Mr
Sun is quite confident this goal will be
achieved.
Against the background of the
transformation of the Chinese economy
and its continuous high speed
development, Rako’s Chinese Dream is
not far away from being realized.

YI Sun, GM, Rako China (left), Dr Gabriel A. Straub (second right)
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Expect More.

The Art of Labeling.

HUECK FOLIEN is specialist and technology leader for highly sophisticated functional web coatings with
perfect visual appearance. Our tailor-made label stock solutions support the success of your products. Moreover, we
offer stable quality and reliable service - we make your top products unique.
HUECK FOLIEN – Creating Unmistakable Identity.
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DIGITALLY printed label samples from DLS

Digital capability
with flexo feel
LEADING US converter DLS has expanded its customer service possibilities with the installation of a Memjetdriven Colordyne Technologies digital press, writes Danielle Jerschefske

Diversified Labeling Solutions (DLS) was launched by Bob
Hakman in 1985, and is currently located in Itasca, Illinois, near
O’Hare airport. DLS has twenty-one flexo and die-cutting presses
at its 140,000 square foot headquarters and an additional 26
presses at its locations in Texas, Nevada and Atlanta.
DLS has annual sales of USD $48m, with the majority built
from TT/TD and laser variable image labels. One hundred
percent of the business is conducted through resellers.
The converter installed the 8.7 inch wide Colordyne CDT
1600-PC Laser Pro press with in-line varnishing, laminating and
laser die-cutting in January of 2013.
Hakman says, ‘I knew we had to get into digital. We have
more short run requests coming our way and we’re looking to
find growth in the prime label market. As a business owner I
must be able to justify the cost to ROI and Colordyne’s system
offers an attractive capital investment for complete in-line
production. We pay a little more for material, but the hourly rate
is less and production speeds remain efficient with the laser
die-cutter.’
DLS also has invested in an INX full-color digital printing
system – UV piezo inkjet. The machine has a varnishing station

in-line, is 5.5 inches wide and has white ink.
Explains Hakman, ‘We have both digital technologies
because it gives us the print flexibility necessary to help our
clients sell to their customers. The technology we choose to
produce a job depends on the look and feel that the client
wants for their products. The tactile characteristics of UV inkjet
gives a certain look and Colordyne looks like flexo so we can
deliver multiple finishing options allowing the customer to get
the label look they desire.’
COLORDYNE SPECS
Colordyne Technologies introduced its CDT 1600-PC
full-color production class label series presses to the label
and packaging market under beta development in 2010, and
made the series commercially available in January 2012.
In 2013, Colordyne appointed Sean Marske as president,
bringing a wealth of printing technology research and business
development experience to the company.
Armed with a knowledgeable and passionate team, the Wisconsin-based Memjet OEM has installed over a dozen machines
in label operations in North America and Europe, and is poised
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COLORDYNE LaserPro press at DLS

CONVENTIONAL RETROFIT
Colordyne partners with Styers Equipment
to supply digital retrofitting to the market. In
effect, this allows converters to build scalable
and customized integrated solutions on
existing flexographic machinery.
to capture increased market share.
Says Marske, ‘We are confident in
the Memjet technology, and know that
Colordyne offers a digital solution that
delivers the look and feel of flexo. Our
goal is to drive our digital solution to be
the workhorse of a flexo plant.’
Colordyne has a vision for the future
of label production: that at some point
soon, when a converter goes to print five,
25 or even 50,000 labels, the job will be
produced digitally unless there’s a clear
reason not to.
These types of jobs are what Colordyne
considers the day-to-day ‘bread and
butter’ of many label converters, or up to
75 percent of the overall pressure-sensitive label market.
COMPARING DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES
Despite the upswing in adoption of
digital technology in the label sector,
many converters remain unclear about
the capabilities and limitations of each
technology, and which best suits their
business. This has made some in the
market uncomfortable with signing off on
a large digital printing investment.
Colordyne is focused on educating the
label market on the benefits of Memjet
printhead and ink technology, with the
tag-line ‘Digital flexibility with the look
and feel of flexo’.
There are two types of DOD inkjet print
solutions: thermal (TIJ) and piezoelectric.
Thermal inkjet systems jet ink onto a
substrate with a bubble thrust created by
removing water from the chamber using
a heating mechanism.
Temperature control has proven to be a
hurdle for some of the traditional thermal
inkjet designs. Memjet heads incorporate
a patented DOD thermal inkjet design
that overcomes this challenge by using
the inks as a cooling system.
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INX press at DLS

The nozzle design places the heater
at the core and has both an inlet and
outlet to circulate the inks. This enables
efficient temperature control, which
allows for the tight placement of 70,400
nozzles on each printhead (a total of
350,000 nozzles in five printheads).
PRODUCTION PRESS
Colordyne’s CDT 1600-PC series
presses print at 160 ft/min at full 1600 x
1200dpi resolution. Accurate temperature
control assists by improving drop size
consistency and producing a print
comparable to flexo.
The drop size of the Colordyne press
is 1.2 picoliters. While there is some
dot gain involved, this varies between
substrate. There’s no inline dryer. The
drops are so small that the ink dries
almost immediately after hitting the web.
Explains Marske, ‘The drops are so
small, we don’t need to use multiple drop
sizes to achieve high print quality, and
without sacrificing print speed.’
The acquisition cost of a Colordyne
production label press, including in-line
finishing with laser die-cutting, is under
USD $600,000. Says Emily Kroll, senior
account manager, Colordyne, ‘Many
of the converters we talk to have held
back on a digital investment because
of the amount of capital involved. This,
and the obvious print output difference
between other inkjet technologies and
flexography. With a Colordyne system,
we lower the cost of entry and deliver the
same flexo print quality that the market
expects to see.’
Kroll continues, ‘We rarely see an ROI
of more than twelve months – and that’s
with calculating only two production
hours per day, generating 3-4 jobs per
day. More jobs in less time means better
profitability.’
INKS, MATERIAL AND MAINTENANCE
Colordyne systems use aqueous-based
CMYK inks that absorb into the surface of
the substrate. Marske says, ‘This creates
a smooth, even look and feel. There’s
no texture or shading differences across
solid fields of color.’
The unique Memjet dye ink chemistry

reaches about 75 percent of the CMYK
Pantone gamut. There is no white
available for the Colordyne system.
The technology is capable of printing
on inkjet-receptive substrates —
Polypropylene, Tyvek, BOPP — in
addition to coated and uncoated papers,
estate stocks for wine labels and up to
16-point board stocks. Colordyne has
over 130 approved materials from all of
the industry’s foremost providers.
The Colordyne system is self-maintaining and operation requires only a basic
understanding of a Microsoft OS.
Kroll explains, ‘We believe there’s a
spot for our presses in nearly every
label shop. Our digital press can serve
as another tool in their arsenal. I see it
as a necessity for the label converter
to remain competitive. It certainly won’t
overcome all of their challenges, but it
will increase profitability and efficiency to
secure existing business and penetrate
new markets.’
Concludes Marske, ‘We don’t feel that
a label buyer should have to settle for a
different look and feel whether labels are
printed digitally or with flexo.’

NIGHT Owl Brewery
labels by DLS

Celebrating
expertise and
service excellence!
UPM Raflatac has always been defined
by engineering expertise and service
excellence. Our new customer promise
Engineered with Raflatouch captures
them both.
It means we strive to give our customers
first-class technical expertise and products
complemented with the most attentive
service in the business. Every single day.
That’s why with UPM Raflatac you get
more than a top quality product. You
get personal service with the special
Raflatouch!
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SPECTROL president Ray Kapoor with the Gallus ECS 340

STEVE Middleton, president of Middleton Printing

GALLUS ECS 340
SPECTROL (CANADA)
Spectrol, of Mississauga, Ontario, recently took delivery
of a new Gallus ECS 340 flexographic label printing press
to augment its high-end food and beverage, cosmetic,
pharmaceutical and food labeling business
Since its commissioning, Spectrol president Ray Kapoor, has
reported that ‘the press is running beautifully’.
‘I'm very pleased with its quality, its production capability, and
its quietness, which is really an added bonus,’ Kapoor said.
He added: ‘We started our business 25 years ago with a
Gallus letterpress. Since then, we've migrated much of our work
to larger flexo presses.
‘Because of our recent growth, we needed something faster
and more efficient, so we looked at all the new flexo press
offerings in the industry and chose the Gallus ECS 340.
‘We already had great experience with Gallus quality and
support, and we really liked the stability of the ECS 340's
granite base.
‘However, what really sold us was the press's extremely short
web path and quick set-up. Head-to-head, no other press could
match it.’

Designed for prime label converters and commercial printers,
the Epson SurePress L-4033AW is a seven-color inkjet digital
label press with white ink that makes high-quality, short-run
label printing easier and more efficient, even on clear and
metallic substrates, Epson states.
Steve Middleton, president of Middleton Printing, said: ‘The
SurePress seemed like the right technology to shift most of our
flexographic production to digital.
‘What set the SurePress apart from competitors was its
reasonable price, reliable performance and world class quality.
It truly was a positive experience when the actual use of the
digital press exceeded my expectations.’

EDALE FL-1
KINGFISHER LABELS (UK)
Kingfisher Labels has purchased an Edale FL-1 flexo press for
its production facility based in Yate, North Bristol.
The FL-1 is Edale’s compact flexographic printing press,
capable of converting a wide variety of labels and ticketing
substrates. It has a short web path and a compact design of 2.5
sq m, offers quick job change through ease of access and is
available with an extensive range of options.
Kingfisher Labels installed its first Edale press in 2001 and
now operates four Edale flexo presses.
Martin Jackson, director of Kingfisher Labels, said: ‘The new
flexographic press compliments the sites other existing Edale
press including the first FL-1 multi machine produced.
‘The additional capacity will allow the site to produce a greater
volume and range of products, it will also help strengthen the
quality and service levels we deliver to our customer.’
EPSON SUREPRESS L-4033AW
MIDDLETON PRINTING (US)
Michigan-based Middleton Printing has installed an Epson
SurePress L-4033AW label press as part of its move to
transition from flexo to digital printing.

ESKO CDI
MARVACO (FINLAND)
Scandinavian packaging pre-press house Marvaco has made a
major investment in HD and Full HD Flexo production, and now
possesses six Esko CDIs for platemaking.
The investments are intended to increase its high-definition
packaging production for brand owners in printing houses and
also raise Marvaco’s production capacity significantly in both
Finland and Sweden
Marvaco has also added staff in plate production as part of its
latest investment.
COLORDYNE 1600-PC LASER PRO DIGITAL PRESS
LYTASA
Litografica y Tipografica America SA de CV (LYTASA) has
ordered a Colordyne Technologies 1600-PC Laser Pro digital
label and tag printing press. The machine was installed in
January 2014.
‘We chose the Laser Pro because of its speed and versatility,’
said LYTASA president Javier Simon. ‘Also, we liked that the
maintenance is very easy and can be done by our operator.’
The CDT 1600-PC Laser Pro boasts in-line digital printing,
UV varnishing, laminating and laser die-cutting capabilities, at
a resolution of 1600 x 1200 dpi and at speeds of up to 160 ft/
min (49m/min). Memjet technology allows for resolution using
1.2 pico liter ink droplets, claimed by the company to be the
smallest in the industry.
‘The press is going to give us the versatility we require to print
short runs and variable data,’ said Simon.
‘We are excited to see the CDT 1600-PC Laser Pro transform
LYTASA's business,’ said Emily Kroll, senior global account
executive at Colordyne Technologies.
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FLEXIPRINT managing director Sathis Abeywickrama has invested
in Martin Automatic equipment since the middle of the last decade

MARTIN AUTOMATIC MBS UNWIND/SPLICER
AND LRD REWINDER
FLEXIPRINT (SRI LANKA)
Sri Lanka’s Flexiprint has added to its equipment portfolio
with further investment in Martin Automatic material handling
technology.
Flexiprint was founded in 1993 to supply the added value tea
bag and envelope market that was growing rapidly in Sri Lanka
at the time. Preferring flexo to gravure printing, for its better
ability to handle a variety of work, and in the process becoming
the first tag converter in Sri Lanka to use water-based inks,
Flexiprint began printing with an eight-color, seven-inch
Propheteer, and won an FTA Print Award in its first year of
operation. Five more Propheteers followed as production
increased to keep pace with demand, before the company
switched to 14in Gidue lines to improve productivity and
quality. It now has six Nuova Gidue presses installed.
The Martin Automatic MBS unwind/splicer and LRD rewind
will be Flexiprint’s fifth and sixth units from the manufacturer,
with the first, an LRD, fitted to a Nuova Gidue Combat press in
2005.
Flexiprint managing director Sathis Abeywickrama said: ‘We
believe Martin roll handling is the best on the market and its
MBS and LRD machines allow our Nuova Gidue presses to
reach their full potential.’
AB GRAPHIC DIGICON SERIES 2
ROMA SPA (ITALY)
Italian label printer ROMA has installed a high-spec Digicon
Series 2 converting line from AB Graphic in a move to
complement its recent investment in digital printing.
The Digicon Series 2 installed at ROMA features delam/relam
in a semi-rotary web motion, multi-head semi-rotary flexo,
flatbed foil stamping, in-register overlaminating, plus a web
splitting, multi-layer coupon device.
ROMA’s investment in its finishing capabilities for digitally
printed labels also includes a Digilase laser cutting system.
The laser label cutting line is the first Digilase system sold
by AB Graphic into the Italian market and is comprised of
a number of additional capabilities, including semi-rotary
flexo, overlaminating and a high degree of automation that
includes the Omega FAST, where the knives are positioned via
servo-driven motors, and a turret rewinder to allow non-stop
production. The Digilase is JDF compatible, requires no tooling
and files can be downloaded from a database ready to start
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ROMA installs AB Graphic Digicon Series 2

production. After cutting, the labels are stripped of the matrix
and rewound in the conventional manner.
AB Graphic managing director Mike Burton said: ‘Bearing
in mind we have around 750 Digicon installations worldwide,
this is probably the most sophisticated label converting
specification we have built.
‘The design and configuration of the machine was agreed
over some time with a large element of the final specification
driven by the customer and the need to supply a highly
complex range of labels to the market sectors ROMA serves.’
EDALE FL-3
STURDY LABELS (UK)
Sturdy Labels has taken ownership of an Edale eight-color UV
dual servo FL-3 press at its factory in Skelmersdale, UK.
The FL-3 is 350mm wide and boasts an array of additional
options including turnbar, delam/relam, cold foil, lamination,
variable length sheeting function and a delivery table.
The press is being used by the UK-based label printing
company to produce self-adhesive labels primarily for the
food and personal care sectors, but also the chemical, glass,
electronic and paper markets.
Sturdy Labels already has an Edale Beta 250mm wide press
as well as a number of other presses by other manufacturers,
and began looking for another press in 2011 when looking to
expand its offering into film and flexible packaging applications.
The FL-3 can print on a number of substrates from 12-450
microns.
Simon Sturdy of Sturdy Labels said: ‘We looked and
demonstrated many different machines but decided to go with
the Edale FL-3 due to the quick turnaround, fast job changes,
and minimal ink and material waste.’
NUOVA GIDUE M5
DIVERSIFIED LABEL IMAGES/TRACO MANUFACTURING
(BOTH US)
Nuova Gidue flexographic printing presses are headed
to the US, with both Diversified Label Images and Traco
Manufacturing receiving M5 presses.
Diversified Label Images of Birmingham, Alabama has
purchased the M5 430mm (17in) with eight color stations and
die-cutting. Traco Manufacturing of Orem, Utah has purchased
the M5 630 (25in) with nine color stations and die-cutting. Both
of these machines are multi-substrate capable and also feature
the patented print deck design.
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Pouches:
survival of the fittest
FLORIDA-BASED Palmas Printing has moved into unsupported film printing and pouch production to satisfy
demands from key clients – or else, writes Danielle Jerschefske
Palmas Printing was established in 1974 in Puerto Rico to
service the tobacco market with labels produced in close
proximity. Now located in Melbourne, Florida, over the last few
years Palmas Printing has made a major shift in its production
capabilities, including the opening of a new manufacturing
plant in Santiago, Dominican Republic.
The first cigars sold in a sealed pouch were seen on-shelf in
2007. At the time, most cigar products were sold in cellophane
or poly wrappers with wraparound paper bands.
Pouched cigars and cigarillos offer consumers an enhanced
experience, keeping their choice products fresher for longer.
This performance benefit has rapidly driven change in the retail
landscape of convenience stores and other tobacco outlets.
Says Jim Love, vice president at Palmas Printing, ‘Freshness
is extremely important to consumers. Pouches are completely
sealed and offer product longevity. The consumers’ response
to pouches has been positive, and the shift in tobacco
packaging was extremely fast.’
It’s about survival. And so, the label printer morphed into a
printed pouch converter.
POUCHES ARE IN
Pouch packaging has become a staple brand message when
communicating exceptional tobacco quality and taste appeal.
The resealable pouch is convenient and serves as a temporary
‘humidor’ for consumers without one.
CSP (Convenience Store Products) magazine, a leading
publication for convenience store and petroleum retailers,
primarily attributes the recent success of cigar sales at retail
to innovation in pouches (Pouch Lands Punch on Packs,
May 2013, tobacco editor Melissa Vonder Haar). In addition
to boosted sales figures for a market laden with growthprohibitive legislation, pouch packaging has been used as a
point of entry into the convenience environment for premium

DROP & Mop pouch by Palmas

cigar brands.
Printed cigar bands have experienced a severe decline
in demand over the last five years. Today, Palmas Printing
produces only 500 million paper wraparound cigar bands each
year, down from around five billion bands at its peak. Re-kitting
and tooling again for flexible packaging and pouch production
have made up this potential loss in revenue.
Love explains, ‘Going from pressure sensitive and paper
to unsupported film and lamination – and then into pouches
has been a big change for us. Now we’re actually making the
finished product.’
The converter’s legacy equipment was engineered to run
paper and water-based ink. When the need arose to jump into
film immediately – or be left behind – Palmas Printing assessed
multiple press suppliers before signing for a 16-in ten-color
Nilpeter FG servo press with IST UV curing systems and hot
air units on each station. Nilpeter USA had recently completed
the construction of its demo facility in Cincinnati and agreed to
open its doors for the converter to begin running production
in the new customer show room, sending its pressman and
material to Ohio. Since the initial purchase, Palmas Printing
has installed two more Nilpeter presses, including a 16-inch
eight-color FB.
Operations began in Santiago, Dominican Republic in
December 2012 following the move and installation of a
Nilpeter press and the acquisition of two more Totani pouchers.
Proximity to the customer again proved critical.
Says Love, ‘Had we not made
the adjustment to run metalized
product, our business would
cease to exist.’
COMPETITIVE POUCHING
Palmas Printing did not become
a film printer overnight. Success
in shifting the business required
extensive research, investment,
training, trials and patience. The
converter runs a lot of spot work,
often at 150 line screen, using
laser ablated Flint Group printing

MARQUEE Sweets
packaging by Palmas
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PROUD HISTORY

SWISHER Sweets
variety of flavors

sleeves for the seamless design required for small pouches.
Rather impressively, the company learned about flexible packaging on-the-fly to
ensure it could continue to service its core market. Love admits, ‘It was not simple.
We had a lot of help.’
The converter uses a Karlville 1000mm-wide off-line solventless lamination
unit to improve production efficiencies. The majority of the converter’s output is
a metalized film and film laminate construction with barrier properties layered
to maintain moisture levels in the pouch to prolong the life of cigars. It takes
anywhere from 12 to 24 hours for the lamination to cure on the rolls in a drying
area after running through the solventless lamination machine before conversion.
Palmas Printing has two pouch finishing lines, one Karlville Twin Series that can
accommodate material widths up to 1.4m, and three Totani three side series with
similar width capability.
It re-engineered its Totani machine with a double-zipper configuration on each
side of the pouching machine to convert two pouches across the top and two
across the bottom, which makes up for the inability to print four across. The
machine brings the two webs together and heat seals the pouches, running
on average at 200 strokes per minute. The industry average is 100 strokes per
minute, and with every stroke giving two pouches, Palmas Printing has created a
long-term profit driver.
TEST FOR SUCCESS
Palmas Printing is never content with the way things are. Love says, ‘Now that
we’ve made the successful transition, we’re getting creative and working to
generate here what cannot be made elsewhere. Flexible packaging is not a niche;
tobacco is, so we’ll look to further innovate in this space.’
The converter didn’t have much testing equipment for its labels production.
Investment in new lab equipment and process control standards were imperative.
It uses a basic vacuum test for pouch sealing that tells if the seal is thorough
and allows operators to tweak the seal during finishing. Paul Browning has been
hired as the converter’s quality manager charged with designing other necessary

Palmas Printing is a division of George
Schmitt & Co., originally a lithographic
printing firm started in 1874 to service
the cigar market with beautiful sheet-fed,
intricately detailed cigar box designs produced
using lithographic stones as the ink to media
transfer material. President and CEO Robert
Gunther is the third generation in the family
running the business.
Gunther first joined the company after his
service in WWII. He guided the business
through high volume, roll-fed gravure work
and is a true pioneer of reinvention.
Gunther says, ‘The printing industry will
always have its place. If the presses would
shut down today, our society would come
to an end. Still, we would be obsolete in ten
years if we were not flexible to change.’

proprietary off-line tests. One, for
example, gives strength seal readings
all the way around the packaging in
order to maintain positive control – with
documentation.
While Palmas Printing is producing
its pouches effectively at narrower
web widths, it will review wider 32-inch
and 50-inch presses before its next
investment, most likely a pre-used UV
system. Love admits too that digital
[printing] will fit into the business at
some point.
Palmas Printing provides an
exceptional example of adapting for
survival. With the right investment
and support, the label converter has
reinvented itself as a powerful primary
packaging converter.

POMPOM Sweet
packaging samples

ZIPARILLOS Group offers
consumers a wide selection of flavors
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Olympus powers on
LEADING UK CONVERTER Olympus Labels has significantly reduced its power consumption following
installation of GEW’s E2C curing systems on three Nilpeter FA-4 presses. Andy Thomas reports
Over the last three years, Olympus Labels – one of the UK’s
leading privately held label converters – has embarked
on a major program of investment in high-end Nilpeter
combination presses.
The company now has three highly specified 8- and 9-color
FA4s, along with existing FA2500s. Olympus has been
consistently in front of the press technology curve. One of
the FA-4’s is fitted with Nilpeter’s FP-4 latest in-line flatbed
emboss/foiling stations, and a second with the new and more
robust Nilpeter/Stork drop in Screen unit.
Olympus’ recent success reflects a growing confidence
in the UK economy, with the company reporting an unusual
surge of buying activity around Christmas. The company’s key
markets are high-end cosmetics and body care products, and
increasingly, wine and craft beer labels. Although primarily
supplying UK-based brands, Olympus’ output is exported
as far afield as Hong Kong and the Chinese mainland, and
across continental Europe.
In common with an increasing number of UK label
converters, Olympus has found itself close to the limits of its
electrical power requirements, hampering the potential for
further growth.
This situation has now been alleviated by the adoption of
GEW’s E2C UV lamp technology.
‘This has generated a factory-wide 21 percent power saving,
allowing us to put in another Nilpeter FA-4 press and move
our business to the next level,’ says joint managing director
Adrian Brown. ‘We achieved this by converting two existing
FA-4 presses to the GEW E2C UV system and specifying the
new FA-4 with E2C. We put our faith in GEW to deliver what
they said they would and they have not let us down.’
Brown is in a good position to identify the impact of the
new UV installation since introducing a Prism Management
Information System (MIS) to the company. The Prism MIS
allows management to keep track of each operator’s shift
activities – when the press was running, when in makeready
and when down due to faults.
‘After some software updates we have had virtually 100
percent UV efficiency and no downtime because of the

ADRIAN Brown, joint-MD Olympus Labels

"Right from the beginning we
educated our people to turn the
power levels down. The GEW
systems are designed to run on low
power, so that has to be the mentality"
lamps in the nine months they have been installed - and that’s
running 24/7 five days a week,’ says Brown.
The greater energy efficiency of the E2C lamps’ reflector
design, added to the fact that Olympus runs its complex
multi-process jobs at around half full press speed, means the
lamps are operating at only 40 percent of full power and last in
excess of 3,500 hours. The lamps are turned up a little for difficult
to cure silvers and whites.
This compares to 80-90 percent power settings for the previous
UV lamps, which in turn generated more lamp burnouts and
shutter issues.
‘We do actually run the presses a little faster than before
because the operators are confident they will not have a problem
with the GEW UV system,’ says Brown.
The lower curing levels were set after an empirical process of
trial and error.
‘Right from the beginning we educated our people to turn the
power levels down. The GEW systems are designed to run on
low power, so that has to be the mentality.
GEW has long advocated this approach to setting UV power
levels as it has such an impact on reducing production costs.
‘Traditionally, converters set their systems up using a fixed W/
cm or percentage power value, however this only measures how
much electrical power goes into the lamp, not how much UV
is coming out or how well the ink is curing,’ the company’s UK
sales manager Chris Nuttall explains. ‘With modern low-energy
UV curing systems, these traditional power settings can typically
be halved to minimize power consumption, whilst still enabling
increased press output.’

GEW E2C UV lamps on Nilpeter FA-4
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DR John Anderson awards Imageworx Kodaks
Flexcel NX Plate Certification Plaque

Kodak’s plates elevate
flexo to gravure quality
KODAK’S Flexcel NX system is helping flexo printers match alternative printing technologies,
writes Danielle Jerschefske
Leveraging years of experience in research, designing and
engineering technology for imaging graphics, Eastman Kodak
launched its digital printing plate system for flexography, Flexcel
NX, at Drupa 2008. Today Kodak has installed more than 300
Flexcel NX Systems for use in the manufacture of labels, cartons
and flexible packaging. Distinctive technology, controlled
installation and process education has two of Kodak’s Pennsylvania-based users – a mid-web converter and a pre-press house
– growing their business because of the quality return on their
investments.
Emma Schlotthauer, global packaging marketing manager for
Kodak, says, ‘The advanced Flexcel NX process removes the
traditional constraints of flexo printing, giving designers more
freedom to deliver the kind of pop and impact on-shelf they would
normally expect from gravure printing.’

Kodak’s lamination process eliminates the presence of oxygen
in the plate-making process, allowing a faithful reproduction
of the image on the plate. The tonal range is wide, delivering
smooth image reproduction without the visible hard breaks often
associated with flexo.
This wide tonal range, combined with higher print densities,
allows printers to eliminate some spot colors and promotes
the wider use of process color systems, increasing production
efficiency.
Dr John Anderson, Kodak’s packaging sales and product
marketing director, stresses the importance of the plate itself:
‘The unique dot structure and the micro textured plate surface
of the Flexcel NX Plate is what has driven the advancement of
flexography as a printing process, and is what has allowed the
technology to break into the flexible packaging market.’

DISTINCTIVE TECHNOLOGY
The Kodak Flexcel NX System incorporates Kodak Squarespot
imaging technology – taken from the offset CTP world where
Kodak has +16,000 devices installed – combined with high
resolution plate materials and a unique lamination process. The
Kodak technology images a high-resolution dye-based mask
rather than a carbon mask used in other digital plate production
systems.

GRAVURE-QUALITY FLEXO
MRI Flexible Packaging is based in Newtown, Pennsylvania, a
suburb of Philadelphia. The converter produces stretch sleeve
labels and polyethylene film wraparound labels for a wide range
of end use applications, including private label bleach and other
household products, beverage and industrial products, and dairy
and cat litter bottles. It also prints and slits large shrink wrap labels
for big beer brand Miller Coors among others.
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WILL Vasquez shows Flexcel
NX printed results at MRI

Richard Speeney, managing director and
co-owner of MRI Flexible Packaging, says,
‘Most of our growth has come from the
shrink sleeve market, which, in the past,
had chosen gravure. Using the Flexcel
NX, we compete at gravure quality with
the benefits of flexo. We’ve experienced
double digit growth YOY these last few
years.’
Kodak technology offers a ‘dimpled’
pattern on the top of the plate through the
Digicap NX screening software. This helps
greatly in the reproduction of solids and a
wide tonal range – key elements required
to play in the flexible packaging market.
Will Vasquez, senior project manager at
MRI, says, ‘The plates offer pixel for pixel
reproduction with outstanding ink transfer
and surface patterns. The solid ink density

LABELS&LABELING

In April 2012, MRI purchased the first Bobst
F&K 20SIX central impression flexo press
sold in North America. The 10-color, 1300mm
(1.3m) wide machine allows MRI to run over
20 job changes per day. A 12,000 ft job
running 1000 ft/min on the Bobst press takes
12-15 minutes to complete, not including
make ready time.
The 20SIX is equipped with Bobst’s
smartGPS. The GPS technology scans the
print sleeve with the plate applied to create
a topographical map by evaluating and
recording the high and low spots on the
plate. It automatically reads and writes the
information that it obtains onto an RFID chip
embedded in the print sleeve. Once the
sleeves are loaded, the press reads the chip
prints stronger, more vibrant colors. We
to set registration and impression.
can print at a high line screen – 133, 150,
This is extreme process automation. And
175 – to provide quality that matches the
this automated production extends through
gravure world. The plate technology truly
the front and back-end with a non-stop infeed
makes our shrink and other film labels
splice, non-stop rewinding system, and a
stand out from the rest.’
self-cleaning ink system.
The company’s plates also last longer
MRI’s older presses are 24 and 33 inches
than before. Says Speeney, ‘Our old plates wide, just half the size of the new machine.
would swell after running and the fine
With the Bobst, the converter is able to run
vignette would disappear from the print.
two across.
We’d be required to make new plates
Vasquez adds, ‘The [Bobst and Kodak]
around 250,000 feet. Now we’re able to
technologies together give us more
use the plates for three times the amount.’ consistency throughout the press run and has
A typical MRI customer requires more
helped us to knock some of the spot colors
than forty SKUs with eight or more colors. out of jobs. Our efficiency is greatly improved.
The converter averages around 15-16
We’ve eliminated traps with 4-color process
changeovers per day, sometimes two in
and are reviewing expanded gamut potential.’
one run, and it preys on short run gravure
Not to mention that the pre-press cost for
work.
flexography is a fraction of gravure. Also, the
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advance in flexo quality makes the process
comparable to the widely adopted HP
Indigo print standard, and does not require
compensation for dot gain.
Speeney continued, ‘These steps forward
in flexographic technology arm us in the
fight against gravure printing. Many buyers
see the cost opportunity and want to make
the switch to flexo, but their marketing
teams want to see print quality proven.
We’re busy educating our customers on
our advanced capability.
‘The gap between gravure and flexo gets
smaller and smaller. Having the new Bobst
press and the Kodak plate system allows
us to make that gap non-existent.’
TRADE PLATE HOUSE PERSPECTIVE
Jerry Toepfer is president of Imageworx in
Levittown, Pennsylvania. Toepfer gained
his experience in the industry with more
than 30 years as a technical representative
working to improve the print quality for
flexographic printers.
Imageworx is a pre-press house that
produces digital printing plates for narrow
and wide web flexographic and letterpress
printers. It uses an Esko 4260 CDI Imager
to expose DuPont and Asahi plate
materials, and a Kodak Flexcel NX 42” x
60” System to produce Flexcel NX plates
with DigiCap screening.
Toepfer says, ‘Overall the weak link for
many flexographic printers is their plates.
The quality capabilities of typical in-house
plate making systems is a generation

KODAK Flexcel NX Squarespot plates

or two behind where it needs to be to
consistently produce a top quality printed
product. We have strong relationships with
premier narrow web printing companies.
Many flexographic printers have extensive
front end pre-press capabilities but do not
want to make the significant investment
required to have a top notch solvent
wash plate making system in house. We
have seen an increased demand by our
clients to have the best plates possible for
challenging jobs and have expanded our
capabilities with the Kodak NX system to
meet this requirement.’
The key piece is to understand the
differences between a conventionally
exposed photopolymer plate versus a
Kodak plate. Toepfer explains, ‘Because of
the presence of oxygen in a conventional
digital exposure, a bump curve is usually
required for quality printers. If you send
a digital file with 50 percent dot, exposed
conventionally, you actually get about
36 percent on the plate. With the Kodak

FLEXCEL NX flexographic plate technology

NX technology, and other oxygen free
exposure technologies, a 50 percent dot in
the digital file results in a 50 percent dot on
the plate yielding more linear, smoother,
transitions in the print.’
Imageworx’ output break has quickly
moved to be approximately 85 percent
Kodak with the hope of expanding to wider
web and other large volume flexo printers.
CERTIFICATION
Both Kodak customers agreed that the
company has implemented a ‘flawless
installation program’, ensuring reliable
support with on-press issues from install
through to final production. Kodak has
established a Certification Program for
Flexcel NX clients. This proves that the
plate maker is producing plates to the
Kodak global standard, which makes
production consistent and predictable. To
receive the Kodak Flexcel NX Certification
mark, the plate producer must also have
endorsements from the end customer.
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THREE generations of the
Melapioni familia at Beau Label

Flexo wins at Beau
FLEXOGRAPHY is proving its strength at a New Jersey label house with a strong culture, writes
Danielle Jerschefske
Beau Label started in Manhattan’s SoHo neighborhood in 1967,
shortly after the name for the trendy bohemian area South
of Houston Street was first coined by urban planner Chester
Rapkin. Vincent Melapioni and two partners established the
label business at 141 Grand between Crosby and Lafayette
Streets. In 1982 the business moved across the street to a
landmark cast iron style building with more space to grow.
Stemming from Melapioni’s father’s offset printing company,
initial work was primarily broker-based. At the time, there were a
lot of label jobs to be found in lower Manhattan.
The third generation of the family, VJ Melapioni, son of
Vincent Melapioni, became president in 1985. After he led a
number of acquisitions through the 1990s, the 2005 purchase
of Armstrong Label in Brooklyn and the move to its current
location in 2008 pushed the company into prime label
production. While ten percent of revenue was attributed to
prime label at the time, today prime label accounts for seventy
percent of the business.
President VJ Melapioni says, ‘We picked up end users as we
moved out of the city. More bakery and meat companies were
eager to direct their own purchasing; and there isn’t much room
for a middle man.’
Today Melapioni leads the growing business in a 35,000
sq ft brick manufacturing facility in Hillside, New Jersey, near
Newark. Moving from multiple level production to a single floor
process greatly improved workflow. Around forty percent of
Beau Label’s current business is in coupons and booklets, a
solid piece remaining with brokers. Food, beverage, industrial

and health & beauty labels are mostly pressure-sensitive, with
some work done on unsupported films and tag stock inserts.
With a handful of Nilpeter presses, a variety of complex
gear machinery and traditional solvent washout plates, Beau
Label demonstrates how well flexographic printing delivers
what today’s label buyers demand. Melapioni says, ‘We want
our customers to see the value in doing business with Beau
Label. We push the limits and work to figure out a better way of
meeting our customers’ needs.’
FLEXO SUCCESS
Beau Label’s latest capital investment was a 13-inch Nilpeter
FB 3300 that replaced a 6-color Propheteer, and joins other
fully servo driven Nilpeter presses installed in 2008. Now
the converter is looking to replace an 8-color Propheteer to
continue the increase in production and waste reduction.
Melapioni says, ‘The Nilpeter machines run. These presses
are made to run at 300-400 feet and they do, without
spitting ink. We have built strong supplier relationships with
RotoMetrics, Nilpeter, Fujifilm and others. They’ve supported
us to become the quality converters that we are. They treat our
small company as if we are bigger, and we can pay it forward to
our clients.’
The equipment – in the well-lit plant with a panel of fiberglass
windows on the roof – includes two Gallus letterpresses, a
13-inch Propheteer and two 7-inch Propheteer presses. Two
650 Webtrons are engineered to work in tandem in-line for
specialty folding applications, efficiently producing small folded
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"The Nilpeter machines run.
These presses are made to run
at 300-400 feet and they do,
without spitting ink. We have built
strong supplier relationships with
RotoMetrics, Nilpeter, Fujifilm and
others. They’ve supported us to
become the quality converters
that we are"
coupons. This line is equipped with plow folders, as well as three
Mark Andy machines.
PUSHING FLEXO LIMITS
One of Beau Label’s key accounts is a large health and beauty
manufacturer that sells into the Dollar Store, a shop where each
item costs only a single US dollar. Melapioni says, ‘This client
has forced us to push the parameters of flexo printing. If other
customers expect a one percent dot, he wants zero. Flexography
has really become more like offset printing, a science, and we’re
able to use that to our advantage.’
The converter uses conventional solvent wash-out flexographic
printing plates made in-house with a Kelleigh system. An
BEAU Label specially engineered
Webtrons working in tandem
investment in computer-to-plate equipment has been on
hold ‘until a true direct-to-plate technology is available’. The
converter hopes to be a beta site for the first introduction of such drive further excellence in client service clients.
Eleven press operators produce a variety of work in the
technology this year.
versatile press room. Melapioni says, ‘The key to any business
Melapioni says, ‘We’re testing water wash plates from a few
suppliers. We are told the water wash plates are running 200 line is the personnel. Our team knows how to work with their hands,
they’ve been with us for a long time, and they make sure that
screen, holding one percent dots. We’ve found success up to
quality product is sent out the door.’
175 line screen and will conduct testing on the 200 shortly.’
The strong work ethic and passion is apparent in the culture.
Together with Fuji, Beau Label uses special opaque white ink
There’s one operator per press. Cross training with the different
coupled with a proprietary anilox roll. The laydown performance
equipment is hands on and meaningful. Trainees produce live
is so high that health and beauty work hasn’t required a screen
work when they cover for colleagues on vacation or on a sick
unit when produced on any of the Nilpeter machines. The Dollar
day. Plant manager Tom Savona says, ‘It’s a benefit for both
Store customer wants the pop, and this advanced flexo solution
sides. Eager employees can build a career here, and we’re
provides it.
happy to have them grow with the company.’
Beau Label wants to work with customers and is willing to
For large projects, the single shift crew comes together to
do whatever it takes to satisfy them. Managing inventory has
deliver whatever the customer, or their business, needs. An
become an added value particularly in the wake of the great
example: last year the company bid on an order that required
recession. A local owner of a thriving bakery has found success
a printed clear film page for a specialty advertisement in a
in private label. Now a personal friend, Melapioni and his team
magazine. It took two twelve-hour shifts to complete the work,
submit re-orders automatically when the client’s labels need
but the company won the business and prospered.
replenishing. It saves the customer time and helps the converter
Vincent Melapioni Jr, VJ’s son, works in the plant to prep
avoid late orders that require schedule jostling and are costly.
‘I’m not interested in digital,’ says Melapioni. The converter was the presses with inks, plated cylinders and dies. He is now
a very early adopter of Indigo technology in 2001 when units are the fourth generation of family working for the company.
recognized to have not been mature enough for the marketplace, More family members support the front-of-house operations
management.
unlike the current offerings. Beau Label eventually scrapped
Beau Label is finding solid growth through referrals, the
the press. ‘Right now I won’t entertain the purchase of a new
most valuable new business there is. To improve efficiencies
digital machine. I’m doing well with the conventional equipment
and increase capacity, another Nilpeter FB 3300 press will
we have. If anything I’d look for a partner where we can work
be commissioned later this year. And Melapioni hopes to
together to find the right business for the investment.’
incorporate direct plate engraving as a business edge soon.
Melapioni’s a firm believer in purchasing the place in which
CONVERTER CULTURE
a business operates; it’s a strategy that can greatly benefit
Beau Label has acquired a handful of regional converters under
a company, an investment to fund development. With 36
Melapioni’s leadership: New Era and Atlantic Label in New
employees, the Beau Label family looks forward to driving
Jersey, Armstrong Label from Brooklyn, Federal Label in Staten
continued growth through supplier partnerships, the adoption
Island and Long Island Label. The converter constantly has an
eye out for small companies that will complement operations and of advanced flexo technology and further strategic acquisitions.
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Targeting a niche market
BOB Veitch, managing director of UK converter CV Labels, has invested time and resources in building a
business specialized to service the pharmaceutical industry. Andy Thomas reports
Six years ago Bob Veitch, managing director of CV Labels in
Irvine, Scotland, decided to change his company’s direction
dramatically. The business became the only label company
in Scotland to achieve the PS9000 pharmaceutical packaging
quality certification with the help of a new MIS program. The
business moved to focus on pharmaceutical and medical
customers. In those six years, CV Labels has doubled its annual
sales to almost GBP £2million (USD $3.3m), and has just
completed an expansion of its factory, doubling the floor space
to 14,000 square feet (1,300 sqm).
In 1989 Veitch left his position as technical production
manager at Ayrshire Labels with the intention of starting CV
Labels. The two-man business struggled through its first
year and then grew slowly until 1997, when they moved into
the current premises in Irvine. By this time the company was
running a Comco Cadet, a Comco Captain, Domino Inkjet,
a plain label die-cutter and a slitter rewinder. CV Labels got
a UL manufacturing license in 1998 and began servicing the
burgeoning electronics market in Ayrshire.
‘Electronics was big in the area at the time,’ explains Veitch. ‘All
of the major companies were based here – Seagate, HP, Compaq
– it was a real hotspot. It was a great market for us and we got
a lot of business from it, but by the mid-2000s it was all moving
abroad to Eastern Europe and Asia. Demand was nose-diving.
We always did a little work in the medical and pharmaceutical
fields, so we knew that it was nice work and would be a good
thing to look into to. The demise of the local electronics industry
meant that we looked into it far more seriously.’
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Today pharmaceutical and medical work represents 80 percent
of the company’s turnover. Moving into these vertical markets
was not a decision that was taken lightly and investment
had to be made in certification, new equipment and a new
MIS program.
‘It’s a big decision and a big commitment to sell into these
sectors,’ explains Veitch. ‘We are subject to quality audits, spend
a lot of money on research and development, and it is a very
long process to become an approved supplier. It’s a far slower
process to secure the business in the first place and it’s also a lot
of time and effort to achieve the quality certification. There’s no
quick fix – you will never just get the order and print it.’
On the other side, once you are an approved vendor, it’s more
difficult for the pharma companies to switch supplier and the
whole supply chain has to be informed of the change. Another
huge benefit for Veitch is the fact that companies in the pharma
industry tend to stick to their payment terms.
The PS9000 controls start at the point of enquiry from the
customer and permeate the entire production cycle. Following a
disastrous attempt to build their own management software, CV
Labels installed Label Traxx MIS at the end of 2007 to provide a
framework for the company’s workflow. Label Traxx has helped
with the streamlining of day-to-day admin, while also providing
a system to manage and control the stringent requirements of
the pharma industry.
‘Without Label Traxx we would need more people to keep up
with the paperwork,’ explains Veitch. ‘Label Traxx has made
us more efficient in terms of our stock control, producing
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BOB Veitch, CV Labels with Nilpeter press

documents, managing orders and
purchasing. Everything is much less
laborious – it takes seconds to order
material electronically. I can send it direct
to the supplier by clicking one button.
‘With the controls that PS9000 required,
we couldn’t have achieved it without a
professional MIS. Label Traxx fulfilled a
large amount of the requirements. The
material supply chain has to be totally
tied up and we need traceability of POs to
jobs, materials allocated to jobs, control
of machinery and traceability of operators.
We also need the ability to differentiate
between our pharma and normal workflow
so that other customers aren’t penalized.’
Today CV Labels runs the two Comco
presses and recently invested in a new
6-color Nilpeter FB-2500. It is currently the
only company in the UK running an Omega
slitter rewinder with a water-based Domino
inkjet system for sequential numbering on
the liner, and it was the first label company
in the UK with ABG’s Fleyevision 100
percent inspection cameras.
‘Pharmaceutical work has to be treated
completely differently,’ explains Veitch.
‘A small point or mark on a label for a
standard manufacturer may not be an
issue, but it could be a huge problem for a
pharmaceutical company where dosages
are involved. That’s why the inspection
equipment and numbering equipment
are key to our business. We are regularly
audited by customers and prospects and
we need to show them that we have the
technology to meet their needs.’
Even investing in new equipment isn’t
as straightforward when pharmaceutical
customers are involved. Strict ‘change
control’ means that jobs cannot be moved
from one press to another and the supply
chain must be notified if a printing plate
has to be replaced for example. CV Labels’
change control processes are also audited.

With PS9000 audits every six months,
the team at CV Labels must stay
focused and engaged. Veitch fosters
an atmosphere where everyone is
responsible for the quality of the labels
produced – from the admin team, to the
people booking materials, to printing,
inspection and dispatch.
‘We are an approachable company,’ he
says. ‘Our customers can always talk to
staff. Our employees are engaged and
that is great for job satisfaction.’
Veitch’s plan for the future of CV Labels
is to grow and become a big player in
pharmaceutical labels in the UK. He
confesses that the company’s biggest
challenge is ‘growing in a controlled
manner – it’s not as easy as getting the
equipment and just printing.’ He works
very closely with his accountant to review
budget versus actual every month and
all of the business’ costs are monitored
across the board.
Veitch has obviously found a winning
path for CV Labels, as the company has
doubled in sales and square footage
in the last six years. The company’s
specialization and differentiation from
the general label converting market in
the UK has not only helped it weather
the economic downturn, but has actually
generated significant growth that looks
set to continue.

CV LABEL EQUIPMENT LIST:
l

6-color Nilpeter FB-2500

l

6-color Comco Captain

l

Comco Cadet

l

Omega plain label converter

l

l

Omega plain label converter with 		
Domino inkjet sequential numbering
Thermal transfer overprinting

PERSONAL

QUALITY

HOW WOULD
DIGITAL LABEL PRODUCTION
WORK FOR YOU?
See the proof. For free.
Digital is quality made versatile. Profitability made sustainable. Think: top-quality
labels, multiple substrates, and a personal approach. But seeing is believing.
So let us show you the proof. Order your free custom digital labels at Xeikon.

seetheproof.com
Upload your designs & get your free digital labels.
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IIJ demonstrates high
resolution UV inkjet
AT LABELEXPO EUROPE, Industrial Inkjet demonstrated technology which can achieve 1200dpi resolution
at 100m/min. Andy Thomas reports
Cambridge, UK-based International Inkjet (IIJ) – which acts
as a ‘pilot line’ for Konica Minolta’s inkjet head technology
– is developing a UV inkjet module capable of 1200 x 1200
dpi at speeds up to 100 m/min.
A concept ColourPrint Premium unit was shown running
at Labelexpo Europe at 50m/min using LED-cured Agfa
inks. It uses two interleaved 600dpi KM 1800i heads to
achieve a native resolution of 1200dpi, printing with a 4
picoliter drop size both across and along the web.
IIJ will further develop the system and test compatible
inks and substrates over the next 9-12 months.
The current generation of KM1024IS heads prints a 6pl
dot at 360npi at a standard 45/m min.
‘It is the droplet size more than dpi or grayscales
than determines printing resolution,’ says John Corrall,
managing director of IIJ.
Konica Minolta’s inkjet head technology has been
increasing in speed and resolution over the last
two-to-three years. This will particularly impact labels and
packaging applications, which are of growing importance
for IIJ. Label applications grew from 14 to 21 percent of
the company’s business between 2012 and 2013, and
packaging from five to 13 percent.
‘Packaging’ up to now has mainly meant cartons,
and it is here that IIJ Low Migration/Low Odor inks are
making a major impact in applications such as pet food,
confectionary and pharma. ‘Low migration inks are
becoming increasingly important for end users and could
account for 60-70 percent of our future business,’ says
John Corrall.
Low migration is not just a question of supplying the
right inks. ‘The whole print system has to be built and
certified LM before the final customer will give approval,’
explains Corrall. IIJ is currently building a unit for a high
end chocolate brand. Digital printing was chosen by the
company because new EU food labeling regulations
mandate minimum font sizes for legal information, making
multi-language cartons impractical. Now each carton can
be produced in just one language. The printing system
took three years to test to completion.
IIJ is also working on a number of flexible packaging
projects – for example small quantities of high quality
coffee bags in Australia, and these will also use LM inks.
Fabric Care labels are seen by John Corrall as a
particularly exciting area for future growth for LM inks.
Focus Machinery, one of IIJ’s key manufacturing partners
(see below), already has a strong presence in this market.
Security print is another important and high value added
market for IIJ, with the latest development being 4-color
process invisible inks – supplied by Luminescence – which
are read by UV devices on a set wavelength.
PRESS INTEGRATION
IIJ’s core focus is integrating its Digital Label Module (DLM)
into conventional presses and converting machines. Units
have been installed on a range of flexo presses including a

Mark Andy press at Lundens Tryckeri in Sweden, and on Gallus and
Nilpeter presses, where it becomes another combination print unit.
‘Most of our DLM retrofits are single color,’ explains Corrall.
‘Converters are using them either to replace a Screen white, or as a
variable black plate for late stage customization – less commonly for
a spot color. It can also be used to apply spot varnishes and security
inks. In terms of width and speed, we are getting into the flexo area,
printing at 80m/min on widths up to 600mm.’
IIJ has worked closely with key equipment partners. Focus
Machinery has built a 4-color DLM directly into its d-Flex hybrid
press and can integrate the DLM with any number of conventional
printing or converting stations. Focus also supplied the machine
used by IIJ at its Cambridge HQ to test customer files and different
combinations of inks and surface treatments.
This machine has now been equipped with a 5-color inkjet
module: white followed by CMYK. The white is first pinned using an
LED lamp, as a partial cure is necessary for the subsequent colors
to whet out.
‘There are similar issues if you want to inkjet a varnish,’ says
Corrall. ‘A lot of our development efforts are working with this new
technology.’
Hapa demonstrated at Labelexpo Europe a decoration system
for cosmetics labels to reproduce the tactile effect of high-build UV
screen print. The system uses KM1024iM heads printing at speeds
of 75m/min at 720dpi.
At the same show Muehlbauer demonstrated a PL2000 RFID personalization machine incorporating a DLM module. Grafotronic and
Bar Graphic have meanwhile been integrating DLM units into their
rewind and converting systems.

IIJ ColourPrint Premium module demonstrated at Labelexpo Europe
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DISPERSION adhesives used
in Herma marine-grade films

HERMA LAUNCHES SEA
RESISTANT FILM GRADES
Among the most stringent requirements to be satisfied by
labels is the ability to remain attached to a drum, container or
similar – without losing legibility – after exposure to aggressive
seawater for up to three months.
These are the criteria applied by British Standard (BS) 5609
Sections 2 and 3 to all hazardous goods labels intended for
marine use.
Herma has now extended its multi-layer technology to
allow dispersion adhesives to be used in these demanding
applications as an alternative to UV acrylic adhesives.
The company has launched four new seawater-resistant film
laminates. Grade 880 is a white glossy PP label film available
with 62Xpc and 65Tpc adhesives, offering high or extremely
high (65Tpc) initial tack and final adhesion, and very high shear
strength. They also share good or exceptional resistance to
light, heat and ageing.
The white matte label film PO Laser (grade 801) likewise
offers seawater resistance now, in combination with either
dispersion adhesive 64Z or UV acrylate adhesive 64B.
Developed specifically for laser printers, this film is particularly
suitable for labeling drums or pallets.
Herma has also launched a new conformable biaxially-oriented PP film, available in two versions: HERMAflex transparent
(grade 833) and HERMAflex white (grade 843). Both films are
suited for the high-end labeling of flexible containers such as
those used for cosmetics, body care and household cleaning
products. But they can equally be used in the food sector,
since they comply with the relevant EU regulations concerning
contact with food.

JINDAL COMMITS
TO LABEL MARKET
Jindal Films has made it clear it will continue to develop its
range of filmic labels following the acquisition of ExxonMobil
Chemical’s global BOPP business by parent BC Jindal Group.
Jindal Films Europe, part of BC Jindal Group, which acquired
the ExxonMobil Chemical business last year, says it remains
focused on delivering a series of technical innovations across
its broad portfolio of label films, delivering value in multiple
labeling technologies.
Jindal Films Europe introduced two new Label-Lyte films for

JINDAL launches new conformable film

the pressure-sensitive segment at Labelexpo Europe.
Label-Lyte 65LT500 thermal transfer (TTR) is a matte
white film designed for applications including consumer
durables, automotive, household chemicals and detergents,
pharmaceutical, retail shelf marking (barcodes), plumbing and
other industrial applications.
Says the company: ‘Compared to widely used 75-micron, and
higher, materials, Label-Lyte 65LT500 film provides a significant
yield improvement, enhanced quality and consistent print surface
appearance. The higher yield results in more film footage per roll
for fewer machine changeovers, more run time and less waste.’
The matte top coating provides improved printability, ink
adhesion and durability in UV flexo, UV letterpress, water-based
flexo and gravure systems. The film also exhibits broad thermal
transfer ribbon compatibility with wax, resin and wax/resin
systems in flat and near-edge printers.
‘The film’s paper-like matte outer surface film enables
high-quality barcode ANSI scanning. It also allows excellent high
resolution printing of exceptionally small font sizes of six point
and smaller,’ says Jindal.
Jindal also introduced a family of films for pressure-sensitive
labeling of containers requiring either conformability of the label,
or squeezability of the container.
Label-Lyte 52LLC210 is a lightweight oriented clear polyolefin
film designed for reduced wrinkling and darting of the labels,
even after the container is repeatedly squeezed. The film is
compatible with multiple print technologies including metalized
inks, hot stamp and cold foil decoration. A complementary white
film, Label-Lyte 52LLC247, offers similar characteristics and
product performance.
The film is engineered to provide consistent web handling,
reduced curl and better die-cutting performance.
In the reel fed wraparound labels segment, Jindal Films has
launched Label-Lyte 29 LL410, a transparent film developed
to run on high speed equipment. 29LL410 is a 29-micron, slip
controlled, transparent oriented polypropylene (OPP) film,
offering an untreated surface for efficient machinability and stable
performance on all reel-fed labeling equipment. This film has
been tested on all printing technologies, including gravure and
rotary UV offset printing.
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FILMS
AVERY DENNISON APPLIES
MDO TO NIVEA LAUNCH
Performance and functionality all the way
to the consumer’s home were key criteria
for Beiersdorf in adopting Global MDO.
Few markets are as competitive, or
depend so much on shelf impact, as the
body care market. The Nivea brand is
one of the market leaders, and regular
updates to packaging are an important
part of retaining a prime position. Such
product updates often involve artwork
changes, but for this project the goal was
to successfully launch a new and unique
container shape alongside new label
designs.
Nivea is a universally recognized
brand, and a key requirement was that
the new packaging had to convey the
image of trust associated with the brand.
Benoît Jourde, business development
manager at Avery Dennison, explains
the materials choice: ‘The Global
MDO laminate will retain the required
shape over long periods of use. A high
performance adhesive S7000 and
thin PET23 liner ensure excellent film
clarity, and also give highly productive
conversion and dispensing.
‘This product is able to give brands
premium quality presentation on

mass-market products.’
Reliable high-speed application
was another essential requirement for
Beiersdorf.
The labeling material had to meet
this need in full, and it also had to offer
enough conformability to follow the
unique shape of the new bottle.
The film had to provide a look that
is highly effective on the shelf and be
able to survive the bathroom cabinet for
long periods of time. ‘The material has
opened up new packaging possibilities
and created opportunities to maximize
the impact of colors and curves,’ says
Jourde.
Very close collaboration took place
during this project, with Avery Dennison
working both with Beiersdorf and with
their label printer.
Beiersdorf has now named Fasson
Global MDO its preferred product labeling
choice for the Nivea Body range.
‘The “no-label” look is a very successful
way to project an image of product
quality and purity,’ concludes Benoît
Jourde. ‘It presents a technical challenge,
however, because a clear label applied
over a container has to provide extreme

clarity, not only straight off the application
line but also over time as the container is
used by the consumer.’

MBS®-6

The world's first LED
prepared UV system
IST METZ GmbH
Lauterstrasse 14-18
72622 Nuertingen
Tel. +49 7022 60 02-0
info@ist-uv.com
www.ist-uv.com
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Traceability drives
inkjet investment
THERMOFORMER COOL PAK has integrated a Domino K600i inkjet unit on a Mark Andy press to produce
track and trace labels. Andy Thomas reports
Cool Pak is a family-owned business with a 100-year history of
farming in the Ventura county area in California. The family had
an injection molding business run by an uncle that made green
baskets for tomatoes and strawberries and farmers markets.
Around the year 2000, the family decided to get directly
involved with thermoforming, as that was the trend where berry
packaging was going.
The business showed strong growth, with up to USD $50
million in sales over the next decade, with a manufacturing base
now includes facilities in Guadalajara, Bakersfield, Oxnard and
San Maria.
Today Cool Pak’s expertise lies in providing clamshell
packaging for produce growers in sectors including tomatoes,
mushrooms, leafy greens, strawberries, raspberries,
blackberries, blueberries, grapes and general produce, with the
entire product designed in house, including mold prototypes.
Around three years ago Cool Pak brought its label printing in
house, having already launched a track & trace business.
Explains Cool Pak general manager Niall Kelly: ‘We were
starting to buy hundreds of millions of these variable trace
labels, utilizing three or four label partners. For control reasons,
for cost reasons, and for service reasons, bringing it in-house
became a strong consideration. With some of our label partners
we had print quality issues, a data integrity issue – sometimes
the data would gap – or we had faded print applications. So we
had some problems with the labels. We took a look at it and
said our volumes warrant bringing this in-house.’
Cool Pak’s track and trace system requires every label has to
have a unique identifier on it.
‘We work with technology partners like Yottamark with their
HarvestMark product, ADS, and FoodLink with their carton track
product,’ continues Niall Kelly. ‘We realized that with variable
print technology in-house, we could work with these partners
on their requirements, generate a human readable along with
a Datamatrix or QR code, get approval on proofing and the
input data. We could then ink jet that code onto a web of labels
while on press. Those labels then get applied to the clamshell
containers that you see in the produce aisle.’
The company settled on a Domino K600i unit for its 17in-width
Mark Andy 2200 press. ‘We saw the K600i printer in action with
our real data,’ says Kelly. We knew what problems needed to be
solved. Things like print density issues, especially as it related to
QR codes and high-density printing, speed, quality of print, ease
of use, maintenance, ink cost – a number of things. It was clear
that Domino had learned from previous technologies of their
own on things like maintenance and head cleaning, the things
that can go wrong, and it was obvious that they worked on what
is really brilliant technology for their new printhead.’
Domino stressed that with the ability to select and print from
6 to 14 picoliters, it would reduce Cool Pak’s ink costs and
improve print quality.
‘The print technology speaks for itself,’ says Kelly. ‘It is
really high quality. During the demonstration at Domino, we
ran at various resolutions – 300 x 300dpi, 300 x 600dpi, 600
x 600dpi and at various picoliter settings. We wanted to get
a good handle on what our costs were going to be as part
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of the justification. So we ran 20 feet or so at that density at that
specification, then bumped up resolution, or dropped picoliter
setting. It was extremely easy and quick to make those types
of changes to evaluate the technology. Right then and there I
knew at what settings we would run the press when we got it into
production. I was like “I got it” and then the Domino team ran some
numbers on ink consumption so that I could then cost justify it at
that point. That was pretty exciting.’
Cool Pak’s business often involves very high volume production.
‘We were looking at 600 million labels with variable print for the
first year,’ says Kelly. ‘And when I looked at what our costs were
for buying 600 million labels versus printing and converting them
in-house, it was about a 2X difference. So on msi costs, it is about
2X to buy out of house. You run that differential for 600 million
labels and it justifies it pretty quickly.
‘But that’s only one aspect of it. It was not just controlling our
own costs, it was also about lead times for us. Our business is very
unpredictable, being driven by weather, so having the technology
in-house really would allow us to produce more just-in-time, and for
us JIT might just be hours ahead of when we are going to apply the
labels to the clamshell packaging. So that was a big deal for us.
‘Also, I don’t need to keep a lot of inventory. I can now just keep
paper inventory. I don’t have to pre-run a bunch of labels and
then have spoilage if it doesn’t get used. We can respond quickly
to customers. We can control our own quality. It’s a closed loop
anytime you do something in-house.’
The K600i runs at around 230 fpm on the Mark Andy press. ‘With
the Domino system, we haven’t recognized any downtime on it,
which is great,’ says Niall Kelly.
Although the Mark Andy press is running 24 hours a day, not
every job requires a variable print element, meaning the Domino
inkjet unit is turned off, typically, two or three times a day.
‘So it’s very important for us that when we do turn it on, it works
immediately,’ says Kelly. ‘We can’t have startup issues or increased
make-ready time and with the Domino unit we haven’t had any of
that. The print quality and the ability to adjust the picoliter level,
without sacrificing quality, is a big deal for us. We can dial in the
quality requirements as the job dictates.’
Kelly says the operators have found the system easy to use.
‘From the operator standpoint it is really great. And we’re just
scratching the surface on its capabilities.

NIALL Kelly, Cool Pak general manager

VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS: http://www.labelsandlabeling.com/video/digital-printinginstallations-and-orders-interactive-technology/domino-k600i-%E2%80%93-cool-pak
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M5 Excellence™ - Digital Flexo for Unlimited Substrates
M5 Excellence™ with Digital Flexo™ Technology introduces a new revolution in the Labels&Packaging industry based on a
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the Digital Flexo™ HD-Cameras which immediately recognize the new job and adjust pressure and register settings digitally
without manual intervention of the operator. M5 Excellence™ performs the shortest set up time, less than 10 meters of
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Eagle UV Inkjet System
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flexographic and web printers.
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• Higher resolution – 2550 nozzels per print head!
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• Automated maintenance system.
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Labelexpo Asia review
LABELEXPO Asia’s tenth anniversary in China brought record numbers of visitors and exhibitors and
highlighted the huge potential of this fast changing market. L&L China editor Kevin Liu reports
Labelexpo Asia 2013, held at the Shanghai New
International Expo Centre (SNIEC) over four days in
December, welcomed over 20,000 visitors from 87 countries
– an increase of 18.8 percent over 2011’s show.
Show director John Davy commented: ‘We had fantastic
footfall with exhibitors reporting strong sales leads while the
exhibition floor and conference sessions were packed for
the duration of the event. We’ve also managed our highest
ever rebook with 50 percent of space already confirmed
for 2015, which is highly unusual for Asian exhibitions. This
year’s success is a key indication that China’s economy is
showing clear signs of recovery.’
An exhibition is a barometer for the economic health of a
region or industry, and the Chinese economy is currently
showing sustainable growth rates of 15 percent.
In his keynote speech, Jukka-Pekka Haapanen of UPM
Raflatac said that the emerging markets still lead the world’s
economic development, though the western market is
recovering.
In China growth is increasingly driven by domestic
demand, said Haapanen. An example was last year’s
‘11.11’ online gift giving day, when a single online shopping
website, Tmall, posted sales in excess of 35 billion RMB
($5.7bn). Individual purchasing power is now driving the
growth of labels.
Haapanen pointed out that while the high-end brands
consumed in China mainly come from abroad, local brands
are now entering and attacking the high-end market,
indicating that high-end PS adhesive labels with better shelf
impact will be used more and more.
Other trends identified by Haapanen included worsening
air pollution, which is pushing the Chinese government to
increase investment in environment protection; and rising
Chinese labor costs, meaning the whole supply chain has
to improve efficiency. The labels industry must reflect the
requirements for environmental protection and sustainable
development and pay more attention to improving efficiency.
These trends will become more and more important.

MATERIALS
The material suppliers at the show reflected the trend towards
environment protection and sustainable development, with many
products seen for the first time in the Asia-Pacific area.
Avery Dennison launched 16 new products. ‘Avery Dennison
constantly strives to develop label and packaging innovations
that can help converters solve the performance and sustainability
challenges they face today,’ said Irene Lai, Avery Dennison.
For example, the company showed its patent-pending TurnLock
system, which eliminates the requirement for an over-laminate
to protect pressure-sensitive labels in durable applications. With
TurnLock, what previously took two rolls can now be done with
one, while offering the same protective performance expected of
today’s durable labels. According to Avery Dennison, compared to
label graphics created with a base/overlaminate, TurnLock delivers
up to a 30 percent reduction in material costs and an additional 25
percent improvement in operational efficiency.
UPM Raflatac launched many innovative products, such as
RaflexPro biaxially oriented film for personal care products,
consisting of a 50 micron surface material – white or transparent
are both available – plus 23 micron transparent PET base, which
greatly reduces use of packaging materials, while boosting
processing efficiency for end users.
UPM Raflatac also showed an innovative product for multi-layer
information labeling to optimize supply chain processes and
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improve logistics efficiency for e-businesses. This new product
replaces conventional carbonless duplication sheets used in
the logistics industry, improving track and tracing as well as
inventory management.
In the booth of both Avery Dennison and UPM Raflatac,
recycled products made from label waste were displayed.
Avery showed T-shirts made of recycled base paper, and
UPM Raflatac showed paper/plastic synthesized building and
decorative materials and some fiber products made of recycled
base paper. These recycled products will help inspire the future
development of the label industry.
The Chinese plant of Dow Corning has now been in
production for more than ten years. The Songjiang plant in
Shanghai – the largest single investment of the release agent
industry in China – was expanded at the end of 2012.
Christian Velasquez, global marketing manager, PS division
of Dow Corning, said: ‘We work closely with our release agent
customers to get to know all their requirements, and to provide
them the best solution available for their challenges. And Syl-Off
SL 35 is the best example.’
The Syl-Off SL 35 release system was initially launched in
America and now in Asia-Pacific and China. It is a solvent-free
release agent specifically designed for low platinum,
solvent-free systems.
Yupo united the suppliers involved in the in-mold label
industry chain – including blow molding, raw materials, ink,
molding and die-cutting – and organized them into an IML
expert group.
FLEXO PRINTING
Two Italian companies, Omet and Nuova Gidue, demonstrated
their flexo presses at the show.
Omet displayed an XFlex X2 flexo press, which was sold to a
Tianjin printing plant.
Omet was a pioneer in China at the end of the 20th century
when it opened an office in Shanghai, and still believes in the
potential of the Chinese market.
The most recent news is the opening of a new technology
center exhibiting Omet machines 365 days a year and available
for demos and testing. Omet Suzhou Mechanical, located in
Wujiang, was created to better service this strategic market,
first with the production and sale of motion systems, secondly
with the creation of a local sales and service staff to serve the
printing and tissue converting markets and offer a punctual preand post-sale service.
Omet has exhibited at each show in the 10-year history of
Labelexpo Asia and received a Labelexpo Global Series award
in recognition of the work done by the Italian company in Asia.
In recent years Nuova Gidue has sold more than 20 machines
in China and this brand is one of the best-known western flexo
presses in the Chinese market. Nuova Gidue’s stand was one
of the busiest booths at Labelexpo Asia. As at the China Print
show, the company displayed again its M3 ‘digital flexo’ press.
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Gallus returned to the Chinese market in 2012, opening an
office in Shanghai with its own sales and technical service
teams. Its installations in China started to increase, with more
than six presses sold in 2013. Gallus partnered with Tesa, Esko
and Dupont at the show.
Local exhibitors such as Ekofa, Bengraphic and Taiyo also
showed their flexo presses.
LETTERPRESS AND INTERMITTENT OFFSET PRINTING
Letterpress is still the most popular technology in the Chinese
label printing industry. In order to cope with the challenge of
flexo and intermittent offset, letterpress suppliers strive for
multifunctional designs allowing the production of complex,
high value labels, often involving multiple webs.
Dongguan Hontec exhibited an HY-12C full rotary satellite
letterpress, a very powerful machine capable of 12-color
printing in-line with adhesive, multi-layer composite webs
and the possibility of printing in-mold labels with full online
processing.
Shenzhen LabelLong also showed several full rotary satellite
letterpress machines, capable of adding additional infeeds
according to customer requirements, as well as hot stamping,
flexo, embossing, gravure and inkjet units.
Semi-rotary offset is the fastest growing label printing
technology in China, particularly for food, pharmacy and wine
label applications. Zhejiang Wei Gang Machinery Co. exhibited
such a press, which also added a silkscreen unit and printing
on the glue side to adapt to Chinese label market demands.
Weifang Donghang was present with its DH520 semi-rotary
offset press, which was later shipped to a customer in Europe
specializing in wine label production.
ANCILLARY PRODUCTS
Finishing machinery specialist Brotech exhibited a wide range
of equipment, including its SDF digital printing post-processing
system, WFL label inspection system, the new FSS inspection
slitter-rewinder, Eurotech BF330 multi-layer booklet label
processor, Eurotech DL multifunctional rotary die-cutting
system and non-stop turret rewinding equipment.
Beijing Luster LightTech is one of the leading local inspection
equipment suppliers, using cameras designed for microelectronics and pharmaceutical applications for label inspection.
Their featured machines included the LabelRoll-330H offline
inspection-rewinder and LabelRoll-P on-line rewinding and
inspection system.
Wenzhou Rhyguan exhibited rotary/intermittent die-cutting
equipment, which allows it to operate with both full rotary
and intermittent presses. The equipment was demonstrated
die-cutting at speeds up to 100m/min.
Hontec again exhibited the LC-350 roll to roll laser die-cutting
machine it launched at Labelexpo Europe, with adjustable laser
power allowing die-cutting speeds of up to 80 linear m/min.
This machine has already been installed in Germany.
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LABELEXPO Europe 2013 attendees showed a strong
appetitie to learn about the opportunities in package printing

Packing a punch
with flexible packaging
IS 2014 THE YEAR to look at flexible packaging as a value-add for your label business? David Pittman reports

Attendees at Labelexpo Europe 2013 couldn’t have failed to
miss the volume of companies talking up flexible package
printing to the label industry. From material and pressroom
consumable suppliers to machinery manufacturers, a healthy
percentage of the record exhibitor list for the show had at least
one product to hook them into the growing market for package
printing.
Neil Coley, strategic accounts manager at UK-based flexible
packaging specialist Discovery Flexibles, notes that material
specification is one of the most important technical challenges
facing label printers looking to make the move into flexible
packaging.
Decorating is one thing, but manufacturing and converting is
another. Can the required print quality be achieved? Yes. Can
a press handle the different substrate type? In most cases the
answer is yes.
Coley says, ‘Can label printers specify the right structure and
substance for that job? That is trickier, as in my experience
only around 30 percent of orders specify the structure. In many
cases, the converter is expected to be able to supply the right
solution for the job.
‘Specification of the substrate is very important in flexible
packaging, but less so in the label market, so the understanding
might not be at the right level.’
Coley’s colleague Paul Hardcastle, sales manager at
Discovery Flexibles, says flexibles are gaining traction in the
packaging market, primarily due to weight, cost, transport and
storage savings, as well as the improved shelf appearance they
offer due to the ability to decorate the whole package and a
perceived improvement in image reproduction when comparing
a paper wet glue label to flexible packaging.
Howard Woolley, managing director of Tyler Packaging,
concurs. ‘One of the factors driving the growth in flexibles is
cost savings, particularly when flexible is compared with rigid
packaging. Users of flexible can claim an improved carbon
footprint because of the weight and volume savings achieved in
transport of flexible packaged products compared with rigid.
‘In a recessionary climate savings are vital, and brand owners
want to maintain margin in the face of increased competition.
Lowering the cost base of their packaging becomes important,
particularly if this can be combined with a modern image.
‘A good example of this is dishwasher tablets, which have

switched form rigid cardboard packaging to flexible resealable
pouches, which look great, give the supermarket more shelf
space and appeal to the consumer because of the perceived
positive impact on packaging waste.’
Hardcastle says the range of closure options available to
flexible packaging are also a driver, such as resealable pouches
and those with spouts, since they satisfy consumer demand for
convenience.
The move by multiple products into flexibles is helping to
further adoption, and draw attention to non-rigid primary
packaging. Cheese, baby food, beverages, stir-in cooking
sauces are just some of the product categories shifting, even
wall paint and vehicle motor oil.
PCI Films Consulting has published reports predicting that the
biaxially-oriented polypropylene (BOPP) film market in Western
Europe is expected to return to growth after several years of
negligible increases, and that biaxially-oriented film production
capacity and product development is being led by Asian firms.
In North America specifically, PCI Films predicts that the US
stand-up pouch market will grow at a rate of around seven
percent each year to 2018, with beverages and pet food the
largest end-use categories for stand-up pouches in the US.
Freedonia Group has said that demand for specialty films
in the US is forecast to advance 5.2 percent per year to 2017,
driven by the increasing need for high-performance plastic films
that offer barrier properties, mechanical strength and chemical
resistance in packaging applications.

A Nuova Gidue Combat M3 press installed with Digital
Flexo was on show in the Package Printing Workshops
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Visit Dantex at Packaging Innovations 2014
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Who to see at Ipex
IPEX RETURNS in March, with a new home in London, and plenty to see. David Pittman reports
Ipex 2014 takes place at the ExCeL exhibition center in London on March
24-29, with the show moving from its previous home of three decades, the
NEC in Birmingham, in order to capitalize on the UK capital’s position as a
location to conduct business and attract international visitors, as well as to
open the door to a wider audience of creative professionals, many of whom
live and work in the city.
The names of suppliers not exhibiting are already well-documented.
However there are still some key suppliers to be seen across the show
floor with new and interesting technology directly relevant to the label and
package printing industries.
SUPPLIERS TO SEE
From the press manufacturers that serve the label printing market, there will
be a mix of conventional and digital being discussed at the show.
DG press MachineS for instance will be talking about its new Thallo web
offset press for flexible packaging, which was seen, in part, for the first time
at Labelexpo Europe 2013. Goss International will be discussing its own
move into the labels and packaging markets with its Sunday Vpak web offset
press range, with samples on hand. It will also be discussing its Packaging
Technology Center that offers Sunday Vpak press demonstration, testing and
education opportunities in the US.
Xeikon, Domino and Screen Europe will each be promoting their digital
offerings.
Xeikon’s presence will focus on its various dry toner offerings for label,
packaging, commercial and document printing, including the ThermoFlexX
and basysPrint pre-press brands, with Domino to further talk up its digital
print options, such as the K600i monochrome inkjet printer.
Screen Europe’s presence includes its new Truepress Jet L350UV digital
label press, which will be printing a range of work during the show, while
pre-printed examples of packaging produced using the B2 format Truepress
JetSX will also be visible.
Other digital printing technology will be seen, including Epson’s SurePress
L-4033AW, a seven-color inkjet press, while Epson’s SurePress AQ ink set
now includes white ink for solid, opaque white printing on materials such as
clear film and metallic substrates.
Afinia is to introduce the L-801, a high-speed, full-color and high-resolution
inkjet digital label printer, while also new for 2014 is the R-635 laser printer

GOSS will be discussing its Packaging Technology Center that offers Sunday
Vpak press demonstration, testing and education opportunities in the US

for producing waterproof and durable labels on a
variety of different materials.
Intec Printing Solutions will be launching a
five-color machine at Ipex, the CS5000, which will
print onto colored card using white or clear toner,
and can handle substrates up to 400gsm/400
microns, and up to 1.3m in length.
It will also debut the CS4000, a four-color
machine. Both are applicable for those wanting
to create card packaging prototypes as well
as on-demand color printing, and can be
combined with a desktop/flatbed card cutter
for creating boxes.
A supplementary element of Intec’s Ipex
presence is to attract new international
distributors.
Intec was also present at Print Innovations,
co-located with Packaging Innovations 2014
at the NEC, Ipex’s former home, towards the
end of February, and showed other technology,
including the Edge 850 label printer and a
finishing system offering roll-to-roll conversion
using high-speed contour cutting systems
capable of cutting at up to 3m/min. The Intec
finisher also provides laminating and on the
fly contour cutting as well as optional matrix
removal. These will be seen at Ipex.
Impression Technology Europe, master
distributor for Rapid label printing systems and
Eclipse Label finishing machines, will have four
units of particular interest on show. This includes
a Compress LP4 LED dry toner digital label
press, and Eclipse LF330 and LF3 Digital label
cutter and slitter machines. The LF330 has a
web width up to 330mm with cutting speed up
to 10.2m/min, as well as waste matrix removal,
self-wound lamination and a five-knife slitting

THE Eclipse LF330, to be shown by Impression Technology Europe,
has a web width up to 330mm with cutting speed up to 10.2m per min
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system.
The LF3 has a cut width of 100-220mm,
with single point registration mark, waste
matrix removal and rewind, lamination
and lamination waste removal.
A Rapid D2 semi-rotary die-cutter will
be on show, offering razor blade slitting
and crush slitting with three to seven
blades. This can be combined with a
Rapid X2 digital label printer to create
a production system, with Impression
Technology Europe to show an X2 at
Ipex, as well as an X1.
It will also be showing the RW-1 rewind
machine and the UW-1 unwind machine,
both manufactured by Eclipse.
Digital image enhancement specialist
Scodix will use Ipex to show its new
Ultra, having first presented it at Print
13 in Chicago, and will be printing a
variety of jobs throughout the show,
including labels and cartons embellished
with the Scodix technology. The Ultra is
reportedly twice as fast in terms of sheets
per hour throughput as the original
Scodix S Digital Press.
For MIS supplier Tharstern, Ipex
is to be used as an opportunity to
demonstrate its software, with representatives on hand to discuss its options for
the label industry.
EFI will be showing most of its software
portfolio: Digital StoreFront and OPS
W2P, PrintSmith, Pace, Radius ERP,
Metrix impositioning, as well as Fiery. It
will also have printed samples showing
inkjet applications.
Meanwhile, Hybrid Software is to
officially launch its Cloudflow system.

MEECH International, making its debut at Ipex 2014, will showcase its four web cleaning technologies,
including the CyClean non-contact model, and its complete Hyperion static control range

Cloudflow is a compact, modern and
modular system for running automated
graphics production workflows in a
private computing cloud. All Cloudflow
interfaces are developed in HTML5, so
workflows can be controlled from any
web browser or computing tablet.
Hybrid Software and ThermoFlexX, part
of the Xeikon Prepress business, recently
signed a worldwide agreement that
will see the Xeikon Prepress brand sell
Cloudflow. Both will be present at Ipex.
Shuttleworth will talk about its
integrated MIS option and the latest
developments for it, like the iPhone
and iPad mobile CRM app, job
tracking functionality Milestones and
Supply Chain Management software,

SCREEN Europe’s presence includes its new Truepress Jet L350UV digital label press
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a web-based tool designed to enable
manufacturers to quickly get prices
from their suppliers. In addition to this
visitors will be able to see the Business
Intelligence Suite, which includes
enhanced dashboards, customer
specific KPIs, user definable reporting,
executive analysis, web-based reporting
together with mobile apps providing a
set of tools enabling real-time analysis.
Bodoni Systems will be demonstrating
version 6 of pressSIGN quality control
software for label and packaging
printers. pressSIGN shows operators
how to hit any print target standard
from 1 to 16 colors and controls the
dot gain curve for primary and all spot
colors. Reports enable users to analyse
all aspects of print quality including
make-ready times, substrate usage
and compare performance of presses,
operators and much more.
Lake Image Systems, which is
celebrating its 20th anniversary, will be
showing its most comprehensive suite of
Discovery print inspection options, with
an emphasis on variable data verification
and integrity.
Lake Image has tailored inspection
systems for the growing demands of the
print industry, whether it' s cut sheets,
continuous web, labels or cartons,
and they can inspect, track, report
and map defects, while adding control
functionality and intelligence to print and
finishing processes.
Cleaning equipment manufacturer
Alphasonics is to show the recent
advances in its technology; Betasound,
Enhanced SuperSweep and Active
Cavitation, alongside improvements
to its already established Alphasound
technology.
Meech International, making its debut

Hoessein Hadaoui and Ton Jacobs, Jac-Stick
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DG Press Machines will talk about the Thallo at Ipex 2014

at Ipex 2014, will showcase its four web cleaning technologies
and complete Hyperion static control range, and said it views
the show as the ideal podium for illustrating how its products
can benefit print businesses.
Its four web cleaning systems include the non-contact
ShearClean and CyClean, and the contact VacClean and
TakClean. ‘In the label market we are seeing a move towards
non-contact systems, such as our latest web cleaning system
CyClean,’ says Adam Battrick, business unit director for
cleaning systems at Meech International. ‘This is mainly
because with non-contact cleaning you get the best of both
worlds. CyClean can be used with all substrates, improving the
flexibility of the press and it is not affected by high contamination
levels like a tacky roller system and has no consumable costs.’
RK PrintCoat Instruments specializes in the design and
manufacture of equipment used to produce repeatable samples
of most surface coatings, and will be showing a number of

different machines.
The VCM-L is custom designed and manufactured to meet
the requirements of each customer, and is used for research
and development, pilot and production applications in a wide
range of industries. The FlexiProof 100/UV, which is used for
the production of proofs using water, solvent or UV flexographic
inks, while the GP100 is used for producing high-quality proofs
using gravure inks of press viscosity.
Other equipment to be seen includes the K Hand Coater,
a means of applying coatings onto any substrates and will
deposit a wet film thickness up to 500 microns, and Hand K
Lox for applying flexo inks and other fluid coatings onto any
substrate. Esiproof is a portable hand unit, used to produce
sold or half-tone flexo proofs.
Meech International’s Battrick adds: ‘We are very excited to
be attending a prestigious exhibition that is targeted at such a
vast demographic.
‘The print industry benefits greatly from our web cleaning and
static technologies, and being present at the show will open up
a variety of opportunities for our business.’
SUPPORTING CONTENT
Opportunities are something that the organisers of Ipex are
keen to pursue.
Alongside the smörgåsbord of suppliers, Ipex will also feature
a supporting program of events and workshops designed to
further the knowledge and understanding of print professionals
from different backgrounds.
The World Print Summit will see speakers share their
insights on new markets and technologies, and is to be
complemented by Masterclasses detailing key issues facing
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printers today, from strategy, tactics,
technology and best practice, while the
Inspiration Avenue will present a gallery
of outstanding examples of the art and
effectiveness of print from around the
world.
A Used Machinery Village and the Ipex
Make Ready Challenge will also appear
on the show floor, as will a key area
of focus for the show in 2014, Future
Innovations. Future Innovations covers
four areas of print offering potential for
rapid growth over the next few years –
photo products, 3D printing, printable
electronics and digital print on packaging.
These will be showcased on island
sites across the Ipex floor and provide an
insight into the process of how a product
is created.
Gareth Ward, Ipex Future Innovations
curator, says: ‘These emerging
technologies and processes offer a
wealth of new and exciting opportunities
– print service providers should definitely
plan to spend time in the four zones
during their time at the show, while
it will also provide excellent insight
for the marketing service community
to understand the growing areas of
applications that add value to the
marketing mix.’

	
  

SCODIX wil be showing the new Ultra, as well as demonstrating what can be achieved
with its image enhancement technology, such as this example produced at Driupa 2012

‘Collaboration is an important element
of the print industry,’ says Trevor
Crawford, event director of Ipex 2014,
‘and we are looking to bring brand
owners, production specialists and
creative together under one roof.
‘The Future Innovations islands will
provide a first-hand opportunity for
different stakeholders to get a thorough
understanding of the potential
provided by areas of high growth in
the print market, such as digital print

for packaging.’
Crawford adds: ‘Overall, the show is
in a healthy position with strong preregistration including a large percentage
of visitors from 130-plus countries.
‘The 2012 summer Olympics showed
what London, and more specifically
ExCeL, is capable of when it comes to
hosting a large international audience, so
we look forward to welcoming the global
print community, and that of the UK, to
Ipex 2014.’
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THE Avery Dennison manufacturing plant in Pune, Maharashtra

Investing in India

WITH A MANUFACTURING PLANT SPREAD ACROSS 29 ACRES IN PUNE, Avery Dennison has huge
plans to invest and expand in India. Manufacturing locations in Pune and Gurgaon and distribution center
in Bengaluru put Avery Dennison in a strong position to service customers across the country. Anil Sharma,
managing director, South Asia and Sub Saharan Africa, Materials group at Avery Dennison talks to L&L’s India
editor’ Aakriti Agarwal about market trends, future plans and investments at Avery Dennison India
LABELS & LABELING (L&L): TELL US ABOUT AVERY
DENNISON’S EXPANSION PLANS IN INDIA.
Anil Sharma (AS): The label market is starting to get traction
in last five years. We are investing in the market with the
view of helping it expand and grow. We continue to install
sophisticated equipment in our plants in India with the dual aim
to develop wider range of products and help our customers
make more innovative solutions for their clients.
Our Pune factory is a key manufacturing plant. We are
investing into a new emulsion coater that will be installed in the
second quarter of 2014.
Another significant investment has been in setting up the
Global Innovation Center in Pune where a team of scientists
is working on fundamental technologies such as adhesive,
silicone, facestock, amongst others to create new solutions.
This investment is to leverage the intellectual power of the India
talent and develop solutions tailored to Indian market while
using the raw materials and resources available. Besides this,
in 2013, we added a sheeting unit in Pune.
As we continue to expand, we will invest in more warehouses
and install and upgrade our slitters.
At Avery Dennison India, we have also been making efforts
to expand the pressure-sensitive industry. Avery Dennison
Knowledge Center in Bengaluru is one such initiative. We have
built a marketing team which is one of a kind in the industry. We
have a segment-focused team whose primary responsibility is
to make pressure-sensitive a preferred technology amongst the
brand owners, thus growing this area. This positions us well as
a label solution provider with the brand owners.
L&L: WHAT MADE THE COMPANY DECIDE TO INSTALL
THE EMULSION COATER IN INDIA?
AS: Hot melt is the preferred technology in this market.
However, an emulsion coater would essentially allow us
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to bring value added products to the market, largely in the
filmic domain, which I believe is the area where we will have
to focus more as the Indian consumers’ needs rises. Brand
differentiation is increasingly going to become critical. I believe
that filmic labels offer our customers the advantage to do
better decoration while getting more operational efficiency and
leveraging their assets better. Having said that, emulsion is
also a very sensitive technology and while it has its inherent
advantages, the market has to move up the learning curve to
really start making use of it.
L&L: WHAT IS THE CURRENT IMPORT SIZE AT AVERY
DENNISON INDIA?
AS: We import sizable portion of our portfolio in emulsion
domain from Europe, China and North America. A substantive
portion of roll materials are manufactured locally and with the
local emulsion coater getting installed next year, we aim to take
it up further significantly. Most of the graphics, reflective and
performance tapes products are imported.
L&L: WILL LOCAL MANUFACTURING HELP IN OPTIMIZING
THE COST OF PRODUCTS?
AS: Manufacturing in India will facilitate our ability to service
the customers faster and provide them local products
and innovative solutions at a faster pace. We will pass on
the benefits from the efficiencies that we get out of local
manufacturing to our customers. But I think the biggest benefit
will be to respond to their needs and customize products
much faster with the backing of the Avery Dennison quality and
technology.
L&L: WHAT IS THE GROWTH RATE OF THE LABELS
INDUSTRY IN INDIA?
AS: We expect the market to grow in double digits at a faster
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THE Avery Dennison facility in Gurgaon, India

ANIL Sharma, managing director, South Asia and Sub Saharan
Africa, Materials group at the Gurgaon plant of Avery Dennison

pace than the GDP growth rate driven through organic
growth in the industry and decoration transfers from
other technologies we are driving through our end user
initiative and the efforts of our converter partners.
L&L: HOW DO YOU SEE THE GROWTH OF THE
LABEL INDUSTRY GOING FORTH?
AS: I think, for us, there will be genuine demand and
the momentum will continue. There may be some
ups and downs in next six to eight months largely
driven by the macro-economic situation but overall
the industry is driven by fundamentals and the strong
demographic dividend will be in an upswing. For the
label industry, demographic dividend is paying off. For
me demographic dividend is more about the number of
young people joining workforce who are going to have
higher disposable incomes and with nuclear families,
they will be able to spend more money on consumables
and this will continue to drive demand. The base of the
pyramid categories will largely be driven by optimal cost
technologies and the top of the pyramid will be driven by
premium technologies. There is opportunity in both these
spaces for us to grow. In labels industry perspective, it
means that we will continue to see the demand. We need
to cater to the top end of the pyramid where we are able
to help brand owner’s differentiate and put a premium
look on the table. The base of the pyramid is where we
have to make our products and solutions from labeling
portfolio so cost effective and affordable that we can go
deeper and penetrate wider. And be more attractive than
other competing technologies.
Therefore, I see converting community investing in
that future and preparing for it today so that when the
demand starts to open up, they will be in a position to
cater to it. At the same time, they are going for high
end machines so that they can have broader scope of
performance and differentiation.
L&L: ARE WE READY TO CATER TO THE DEMAND
THAT OPENS UP ONCE THE FDI IS ROLLED OUT?
AS: Yes, I think at our converting partner level, we [Avery
Dennison India] are absolutely ready. Addressing the
FDI question, particularly in the retail segment, it is an
important initiative. The government needs to encourage
it for larger benefits of the industry such as providing
employment, creating better value chains, impacting

inflations, et cetera. Having said that, I feel retail industry is bound to
grow. FDI may be the catalyst to drive it faster but there are enough
examples of Indian modern trade growing and will continue to keep the
momentum. In last ten years organizations have learnt the models that
work, geographies and demographics that will be able to support them
and how to make it sustainable. The experience that the FDI would bring
will be largely on building infrastructure and managing supply chains
better. FDI is important but we are not waiting for it to happen.
L&L: DO YOU SEE A TREND TOWARDS USING MORE FILM
MATERIALS RATHER THAN PAPER IN SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS?
AS: It’s not that paper is not a premium product. In many cases, film
label stock allows us to bring some additional advantage and give
some flexibility to the customer largely in space of clear-on-clear label.
However, there are also paper products that cater to the top end of the
market. But larger chunk would probably be filmic solution.
But in both these, adhesive technology is an equally critical component.
Higher end products need better adhesives because the labels need to
perform in certain conditions. So, adhesive technology is always going
to be very critical to be able to bring good filmic or paper solution in
the market. Low migration is a clear example where the core advantage
comes from the adhesive itself and not necessarily the paper.
L&L: DO YOU SEE GROWTH IN DIGITALLY PRINTED LABELS IN
INDIA?
AS: Yes, we see that. There is growth but there is proliferation of
digital platforms. We are seeing that a lot of converting partners are
experimenting with different technologies. Indian market is at an
experimental stage, at a critical crossroad, where customers recognize
that digital has certain advantages and they are in the process of
assessing it. I see digital as the way forward and we will see the growth
of digital products coming on board. But it is not at the stage as the rest
of the world today. We are at a very nascent stage when compared to
Europe and North America.
Also the focus of the digital technology companies is to standardize
the pressure-sensitive laminate they use hence lot of emphasis is being
put on how to make the product usable as it is, without doing something
special to it.
L&L: SUSTAINABILITY IS A MAJOR TREND WORLDWIDE. IS THERE
A MARKET FOR THESE PRODUCTS IN INDIA? WHAT ABOUT
RECOVERY AND RECYCLING OF LINER MATERIALS?
AS: From the sustainable perspective in the Indian market, we have
launched a product called global MDO. It is one of a kind product that we
have brought with a thinner face, cutting edge adhesive technology and
thinnest liner available in the Indian industry today – the PET liner is 23
micron and the face is 50 micron. In addition, we have launched a range
of paper products also on PET23 liners which are competitively priced.
We are actively engaging with the end users trying to educate them on
the benefits. We are also emphasizing and focusing on creating a value
chain for the left over liner. We are working with a couple of industry
players to see how we can take the PET liner and make it a recyclable
proposition so that we can complete the loop. We are evaluating how to
get back the liner being generated at the end user and then recycle it.
After two years of relentless work, we are seeing the shift happening and
it is reflecting in our business performance.
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JOSEP Roca, Xeikon's Asia Pacific sales manager, labels & packaging and commercial digital presses

Xeikon promotes digital
future in Asia Pacific
JOSEP ROCA, ASIA PACIFIC SALES MANAGER, LABELS & PACKAGING AND COMMERCIAL DIGITAL
PRESSES, joined Xeikon after 17 years of promoting conventional printing technology in the region. He
believes that the sky is the limit for digital and that new applications and opportunities are generated on a
daily basis. At Labelexpo Asia on December 3-6, the company is showcased a Xeikon 3030 digital press,
live producing digital labels and featuring digital front end options such as MyPress and VariLane and offline solutions as XCC (Xeikon Color Control). In conversation with Aakriti Agarwal, Roca talks about new
developments at Xeikon, recent takeover and future of digital printing
LABELS & LABELING (L&L): TELL US ABOUT THE WEB
CAMPAIGN, SEE THE PROOF, AT XEIKON?
Josep Roca (JR): See the Proof is a web-based campaign
where label converters can upload some of their existing
designs in a pdf file onto a server with a fully automated
safe workflow to preserve job confidentiality. They will get a
printed sample of those designs on different SA substrates
including high gloss paper, metalized BOPP and PE85 printed
on a Xeikon. This service is free of charge and allows label
converters from around the world to have a first-hand feeling
of what our technology has to offer in terms of printing quality,
resolution, opacity, etc.

labels and health and beauty industries. Earlier, we could not
print it because the melting point of our toner was too high and
PE was too heat sensitive. But now we can. The ICE dry toner
technology is available with the new Xeikon presses which can
use both conventional and new toner. But for existing presses,
we will launch an upgrade kit by March 2014.

L&L: HOW DID XEIKON COME UP WITH THE ICE DRY
TONER TECHNOLOGY?
JR: Before that allow me to explain that dry toner was not a
coincidence. It was a choice we made. We decided to go with
dry toner because we were aware of all the inherent advantages
such as color stability, food safety, lightfastness, environmental
friendliness and the opacity of the white that could be achieved
using this technology. It is also completely VOC-free and is
extremely environment friendly. It is more stable because
it’s not a combination of elements to play with. One doesn’t
have to add water, mineral oil, solvents or take care of pH,
viscosity, concentration, etc. Indeed it’s a plastic toner which
is encapsulating pigments. ICE toner is basically a blend of
different plastic resins to reduce melting point therefore allowing
us to print on heat sensitive materials such as PE and direct
thermal paper. PE SA labelstock plays an important role in food

L&L: ARE SHRINK SLEEVES AND FLEXIBLE PACKAGING A
POSSIBILITY USING THE ICE DRY TONER?
JR: Xeikon is not focusing on flexible packaging or shrink
sleeves. We choose to focus on specific markets and
applications: self-adhesive Labels, folding carton, IML labels,
heat transfer labels.
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L&L: WHAT IS THE MELTING POINT?
JR: There is no such thing as one melting point for a toner, in
fact it is a melting characteristic. With ICE toner we achieved a
lower melting characteristic that resulted in a reduction of 15
degree Celsius.

L&L: WILL XEIKON ADD MORE COLORS TO ITS PRESS?
JR: We don’t want to work in that direction because with a
five-color press you can cost effectively cover an impressive
color range via gamut extension CMYK+X. We have several
spot colors available of the shelf that can be used in the fifth
station. Our opaque white is the best on the digital market.
Playing around with more colors and even having an ink kitchen
to mix spot colors in-house means owning a digital press but
still thinking conventionally.
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L&L: HOW WAS THE RESPONSE TO
THERMOFLEXX 80 AT LABELEXPO
EUROPE?
JR: Our Thermoflexx 80 is a Flexo CtP
system to tackle corrugated packaging
and wide web flexible packaging. A CtP
is a first step for a conventional printer to
get into a digital world of opportunities
and there is indeed a connection with
our digital printing presses business. The
response was really good because the
speed and automation are remarkable
and at that width imaging speed is the
key along with waste minimization and
plate handling solutions.
L&L: AT LABELEXPO EUROPE, XEIKON
WAS ALSO DIGITALLY PRINTING
CARTONS AND LABELS. DO YOU
THINK DIGITAL PACKAGE PRINTING
WILL TAKE OFF IN INDIA ALSO?
JR: Digitally printed folding cartons
needs to take off in India. It’s a growing
sector. Today, folding cartons account for
only seven percent of the digitally printed
products worldwide but we are expecting
a huge growth because folding carton
printers are struggling already today with
many short run jobs and digital printing
is the solution for that. The interest is
already here in India and indeed one of
our existing customers in India is already
venturing into printing folding carton and
labels on the same press.
L&L: AT WHAT STAGE IS DIGITAL
PRINTING IN INDIA? DO YOU SEE
DEMAND FROM INDIAN END USERS
INCREASING FOR PERSONALIZATION
OF LABELS?
L&L: Digital printing is not a future
question for India. It is already in the
country and there is a huge interest as
three Xeikon Cafés (seminars) we have
organized has shown. Allow me to stress
that we have four presses running in
India printing several types of labels and
our customers are happy. They have
joined us during the Cafés and being
open enough to answer the questions
from the audience.
The majority of the labels that are
printed digitally are short run labels. In
this way digital printing is a complement
to the traditional way of printing. Personalization of labels is going a step
further, and is not a must to make digital
printing a success. Digitally printed
labels can’t be sold in the same way as
conventionally printed labels because
one has to sell the digital value of them
and variable data can be a key factor
for a customer but brand protection
solutions or short run suitability can be
the crucial factor for another one. Some
of our customers in India are already
printing variable data and the interest is
increasing.
L&L: TALKING OF VARIABLE DATA,

XEIKON 3030 displayed at Labelexpo Asia held from 3 to 6 December in Shanghai

WHAT SOLUTIONS DOES XEIKON
OFFER IN SECURITY PRINTING?
JR: Our printing technology allows
us to print a huge range of security
applications. We can print 21.4 micron
dots that a human eye cannot see as
a natural result of our 1200 dpi at 4bps
(bit per spot) printing technology. We
can print an array of these dots which
is called a cryptoglyph. A camera can
read them, upload the information to
a server and according to an algorithm
detect whether it’s a real product or a
fraudulent one but there are many more
from a basic serial number printing to
chemically tagging our toner with IR
sensitive particles.
Xeikon is not only manufacturing
its own presses and developing its
own software but also manufacturing
its own toner therefore as you see a
technology driven integrated solution
provider. We can indeed incorporate
into our toner composition a marker, a
component which is infra-red sensitive
being detected by a scanner without
affecting the printing behavior of our
toner and as you can understand
extremely complicated to reverseengineer. Brand protection techniques
can go from really basic options to really
complex ones depending on the cost
of the final product which needs to be
balanced. Security printing should be
made dynamic to make life difficult of
those in the counterfeiting trade. Security
is about creating a dynamic hurdle race
for counterfeiters, pick some security
options, mix them and don’t keep them
idle for a long time. Converters need to
put this discussion on table with their
customers because they need to realize
about its value. Indeed when it comes to
counterfeiting, I have the feeling that we
are not aware of the real dimension of
the problem yet and while doing some
research for the AFTA Conference held

in Manila a couple of weeks ago where
we presented a keynote on this topic, I
was shocked with the figures, the type
of product and the associated health
hazards to be considered. Unfortunately
we are not only talking about fake DVD
and surfing t-shirts.
L&L: XEIKON SALES FROM JANUARY
TO SEPTEMBER 2013 WERE DOWN
9.3 PERCENT DUE TO THE PREPRESS SOLUTIONS SEGMENT. WHAT
PLANS DOES XEIKON HAVE FOR
INCREASING SALES OF ITS PREPRESS TECHNOLOGY?
JR:The reason for reduction of sale
was coming basically from the offset
and newspaper CtP being mature
business with a huge competition with
machinery being manufactured in
emerging countries. That was indeed
one of the reasons why we decided to
get in to ThermoFlexX because that is
flexo and letterpress CtP and still have
a nice forecasted growth and higher
entry barriers. The reduction in sales
has nothing to do with digital and
ThermoFlexX because our figures for
these two product lines are consistently
increasing.
L&L: WHAT CHANGES DO YOU
EXPECT AFTER WITH THE
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FDI IN INDIA?
JR: I believe that we all would agree that
the economic scenario has to be positive
for people to invest but even in uncertain
conditions there are opportunities out
there. Sometimes these opportunities
are in M&A form and let’s not forget that
there is a strong consolidation coming
into our industry. I need to say that
considering the devaluation of rupee in
last six months, one has to be extremely
brave and have a solid business plan
before deciding on an investment today.
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HEIDELBERG focuses on growing in-mold label market

The growth market
of in-mold labels
THE global in-mold label segment looks set for a promising future, as visitors to Heidelberg’s recent Label
Days event discovered. Andy Thomas reports
The in-mold labeling segment currently accounts for a
modest two percent or so of the total volume of label printing
worldwide. But visitors to Heidelberg’s Label Days industrial
printing event heard that industry sources – including
consultancy AWA and film manufacturer Treofan – are now
forecasting average growth rates of 5.6 percent through to
2020.
The advantages of the IML decoration process include its
‘green’ credentials for many buyers, varied surface finishing
options and low production costs and times given an
appropriate run length.
These benefits stem from the fact that with the in-mold
labeling process, packaging is produced and the label applied
in a single step.
IML FOR FOOD PACKAGING
‘We’ve been working with in-mold labeling technology since
2005 to produce high-quality packaging for perishable moist
foods such as meats and dairy products,’ says Andreas
Rothschink, sales director at Weidenhammer Plastic
Packaging. ‘The main advantage is that the packaging is
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produced and decorated in a single operation. The label
processed in parallel using injection molding is preferably
made from the same plastic as the container. This is also an
advantage when it comes to recycling, because no material
separation is necessary.’
What’s more, in-mold labels form a ‘closed surface’ with the
container material. Using special inks and coatings makes the
labels resistant to fluctuations in temperature and humidity – a
significant plus point when packaging items such as frozen
products.
From a label converter’s point of view, the IML segment
requires premium print quality, shorter runs, and highly flexible
just-in-time availability. A study conducted by market research
company Pira International looking at offset printing trends to
2016, concluded that an increasing number of in-mold label
manufacturers across the globe are making greater use of
sheet-fed offset printing for these reasons. According to this
study, the growth rate for IML labels printed using the sheet-fed
offset method was around 12 percent in the period 2006 to
2010, but this is expected to increase by 65 percent in the
period 2010 to 2016.
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OPTIMIZED IML TECHNOLOGY
Visitors to Heidelberg’s Label Days event were shown the
company’s package printing solutions optimized for in-mold
label production. The presses in the Speedmaster XL 106 family
can process films between 0.03 and 1.0 millimeter (0.0012
and 0.039 inches) thick. Perfecting presses are available for
the production of films printed on both sides. For example,
they print polypropylene (PP) reel stock as thin as 50 microns
(0.0020 inches) at production speeds of up to 10,000 sheets
per hour.
‘Legal requirements stipulate minimum font sizes for labels,
so it makes sense also to use the reverse side of the label for
details such as consumer protection information,’ explained
Felix Müller, head of product management sheet-fed at
Heidelberg.
‘Another important aspect of production is minimal heat
transfer to the plastic materials so as to prevent material
distortion during the drying process,’ adds Müller. With the
sheet-fed offset method, drying takes place either in a delivery
with up to four extensions or with the help of drying towers after
the final printing unit.
‘With Heidelberg dryer systems, perfect coordination between
sheet travel and dryer optimizes drying and quality, even with
maximum machine speeds, high ink coverage or challenging
coatings. This also ensures problem-free finishing.’
The Speedmaster XL 106 and the presses in the Speedmaster
CX 102 and XL 75 series can also be used for in-mold label
production, said Müller.

"Legal requirements stipulate
minimum font sizes for labels, so
it makes sense also to use the
reverse side of the label for details
such as consumer protection
information"
FILM PACKAGE
Special equipment packages are available to turn sheet-fed
offset presses into highly productive systems for producing
film labels. The lightweight package from Heidelberg includes
modifications for optimum processing of thin materials in the
press’s delivery, printing and coating units, and feeder. When
sheets are being fed in, for example, special sheet guide
elements prevent them from getting stuck at what are critical
points for substrates. In the first printing unit, spring-loaded

IML food packaging sample

WET GLUE LABEL LOOK AND FEEL
Wet glue labels are especially popular in markets with high-volume runs
such as mineral water, beer, wine, and spirits. In the wine and spirits
segments in particular, customers’ surface finishing demands are
growing all the time. With a special configuration of the Speedmaster
XL 106 Duo with FoilStar module and coating units before and after the
printing units, for example, it is easy to produce attractive matt/gloss
combinations and spot metallic gloss effects. Heidelberg’s Dymatrix 106
Pro CSB die-cutter allows efficient finishing of wet glue labels.
sheet-metal jackets stop corners from turning over and sheets
from creasing. The lightweight package also includes a
modified delivery air system. All air settings on the XL 106 are
controlled by programmable preset curves to enable optimum
sheet travel from the outset. The press operator can then save
fine adjustments and recall them for repeat jobs. All these
components work together to boost productivity and optimize
the processing of these challenging materials.
ROTARY DIE-CUTTERS
The Heidelberg Speedmaster XL 106-D now incorporates a
rotary die-cutter for PP films. Based on the technology of the
Speedmaster XL 106 sheet-fed offset presses, it more than
doubles the throughput of a flatbed die-cutter at 6,000 to 10,000
sheets per hour with films up to 0.3 millimeters (0.012 inches)
thick.
Australian label manufacturer John Herrod & Associates
is one company now using this technology. All the in-mold
label specialist’s production operations take place on a
Speedmaster CD 102 with CutStar sheeter, processing a wide
range of PP reel stock between 50 and 70 microns (0.0020
and 0.0028 inches) thick. The company’s post-press section
uses a Speedmaster XL 105-D rotary die-cutter. ‘Consistently
high print quality is particularly important for in-mold labels,’
stresses Paul Herrod, managing director of John Herrod &
Associates. ‘And while push-through die-cutters can only
process labels up to 400 millimeters (15.75 inches) in size, the
rotary die-cutter handles dimensions of up to 740 by 1,050
millimeters (29.13 by 41.34 inches). We were also impressed by
the rotary die-cutter’s flexibility and accuracy. It has enabled us
to achieve higher productivity than with the flatbed die-cutters
we previously used.’
Rotary die-cutters are also more cost-efficient when
producing film labels. At 300 -1,000 euros per job, die-cutting
costs are around a third lower and, with makeready times of
approximately 15 minutes, the press gets through far more jobs
each day.

THE Speedmaster XL 106-D rotary die-cutter takes just 15 minutes
to set up and processes up to 10,000 sheets of film an hour
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From letterpress to inkjet
ITALIAN converter Adeprint is a traditional craft print operation which has fully embraced the latest digital
technology from EFI. Andy Thomas reports
Raffaele Ruggieri brings to his
label-printing company, Adeprint, a
unique combination of vision and talent.
He believes strongly in the value and
appreciation of fine craftsmanship, which
is undoubtedly why, in 1994, he founded
his company by acquiring a letterpress
operation. His goal was to produce a
level of fine quality only letterpress could
deliver, one that rivalled if not surpassed
silkscreen printing.
But Ruggieri, a skilled computer
technician with an education in
computer science, was also immersed
in the evolution of digital technology. He
understood that it would inevitably play a
major role in print production. As a result
Adeprint progressed without ever losing
sight of Ruggieri’s vision. And its array of
printing capabilities is what has made it
such a success.
Located in Busto Arsizio, an industrial
area of Verese, Italy, Adeprint specializes
in the production of customized labels.
This includes laser die-cutting to create
any type of shape, the insertion of anticounterfeiting elements, marking, microperforation and notching, as well as
progressively numbered barcodes and
other forms of variable-data printing.
These specialized client needs, along
with the demands for shorter print runs,
put a strain on the break-even point
for analogue printing. That’s when
Ruggieri’s decided, in 2010, to add
digital printing to the operation.
TECHNOLOGY CHOICE
There were many options from which
to choose – among them was whether
to purchase toner-based or inkjet
technology. Ruggieri decided on inkjet
for a number of reasons: lower costs,
quality comparable to letterpress and
screen printing, and the possibility
to print on any substrate including
self-adhesive filmic materials.
Ruggieri decided to go with EFI
for its combination of both UV inkjet
technology and also pre-press expertise,
specifically, workflow management
software.
The purchase of a Jetrion 4830 UV
inkjet digital printer, with effects that also
include opaque white ink, has allowed
Adeprint to specialize in fast turnaround
at competitive prices while maintaining
its quality levels. Other benefits include
the ability to print on a wide variety of
substrates, the elimination of pre-inking

and the need for over-varnishing and
corona treatment when printing on
plastic. In addition, there is no limit to
how short the runs can be, making the
press ideal for proof printing. And since
the proof is made on the same press on
which the job will run, it gives the client
an absolute guarantee of final result.
Adeprint employs the Jetrion 4830
roll-to-roll digital printer to handle jobs
in pharmaceutical, cosmetics, alcoholic
beverage, food, chemical products and
security label printing.
DOUBLING CAPACITY
The success of the Jetrion 4830, the
first in Italy, motivated Adeprint to
consider adding the newer EFI Jetrion
4900ML. also through graphic arts dealer
Fornietic, which represents EFI Jetrion
printers in the Italian market.
The new Jetrion 4900 ML inkjet press
prints in four UV colors plus white with

LED curing and is equipped with the
latest generation of laser die-cutting and
varnishing stations. It allows Adeprint
to go directly to the finished roll without
interruption.
From a management point of view, the
Jetrion 4900 has an optimized workflow
with the EFI Fiery XF RIP, which handles
color matching and integrates with
other EFI technologies, such as Digital
StoreFront and Radius management
information system. The press is
equipped with a module for corona
treatment, but Ruggieri says it has never
been used because UV inks have a good
adhesion to films without it.
To satisfy some client needs, Ruggieri
still uses letterpress technology for some
of Adeprint’s work. But because of his
experience with digital printing, he sees
it as the future of label production –
something he always knew would one
day happen.

(L-R) Mario Marchi, Fornietic, with Raffaele Ruggieri of Adeprint and the new EFI press
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Low-down on
low migration
THERE'S MORE TO LOW MIGRATION in food packaging than just the inks, explains Barry Hunt
Product recalls resulting from the imperceptible transfer of
some toxic printing ink substance into dry or liquid foodstuffs
are the stuff of nightmares for brand owners, and fortunately
don't happen very often.
But perceived or otherwise, such risks have led many brand
owners and packers to demand low migration (LM) inks and
coatings for food packaging where some form of radiation
curing is used. Extension of such demands to include the
pharmaceutical, cosmetics and healthcare sectors cannot be
ruled out.
UV ink and coating manufacturers have reduced migration
levels by using photo-initiators that have a higher molecular
weight, augmented with suitably modified acrylate monomers
and binding agents. But this is only part of the story. Other
factors include: packaging specifications; the converter's
choice of substrate; the validation of the printing process; and
validation of the final packaging by the food processor. Full
cooperation is naturally required at every stage in the supply
chain, including the design and pre-press stages.
‘The concept of low migration does not really apply to ink,
as “migration” refers to the transfer of various components
from the finished package into the food product. LM inks
really refer to products that have been developed by ink
suppliers to help the printer achieve desired results in
accordance with current regulations,’ says Jonathan Graunke,
VP – Energy Curable Technology, at INX International Ink.
‘Utilizing packaging designed for fitness of use is part of the
brand owner's responsibility.’
In a similar vein, Jonathan Sexton, Sun Chemical's
European sales and marketing director for screen and narrow
web, agrees that the definition and interpretation of 'low
migration' can differ among material providers: ‘Migration
depends on the whole printed structure, not just the ink or
other individual material. Our position is that low migration
means ink products that have been specifically formulated to
limit migration to the minimum parts-per-billion levels through
their chemical composition, even where the package itself
offers no or limited barrier properties.’

TOOTHLESS REGULATIONS?
In Europe the use of UV-cured inks in food packaging is regulated
by EC 1935/2004. Regardless of the printing method or curing
process, it requires that 'food contact materials must not transfer
their components into food in quantities that could endanger
human health, change food composition in an unacceptable way
or deteriorate its taste and odor.' However, unlike the forthcoming
European Union food labeling legislation governing consumer
information, there are no mandatory requirements for UV-cured
LM printing inks, lamination adhesives, cold-foiling adhesives,
and lacquers. Instead there is the Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP) which refers to the consistent control and production of
components so they conform to the rules. The European Ink
Makers Association, which reviews inks and coatings for legal
compliance, is a good source of information on this, as well as the
legal requirements (www.eupia.org).
Although only legally binding in Switzerland, the Swiss
Ordinance SR 817.023.21 casts a large shadow. Backed by
the GMP directive, it sets out the permitted substances in food
packaging inks, as well as a list of permissible inks, that show
migration levels below the published Specific Migration Limits
(SMLs) of from 10-50 parts per billion (ppb). The huge Nestlé
organization bases its standards for food contact materials on the
Swiss Ordinance.
What about a North American equivalent? According to Rebecca
Lipscomb, regulatory manager for Food and Pharmaceutical
Packaging at INX International Ink, there is no FDA equivalent.
Relevant legislation in the USA under direction of the FDA would
be FDA Title 21 CFR or FCN – Food Contact Notification.
‘Food packaging regulations exist to prevent the adulteration
of food. The main concerns for the food packaging chain include
pre-market clearance for direct food contact and non-food contact
inks/coatings (indirect food contact). Direct food contact such as
printing inks/coatings that are intended by design to be in contact
with food, must be regulated under 21 CFR parts 173-178.’
Non-food contact inks and coatings (indirect food contact)
such as those printed on the outside packaging may require
a functional barrier to eliminate migration, says Lipscomb.
‘This type of contact does not necessarily require compliance
with pre-market clearance or indirect food additive guidelines.

IN 2011 Gallus broke new ground by fitting a LED-UV curing unit on an ECS 340 in partnership with
Phoseon Technology. Today it offers the technology on all of its narrow web combination presses
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IST Metz is launching its UV LED curing system,
developed with partner Integration Technology

"Packaging based on aluminum
foil or metallized plastic film
may be borderline, depending
on the application of any UVcured coatings"
Mere contact of a food product does not necessarily trigger
compliance needs. The contact must be reasonably expected
to result in an ink or coating becoming part of the food product.
Printing inks and coatings must never be direct food additives.’
Besides PS labels, typical packaging products include shrink
or wrap-around sleeves on plastic bottles, in-mold labels for
dairy products or film-based pouches and sachets. Packaging
based on aluminum foil or metallized plastic film may be
borderline, depending on the application of any UV-cured
coatings. Ironically, the case for using the latest ultra-thin films
may be weakened in the context of packaging for high-fat
content foods. By contrast, aluminum cans, glass containers
and PET bottles of a suitable thickness form a functional barrier
and can be printed with conventional UV inks and coatings.
Specialized laboratories usually determine the actual
barrier properties of the secondary and primary packaging
materials. Under standardized conditions they use gas or
liquid chromatography and spectroscopes to establish target
compliance requirements. The process also identifies migration
profiles as the basis for risk assessment data. The four main
causes of migration are:

IN 2013 Mark Andy introduced the ProLED curing system on a six-color
Performance Series P3, winning it the Label Industry Global Award for
Innovation, shared with Flint Group Narrow Web

• Penetration of a migrant substance through the packaging
layers to the reverse side of the printed surface to contaminate
the product, before or after filling (diffusion migration).
• Set-off migration when, under pressure, the printed surface
migrant transfers to the non-printed, reverse side of wound
labels or stacked sheets which comes into contact with food.
It is therefore essential to prevent under-cures to minimize the
risk of set-off.
• Gas phase migration, where volatile substances are
transferred in the space between the product and the
packaging.
• The condensation extraction of critical components during
a heating process. Each of these methods can potentially
create risks to human health, or cause some unacceptable
change in a food product's composition or odor.
Interestingly, the board for offset-printed food cartons
traditionally contained a large recycled newsprint content,
which was later seen as unacceptable for food packaging
compared with virgin board. When BPIF Labels, a UK trade
body with a membership of 40 converters and suppliers, sought
to issue guidance on the migration problem it used a template
– complete with a version of the Good Manufacturing Practice –
from its sister organization, BPIF Cartons.
As many food label printers know, implementing a full LM
programs is an expensive undertaking. LM inks and coatings
presently cost roughly 30 to 50 percent more than conventional
products, although in mitigation they represent no more than
5 percent of the printed package cost. The higher costs are
expected to diminish as volumes grow, but they still represent
yet another charge on doing business in a competitive, albeit
large volume, label sector.
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"The toxicological profiles of specific
materials, such as certain photoinitiators, have actually provided
evidence that the evaluated materials
are benign to certain levels. The use
of UV for packaging will likely increase
since it has the best available control
technology when used properly"
Furthermore, deep-clean press wash-ups, including anilox rolls and
ink pans, are costly and time-consuming, which is why LM operations
use dedicated UV flexo or offset presses. The UV curing rates, ink
control systems, and operational speeds remain broadly similar to
those of conventional UV curing.
Chesapeake Bristol, a leading UK producer of food labels and part
of the Chesapeake group of European packaging printers has several
years of LM experience. It recently upgraded its system by being the
first UK converter to adopt so-called ultra-low migration (ULM) inks
made by Paragon Inks in Scotland. This follows independent tests in
accordance with the Swiss Ordnances.
‘We now offer the new inks as standard for all our customers,’
said Andy Walter, managing director. ‘Pressures are building on
brand-owners to treat migration issues seriously and we think the
improved ULM inks gives them extra safety and assures them of our
commitment. After all, they can source labels for their pan-European
brands from all over the world. Should a smaller label printer with only
domestic food-based customers need to adopt LM inks? Probably
yes, but probably not just now.’
In Sexton's view, volumes of low migration products are clearly
growing every year, but the majority of food packing is still printed
with standard products. ‘In many cases migration testing and risk
assessment could provide sufficient justification for this, but clearly
there is significant further progress to make.’
Ironically, the inherent risks that UV curing may bring to food
packaging can be turned into a strength: ‘What makes UV unique is
the ability to clearly identify the components that may migrate into
food stuffs,’ said Graunke. ‘The formulators of UV inks and coatings
have done a good job of developing products that meet or exceed
regulations. The toxicological profiles of specific materials, such as
certain photo-initiators, have actually provided evidence that the
evaluated materials are benign to certain levels. The use of UV for
packaging will likely increase since it has the best available control
technology when used properly.’
THE LED-UV LOW-DOWN
LED-UV curing is the most energy-efficient of all curing processes,
and offers many benefits. The compact size of the curing units offer
greater flexibility compared with conventional UV systems, while lower

SOME LM PRODUCTS
Around 30 or so companies manufacture inks and coatings
commonly defined as having migration levels below those
published in the Swiss Ordinance guidelines, and complying
with the EuPIA Good Manufacturing Practices. The major
suppliers are a good source of information on the regulations
with several offering useful .pdf downloads.
Flint Group Narrow Web's established Flexocure Ancora
ink series for UV flexo printing includes Flexocure XS Opaque
White for various shrink-sleeve applications, as well as
specialty metallics, coatings and adhesives. Lithocure Ancora
is a new series of mono-pigmented range of rotary offset inks.
Claimed benefits include a high color strength for formulating
clean and accurate color matches. They join Ultraking 4500
LM Premium and Ultraking 4600 LM PLAS Premium, the
group's latest low-odor and low-migration inks for sheet-fed
offset for the North American market.
Zeller + Gmelin's extensive offering of LM inks and coatings
for UV-cured letterpress, offset and flexo includes the new
Uviflex Y71 for CMYK plus orange, green and violet. Besides
offering an expanded color gamut for brand owners' food
products, the series also gives users a greater opportunity
to match colors produced on HP Indigo seven-color digital
presses. (The Adare Group has adopted Z + G LM inks, see
Issue 5, page 52.)
Sun Chemical’s SunPak LMQ flexo inks have low odor,
off-flavor and migration levels. The company offers full printing
guidance and analytical support to help converters meet
legislative requirements. Besides updates for offset and UV
flexo LM inks and coatings, the company is adding a wider
portfolio of enhanced electron-beam curing products for the
increasing number of EB-equipped offset presses within the
packaging market.
The SunJet division offers LM inkjet inks that meet the
guidelines of the European Printing Ink Association (EuPIA)
and the Swiss Ordnance on Materials and Articles legislation,
They do not utilize materials specifically excluded on the
Nestlé Packaging Inks Specification. They comply with the
Swiss Ordinance and Nestlé's specifications for food contact
materials including PP, and PE, foil and shrink sleeve films.
Durst offers the new inks as an alternative to standard
SunJet inks on the seven-color Tau 330 inkjet press. By
achieving migration limits of <10 ppb, they are suitable for
food, healthcare and pharmaceutical applications. Suitable
applications include unsupported foils, such as blister packs,
yogurt lids and many more. The press can run with an optional
chill roller when running heat-sensitive materials.
Siegwerk's extensive Sicura LM series puts it among the
market leaders. A new product is Sicura Plast Nutritec, a
low-odor LM series developed for offset printing on film-based
substrates for food, healthcare and cosmetic applications. It is
paired with Sicura WL Nutritec, a waterless offset version. The
company also produces a LM laminating adhesive.
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"In general, electron beam (EB) curing
will give lower migration numbers than
conventional UV curing, and this in turn
will give lower migration numbers than
with LED-UV curing, which is still a
fairly new concept in this area"
heat levels facilitate the handling of temperature-sensitive films. The
combination of reduced energy consumption and longer lamp life
should also reduce running costs.
‘On the downside, the UV output from an individual LED lamp has
a very narrow bandwidth, with the bulk of the energy distributed
over a narrow range of wavelengths,’ says Jon Harper Smith, a
marketing manager with Fujifilm Speciality Ink Systems. ‘However,
in the future inks will cure at longer wavelengths and lower film
weight. LED technology will evolve and broad spectrum devices will
be developed, increasing the range of applications for which this
becomes the most suitable process.’
We have already seen LED-UV curing progress solely from
inter-color pinning, where the low intensity UV radiation helps
reduce the risk of the ink droplets spreading to introduce dot gain
on inkjet presses. The technology's emitting units can now reach a
peak radiant power of 12 or 16 W/cm, allowing a practical move into
mainstream label printing.
How does LED-UV curing stack up when it comes to migration?
Don P Duncan, research director at Wikoff Color, places the process
in context: ‘In general, electron beam (EB) curing will give lower
migration numbers than conventional UV curing, and this in turn will
give lower migration numbers than with LED-UV curing, which is still
a fairly new concept in this area.
‘As for the ink technologies, energy-curable offset-litho inks
generally give lower migration levels compared with UV flexo inks,
which in turn produce lower levels compared with UV inkjet inks.
This is due firstly to the high amount of cross linking that occurs
during curing. It minimizes migration, but creates a high-viscosity
ink. Secondly, while higher molecular weight ink components will
minimize migration, they also produce higher viscosity inks.
‘Offset-litho inks are very viscous and can maximize both of these
factors. Inkjet inks are very fluid and are at the opposite extreme,
with flexo inks in the middle. So the hardest thing to do is to make
low migration inkjet inks that are cured with UV-LED. Many people
are working on it and much progress has been made. For example,

INKS NEWS IN BRIEF
A ROUND-UP OF THE LATEST GLOBAL LABEL
STORIES

SOLAR LAUNCHES SUSTAINABLE INKS
Solar Inks has launched Earthinks, a range of water-based
flexographic and screen printing inks developed from ‘sustainable
and non-polluting resources’. Earthinks are made from ingredients
including soy, starch, sugars, dextrin, tree resin, cellulose and
other polysaccharides. Natural waxes are used to replace standard
petroleum-based synthetics, and natural oils are used to defoam
instead of mineral oils. Earthinks are glycol and silicone-free,
contain no heavy metals and have near-zero VOC levels.
The manufacturer says Earthinks have been developed with a
low viscosity and low foaming levels to deliver sharp images with
low dot gain, while offering stability over long runs due to use of
pH-independent technology.
In-house color mixing is also an option, providing printers and
converters the ability to facilitate special color production ondemand.
The company offers an ink recycling program and on-line color
matching and product ordering.

FLINT LOW ENERGY INKS
UNDER DEVELOPMENT
Flint Group in collaboration with leading OEMs and lamp
manufacturers has developed and is now commercializing a full
range of low energy UV curing highly reactive inks and coatings
under the name Ultraking XCURA. XCURA has been formulated for
use on a wide range of substrates, including some non-porous.
The manufacturer says XCURA have a very high color strength,
display excellent ink/water stability and require lower levels of
energy to operate. They comply with ISO 2846-1 and are suitable
for printing to ISO 12647-1 standard. (Full story p25)

PARAGON SUPPLIES ‘ULTRA’ LM
INKS TO CHESAPEAKE
Paragon Inks has supplied inks and consultancy expertise to
Chesapeake’s Bristol, UK operation as it moves to low migration
compliance.
In a statement, the company said: ‘Paragon Inks is totally
committed to Chesapeake Bristol's decision to fully move to ULM
inks throughout its production facility. We're proud to have been
involved from the start of this very daunting but successful project
to meet low migration compliance and the associated GMP for
both their existing and future customer base.’

EFI Jetrion was among the first to introduce a dedicated LED-UV
inkjet press with the modular, end-to-end 4950LX model
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INKS NEWS IN BRIEF
A ROUND-UP OF THE LATEST GLOBAL
LABEL STORIES

MARUBU DEMONSTRATES
LED COMBINATION INKS
With press manufacturers starting to offer combination
flexo and screen LED-UV curing options on their
presses, Marubu has launched its own flexo and
screen LED-UV inks. Ultrapack LEDC is an LEDcurable screen printing ink claimed to deliver excellent
results in terms of adhesion, opacity, degree of gloss,
and reactivity. It is suitable for container printing and
flatbed label applications.
Ultrapack LEDX flexo inks was designed for the new
generation of hybrid printing machines combining
the advantages of screen and flexo printing for tube
decoration.

"An interesting LED-based development
is the curing of adhesives, including the
application of cold foils to shrink sleeves.
Flint Group, in association with K Laser
Technology, has extended its Ekocure
system for this purpose. Besides the
normal energy-saving benefits, the process
allows faster running and curing through
dark-colored foils"
they are much lower in migration then they were even two years ago, but
currently there are no UV-LED inkjet inks being commercially used for LM food
labels.’
As for the hardware, EFI Jetrion was among the first to introduce a dedicated
LED-UV inkjet press with the modular, end-to-end 4950LX model. It features
Phoseon lamps and inks from Flint Group Narrow Web. The inks are said to be
compliant with indirect food contact regulations.
Epson's first single-pass industrial press, the SurePress L-6034VW, offers the
technology with inline digital varnishing and high-opacity white using its own
LED-UV inks. INX Digital combines water-cooled LED curing on the six-color
NW140 inkjet press with air-cooled LED pinning. The parent INX Corporation
manufactures the inks and coatings. Shiki's PicoJet features LED curing
supplied by Kyocera, which also supplies the print heads.
Although limited to a varnish unit, in 2011 Gallus broke new ground by fitting
a LED-UV curing unit on an ECS 340 in partnership with Phoseon Technology.
Today it offers the technology on all of its narrow web combination presses. Ink
maker Siegwerk in fact demonstrated a six-color Gallus EM280 using iSicura
Flex LEDTec inks at the last Labelexpo. The new Screen LEDTec ink series
includes a non-yellowing relief varnish with a relief height of 250 microns. It
was shown on Codimag's six-color Viva 340 Aniflo waterless offset press (the
final Stork screen unit used IST's LED-UV modules). Siegwerk also supplies
LED-cured inkjet inks for the Gallus/Heidelberg Linoprint L.
Last year Mark Andy's introduced the ProLED curing system on a six-color
Performance Series P3. The system gained it the Label Industry Global Award
for Innovation, shared with Flint Group Narrow Web, supplier of the Ekocure
LED inks. Another press-related LED-UV offering debuted at the show was
Z+ G's offset inks, developed in cooperation with Muller Martini, IST Metz
and Integration Technology. Miyakoshi offers its own version of the curing
technology on the new variable-sleeve, MHL13A-300 narrow web offset press.
An interesting LED-based development is the curing of adhesives, including
the application of cold foils to shrink sleeves. Flint Group, in association with K

DIRECT FOOD CONTACT
INKS FROM SPRING
Spring Coating has launched a range of DFC (Direct
Food Contact) inks.
DFC-110 is manufactured only with raw materials
that meet European and US FDA criteria for direct food
contact. Spring says DFC-110 prints like a standard
water-based ink. Recommended anilox volumes are
6-10 cm3/m2 and press speeds up to 100 m/min are
obtainable depending on substrate and drying capacity.
An overprint varnish is available for added resistance.
Not all colors are achievable with direct contact
systems, and DFC-110 comes with its own color
formulation guide to show designers the color palette
available.

WIKOFF LAUNCHES
WATER-BASED FILM INKS
Wikoff has developed two ink systems formulated to
run on films.
PolyPro is a water-based flexo ink system proven to
run at press speeds of 400+fpm on properly treated
films, staying wet enough to keep plates running
clean but not so much that it tracks off. PolyPro
holds a consistent PH level throughout long runs with
the viscosity to support easy transfer from plate to
substrate. The ink is claimed to exhibit good adhesion
and a slow evaporating rate. Overprint coating is
required for water resistance.
The PolyLock series is a high strength, waterbased ink system designed for narrow and wide web
presses. The system is suited to print on a wide variety
of difficult film/poly substrates and provides good
water resistance properties and adhesion. This system
is also available as a Pantone blending system that
compliments the computer matching software system.

PULSE LAUNCHES RD FLEXO INKS
Following heavy investment in new equipment, Pulse
Roll Label Products has launched its new RD UV flexo
ink series in response to market demands for lower
cost consumer packaged goods.
At the same time the company is reporting continued
success with its SG UV-flexo ink range, suitable for
a wide range of applications including shrink sleeve,
wrap labels, self-adhesive labels and in-mold labels.
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THE third Mark Andy P7 flexo press combined with a Rotoflex
VLI inspection rewinder installed at Prakolar in Brazil

Mark Andy reports
Latin America success
THE PRESS MANUFACTURER’S SALES in the region have increased by 21 percent in the last year, while a
shift in strategy in Mexico is also yielding benefits. James Quirk reports
Mark Andy has reported a 21 percent increase in sales of
presses in Latin America in 2013 compared to the previous
year, with its Performance Series range proving particularly
popular in the region.
The Rotoflex rewinder division, meanwhile, saw a 30 percent
rise in sales of its finishing equipment in the region over the
same period, and has doubled its office space in Toronto,
Canada, this past year to help cope with increased demand
worldwide.
Since its launch at Labelexpo Europe 2009, more than
300 Mark Andy Performance Series presses have been sold
worldwide, with more than 30 installed at Latin American
converters.
A shift in strategy in Mexico has also had a positive impact
on Mark Andy’s sales. Early in 2013, John Vigna, formerly
of Wilson Manufacturing, was appointed sales manager for
Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean. Previously serving
Mexico through local distributors, Mark Andy began selling
directly in the country; the move was vindicated by a sales
increase of 200 percent.
Vigna is supported by a seven-strong technical service team
based in Toluca. ‘The team has been Mark Andy factory trained
and certified,’ says Vigna. ‘It’s a great advantage, having
dedicated technical resources for the region.’ The company
has also increased the number of Spanish-speaking staff at
its offices at the St Louis headquarters and Toronto, where its
Rotoflex division is based.
Installations in Mexico include a 17in Performance Series P5
press at Etiquetas e Impresiones, based in Hermosillo, Sonora.
Equipped with Mark Andy ProLED, the full UV LED machine is
the first of its kind in Latin America. Among other adopters of
Mark Andy presses in the country last year was Matec Label,
based in Guadalajara, which purchased a P3 machine.
The new Mark Andy Versa Max mid-web press, which was
launched last year, was also installed in Mexico. A 26in in-line
flexo machine – installed together with a 26in Rotoflex VLI 700
rewinder – was bought by Estudio Color. Running at speeds of

up to 1,200 ft/min (365 m/min), the press has been fitted with
Martin Automatic unwind and rewind which enables non-stop,
24/7 production.
‘We are excited and anticipate much more market exposure
in Mexico now that we are selling directly,’ said Vigna. ‘We also
offer rebuild and maintenance programs, and can invoice in
local currency. There’s a lot going on in the Mexican market,
and we are well-prepared for growth.’
INSTALLATIONS
South of Mexico, installations of Mark Andy presses have also
continued apace. John Cavey, Latin America sales manager,
reveals the Argentina market picked up in 2013 thanks to a
government initiative which saw banks encouraged to lend
to small businesses. Through local distributor Automación
Gráfica, led by German Calvo, sales in the country included
a 17in Performance Series P3 press at TG Corti, and 13in
P5 machines at both Graphi Impres and ETI Argentina
Autoadhesivos.
Brazil continued to be a strong market for Mark Andy in 2013;
among the installations were a P7 at Alphacolor (see L&L issue
6, 2013), a third P7 at Prakolar, and a P5 at Regispel Bobinas
e Etiquetas. One customer – Maxcor Indústria de Etiquetas,
based in Minas Gerais – simultaneously purchased three 2200s
and three Rotoflex VSI finishing machines.
In Colombia, material supplier Arclad purchased a 17in P5
press for use in its new security labeling operation, of which
you can read more in a future issue of L&L. Cavey reports ‘a
sudden increase in activity’ in the Colombian market in 2013
compared to the previous year. Also among the installations in
the country was a 2200 press at Bogota-based Acobarras.
According to Cavey, inquiries continue to be received from
converters in Venezuela – a strong market for Mark Andy in
2012 – but lack of access to credit meant that sales in the
country stalled in 2013.
Cavey believes that Mark Andy is benefitting from a trend
of desire for increased efficiency among Latin American label
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SUN CHEMICAL ACQUIRES
COLOMBIAN INK SUPPLIER

L-R John Vigna, sales manager for Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean, Mark Andy; John Cavey,
Latin America sales manager, Mark Andy; and Francisco Soto, Latin America sales manager

“We are excited and anticipate much more
market exposure in Mexico now that we are
selling directly”
converters. ‘We are seeing people
replace older, less productive machinery.
Mark Andy has shown our customers
that you can run more efficiently and
make more money with fewer machines,
but more technically efficient machines.
‘The Performance Series is aimed
at producing the label at a reduced
cost, and higher throughput, thereby
increasing the converter’s profitability.
Prakolar, in Brazil, is a good example:
they replaced two conventional presses
with one Performance Series press. If
run efficiently, one P Series machine can
increase productivity by more than 50
percent.’
The 2200 press remains popular in
the region and sales continue to be
strong. Cavey points out that when North
American converters upgrade their 2200s
to Performance Series machines, the
used press will often be sold into the
Latin American market.
Mark Andy assists converters in
implementing more efficient production
techniques by providing training
anywhere in the world. A technician
specialized in lean manufacturing
teaches operators on-site at converters;
or customers can receive training at the
Mark Andy University based in St Louis,
Missouri. In some cases, Cavey reports,
press efficiency has been increased by
50 percent or more once a customer
is fully immersed in the culture of lean
manufacturing and optimizing their Mark
Andy equipment.
A further trend in the Latin American
market, says Cavey, is towards
combination presses offering varying
configurations of printing, foiling,
stamping, laminating and drying.
‘Converters want the press to do
everything. This comes from an increase
in short run work: you need a press that
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can handle many different kinds of jobs
including substrate variety, decorations,
printing and rotary screen, specialized
converting, integrated digital technology
and more. There is also a growing shrink
sleeve market in Latin America, as well
as many specialty applications such as
lottery tickets.’
Cavey reports that Mark Andy is
receiving increasing numbers of inquiries
from packaging converters in the region,
and says that this will be an important
focus in 2014. The Performance Series
presses can now print up to 18 point
board (the previous thickness limit was
14 point) which allows a wider range of
applications. The P Series line is also
available in 20in width to further support
expanded carton and shrink applications.
A further focus for the company in the
new year will be its Digital Series UV
inkjet hybrid printing system, currently
being beta-tested in the US. It will be
available globally later this year. ‘We
are looking forward to presenting it to
our Latin American customers,’ says
Cavey. ‘It will be on display at Labelexpo
Americas in Chicago, and we are
confident of having a few installations
under our belt.’
ROTOFLEX SEES STRONG GROWTH
Francisco Soto, Latin America sales
manager for Rotoflex, says that many of
Mark Andy’s Latin American customers
have installed Rotoflex finishing
machines at the same time as buying
presses: a trend which continues.
Soto reports that Rotoflex’s rewinder
sales in Latin America increased by
more than 30 percent in the last year,
and the company recently doubled the
size of its office in Toronto, Canada, to
accommodate the rise in sales.
‘Over the last three or four years,

Sun Chemical has purchased the remaining
shares held by Inversiones Mundial (Grupo
Mundial) in their Colombian joint venture
companies Tintas SA and Sinclair SA.
With annual sales over USD $100 million,
the Tintas/Sinclair Group sells printing inks
and related graphic arts products primarily
to the packaging market in the Andean
region of Latin America, which covers
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.
‘This acquisition reinforces Sun Chemical
and DIC’s commitment to both the printing
ink business and the growing Latin
American market,’ said Rudi Lenz, president
and CEO of Sun Chemical. ‘Tintas and
Sinclair are the market leaders of printing
inks and related products in a region
where the economies are growing. It is
our intention to continue operating with the
current successful management team and
bring our customers the quality products,
excellent service and new innovative
solutions they expect from us. We look
forward to continue working together in
other businesses with Inversiones Mundial
(Grupo Mundial).’
Sun Chemical has had a good relationship
with Tintas and Sinclair for more than 30
years, and Sun Chemical and Inversiones
Mundial have been equal partners in this
successful joint venture formed in 1999
after Sun Chemical purchased Coates
Lorilleux.
‘With the sale of Tintas, Grupo Mundial
consolidates the strategy set a few years
ago to focus on four core businesses:
paints, chemicals, commerce and water
pipes,’ said Santiago Piedrahita, CEO
of Grupo Mundial, based in Medellín,
Colombia. ‘Proceeds of this sale will allow
us to remain active in our investment
portfolio in these lines of business.’
Latin American converters have really
embraced high level technology,’ says
Soto. ‘The trend for Rotoflex installations
in the region is similar to that of the Mark
Andy Performance Series: we are selling
increasingly customized machines with
special requirements and higher quality.
Forty percent of installed machines
have high quality inspection systems.
And customers are more specific when
it comes to requirements for specialty
finishing applications.’
Soto reports that Peru has been a
particularly strong emerging market for
Rotoflex in the region, while Argentina
‘seems to be bouncing back’. The
company maintained ‘strong growth’ in
Latin America’s other major markets as
well, he says.
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one die-cutting solution
for all packaging materials
efficient die-cutting solutions
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Visit us at
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DigiFlex.

That’s the Point.
A CtP system for Photopolymer Plate-Making
Our Inkjet CtP system jets our ink on any
Letterpress, Dry-Offset, Flexo Analog plates
and Silk Screens, creating a high quality
mask in a simple, friendly way.
Excellent Quality
Fast Make-Ready
High Performance
Superior Cost-of-Ownership
www.digiflex-print.com
info@digiflex-print.com
+32-497-424-850
+972-9-768-2670

We Thank Our
Growing Number
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Their Trust
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FELIPE Soto retired from his position of regional director
for Latin America for Ritrama at the end of 2013

Felipe Soto retires
AFTER a 37-year career which included leadership roles at Topflight Corporation, Avery Dennison and Ritrama,
a titan of the Latin American label industry retired at the end of 2013. James Quirk reports
Felipe Soto, the Chilean whose 37-year career
also encompassed leadership roles at Topflight
Corporation and Avery Dennison, retired from his
position of regional director for Latin America for
Ritrama at the end of 2013.
During his career, among an impressive list of
achievements, Soto played key roles in setting
up manufacturing operations in Venezuela for
Topflight Corporation, in Colombia and Argentina
for Avery Dennison, and in Chile for Ritrama.
Felipe Soto began his career with Topflight
Corporation in York, Pennsylvania, in 1976 as a
technical engineer. Initially exporting to Argentina,
Chile, Colombia and Venezuela, the company set
up manufacturing sites in each of the latter two
countries, both of which are still in operation today.
During the 1980s, Soto worked in both plants in
roles including production and plant manager,
as well as general manager of the Venezuelan
operation.
In 1990 Soto returned to Chile as head of Toprint
S.A., a label printer which had technology links
to Topflight Corporation. At Toprint, competing
with a new influx on the Chilean market of labels
imported from Europe and the US, he developed
modern applications for the fruit export market
and frozen goods as well as producing the first
self-adhesive wine labels. The company, where
Soto continued until 1995, was the first in Chile to
employ rotary silkscreen, letterpress and special
effects printing. During this period he began
his first links with Ritrama, importing the Italian
company’s materials and selling them in the Latin
American market.
Felipe Soto joined Avery Dennison in 1996 to
lead the acquisition and integration of a plant in
Cali, Colombia, which was being bought from
Grupo Carvajal. As general manager, he recruited
a leadership team for the new plant and was
recognized in 1998 by late company president Phil

LABELS&LABELING

Neal with an Excellence in Management Award for his work integrating the
operation. Subsequently within Avery Dennison he held roles such as Latin
America business development director, and general manager of a further
acquisition and integration of Dover Argentina’s operation.
He was then named general manager for Avery Dennison Brazil before
taking up the post of regional manager for Mercosur, responsible for
the plants in Argentina and Brazil, a distribution center in Chile, and the
company’s commercial structure in the region. He steered the company
through financial crises in both Brazil and Argentina, before leaving the
company in 2002 following health problems.
Once recuperated, Soto was invited by Tomas Rink to join Italy-based
Ritrama Group and tasked with creating a commercial structure which
would allow the company to sell products produced in factories in Europe
and the US throughout Latin America.
Ritrama’s sales operation, based in Chile, was successful until in the
mid-2000s the strengthening euro against the dollar rendered imported
products too expensive. ‘We began to think about building a manufacturing
plant with latest-generation technology which would allow us to serve the
needs of the Latin American market competitively,’ recalls Soto.
As regional manager, he oversaw the purchase of land in Valparaiso,
Chile, installed a team and developed a product portfolio, turning the
new plant into one of the biggest and most modern self-adhesive material
manufacturing facilities in the region. The development was recognized by
the Chilean government as the best investment project in the country in

A can is a can. It only becomes an unmistakable
item once it has a label on it.

“Our customers appreciate
particularly the consistently
high quality of the labels as
well as our flexibility in the
order processing.”
Wilhelm Gerstberger,
Head of Postpress Engelhardt Etikett

POLAR LabelSystems for cut and
die-cut labels are the technological
answer to demanding challenges in
the prospering label market.

PL

www.polar-mohr.com
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Produced for label and package printers,
designers and brand owners, Label Summit
Africa is the perfect balance of education
and networking opportunities. Enjoy the 2014
vintage with friends!
Join the two-day conference and table-top
exhibition for:
CASE STUDIES | NEW TRENDS | GLOBAL EXPERTS
NEW SUPPLIERS | PRACTICAL BUSINESS ADVICE

Register by 28 February and save
20% on your delegate pass at:

WWW.LABELSUMMIT.COM/AFRICA
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2008.
In 2010 Soto left his role as regional manager due
to health problems before returning to fill the position
of regional director for Latin America, with a plan
in place to gradually pass on his responsibilities, a
process which culminated with his retirement at the
end of December 2013.

course in small business administration at Stanford Business School. He
has participated in various industry courses and workshops, covering
topics such Six-Sigma, project control, cost optimization, company
valuation, human resources, international business, labor rights and more.
He has been married for 40 years to his wife Susana Lukaschewsky, also
from Chile, a pharmaceutical chemist. They have a son, Felipe Andrés,
who is 35 years old and works in business administration.
Soto plans to begin his retirement by focusing on personal and family
CHANGES
investments, before turning other projects including consultancy on
Soto’s 37-year career has borne witness to dramatic
mergers and acquisitions in the packaging industry. ‘I am also evaluating
changes in the industry. The developments in printing offers from old friends who have honored me by offering me directorship
technology and self-adhesive materials have both
roles,’ he says. ‘But for now, I am finishing the handover of responsibilities
been enormous, says Soto. ‘There has been a huge
to my colleagues at Ritrama, with the inevitable nostalgia that comes from
leap forward in the graphic quality of self-adhesive
leaving an extraordinary group of friends.’
labels: from the old solvent-based flexo printing to the
Asked to name the achievements in his career of which he is proudest,
high-resolution beauty that can be achieved today,
Soto cites the training of so many professionals who today occupy
with the evolution and incorporation of rotary offset,
important roles within the industry in Latin America, ‘A fascinating industry
silkscreen, cold foil, in-line register control and digital – which forty years ago was a “hidden science”, with little availability of
printing.
knowledge.’ He also mentions the integration of the businesses acquired
‘And in materials, the development of multiby Avery Dennison in Colombia and Argentina; the construction of the
functional adhesives which are also environmentally
new printing plant in Caracas, Venezuela, for Topflight Corporation; as
friendly, and of special facestocks which can help the well as the building of Ritrama’s new coating plant in Chile in 2008. ‘I
product leap out from the shelf and improve sales
must say that although I mention these achievements in the first person,
and consumption.’
they were also carried out by excellent teams of staff with the support and
Conceptually, too, there has been a shift, says
experience of sister plants and of the directors and owners.’
Soto: ‘The perception of the self-adhesive label has
He concludes: ‘And I am proud to have generated jobs and to have
changed: moving from a packaging consumable to
helped to spread the fascinating business that is the world of labels and
a tool to help processes, inventory, marketing and
self-adhesive materials.’
sales.’
Soto believes that the future of the industry in
Latin America lies in the region’s ‘inevitable’ move
away from exporting commodities and towards the
production of well-manufactured, value-added goods.
‘The progressive reduction in margins and the high
cost of transport, among other factors, will require
We are an award winning print company manufacturing
the better exploitation of the competitive advantages
high quality self adhesive Flexographic and Digital labels.
of each country. Strong investment in manufacturing
Our clients come from a wide sector which include food and beverage,
is needed across the region; the resulting products
due to our continued success we are now looking to recruit a highly
require self-adhesive labels of every kind.’
motivated Sales Professional to further expand our portfolio.
He cites environmental sustainability and the
Responsibilities / Requirements:
industry’s management of waste as a ‘great
Proven track record of winning and developing new label business
challenge’. ‘It’s a huge task and very difficult, but
Excellent communication & presentation skills
fortunately there seems to be an increasingly
Positive, dynamic & well presented
professional focus on the subject: though one which
Personal desire to succeed
will undoubtedly require cultural changes which will
not be easy to impose.’
This is a unique opportunity to join a successful
A further challenge to any supplier working in
and highly regarded print company.
the region is Latin America’s sheer diversity, says
To apply please 1forward
CV to gheron@kingswayprinters.com
SHIKI_8th_Layout
25/10/2013
12:45 Page 1
Soto. ‘It continues to be a collection of very different
countries in terms of their respective macro- and
micro-economic situations. Of course it’s not the
same to sell in Argentina as it is in Colombia or Brazil.
But even within Brazil: the northeast, Carioca [Rio de
Janeiro area], Paulista [Sao Paulo area] and Gaúcho
[southern states] regions are all very different
markets. Latin America is often placed into a single
homogenous economic or cultural unit: it isn’t. For
any exporter of materials or self-adhesive labels, the
great challenge is to read correctly what is going on
in its target markets.’
NO AGENTS /MACHINE DEALERS.

Sales Executive

Wanted

Shiki PC4530 & Superior or
Shiki 34CS machines.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Born in 1945 in Puerto Montt in Chile, Soto studied
chemical and industrial engineering at the University
of Santiago, graduating as the best student of his
course. Later, when working for Topflight Corporation
in Venezuela and prior to beginning his career as
a general manager, he completed a post-graduate
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Introducing the FS-320 SHAFTLESS INTERMITTENT UV OFFSET
PRINTING MACHINE!

Prints with higher
accuracy keeping the customers
satisfied and allowing you to
pursue jobs with higher profit

www.nickelprintech.com

FD-300 THE 5th GENERATION SHAFTLESS INTERMITTENT ROTARY LETTERPRESS

export@nickelprintech.com
Nickel Printing Machinery Co. (HK) Ltd.
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6 Wang Kwun Road, Kowloon Bay, Kowloon,!
HONG KONG S.A.R!
Tel: +852-27530220 Fax: +852-23180778

!Factory:!

Nickel Printing Machinery Co. Ltd.

The best selling model in China and overseas

No.10-11 Yinglian Industry Park, Sanlian Road,
Huangcun, Dongpu,Tianhe, Guangzhou,
Guangdong, CHINA!
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ANILOX roll training day at Mark Andy UK

BPIF Label operator training
day hailed a success
HANDS-ON training for press operators is a key initiative for the UK’s label association in 2014, with the first
event held at Mark Andy’s UK demo center. Andy Thomas reports
The UK’s label association BPIF Label has successfully
organized the first in a series of dedicated operator training
days, each held in conjunction with an equipment supplier.
The first session concentrated on care and maintenance
of anilox rolls, and was held at Mark Andy’s Macclesfield UK
showroom. The event was restricted to 20 delegates and was
well attended.
The day began with words of welcome from BPIF Labels
chairman John Bambery and Mark Andy UK sales manager
Paul Macdonald. The event started with a comprehensive
presentation by Paul Smith, managing director Cheshire Anilox
Technology, on the history of the anilox roll, stating how it has
become an important and integral part of the flexographic
process, and how it has been significantly responsible for the
tremendous advances in flexographic print quality.
Jon Jordan, sales director Troika Systems, then emphasized
the need for measuring and volume standardization for
improving density control and explained how good work
practices and anilox roll management can lead to significant
cost savings and productivity improvements. This was
endorsed by Shaun Igoe, operations manager PPP Digital
Imaging, who explained how the origination process is
influenced by anilox roll specifications and what can go wrong
with badly maintained anilox rolls. The final presentation of
the morning was by Chris Jones, UK & Ireland sales manager
Alphasonics, who reported on the need for good cleaning
processes and how to set up a good cleaning regime.
Delegates were given the opportunity to bring one of their
company’s anilox rolls for testing by Troika Systems’ AniCAM.
These were tested and cleaned during the morning, and
reported on during the afternoon session. John Bambery
commented: ‘It was incredible to see how, after cleaning, one

company’s roll achieved a significant improvement in volume
improving print quality and ink usage.’
Troika’s Jon Jordan said: ‘We provided some sample scans
of customers’ rolls prior and following cleaning, using the
Alphasonics equipment. Visitors were very impressed at the
gain in volume of their clean anilox, some showing a doubling
of volume.’
During the afternoon session delegates were able to see
good anilox roll management in operation on Mark Andy’s
showroom press.
‘They came away full of praise for the way in which the
training day had been planned, and for the knowledge that
they gained,’ commented John Bambery. Alphasonics’ Chris
Jones said, ‘We're extremely grateful to The BPIF and Mark
Andy for organizing a great event such as this. We've been
given the chance to emphasize the importance of effective
anilox cleaning and how the right method can really have a
positive impact print production quality.’
Suggestions for future training days included fingerprinting,
plate mounting and plate making as well as UV inks
incorporating color matching. Two further training days
are planned for 2014. On March 4 a UV lamp operator
training day will be held at Edale’s showroom in Whiteley,
with presentations from GEW, Zeller & Gmelin and Fujifilm.
The second (date yet to be announced) will be at Focus
Engineering in Nottingham when the subject will relate
to die-cutting, and the main presentation will be from
RotoMetrics. In addition to these, a technical seminar entitled
‘Waste Management and Maximizing Productivity’ will be
held in Daventry on April 2; and on May 20 and 21 a technical
seminar and golf day will take place at Breadsall Priory in
Derbyshire.
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BUYERS GUIDE
info@kocher-beck.de
www.kocher-beck.com

ADHESIVES & COATING/VARNISHES
Sale , Design and Service for
Corona- Plasma -Generators and IndustryElectronic in Surface Treatment

Your Solution Provider for
Adhesives and Coatings
PMeuropesales@ashland.com
ashland.com
North America: +1 614 790 3361
EMEA: +34 93 206 5120

ANILOX ROLLERS

SOHNREY INDUSTRIETECHNIK
D 75173 Pforzheim - Schwarzwaldstr. 5
Tel.: + 49 / 7231 / 298806
Fax: + 49 / 7231 / 298807
info@sohnrey-it.de - www.sohnrey-it.de

Flexible & Rotary Die Cutting
Magnetic Cylinders
Printing Technology
Special Tools
GapMaster
UR Precision
TecScreen

DIGITAL COLOR PRINTERS

Colordyne Technologies, LLC
3275 Intertech Drive, Ste 100
Brookfield, WI 53045
(262) 784-1932
sales@colordynetech.com
Offering industrial and
production class digital color
print solutions.

We solve your die
cutting problems
– just in time!

FOIL STAMPING &
EMBOSSING DIES

http://www.colordynetech.com

DIGITAL PRINT

Durst Phototechnik AG
Vittorio-Veneto-Straße 59
39042 Brixen, Italy
Tel: ++39/0472/810111
Fax: ++39/0472/830905
http://www.durst.it
info@durst.it

ELECTRO OPTIC WERKZEUGTECHNIK GMBH
Einsteinstraße 7 / Interpark
D-85098 Großmehring
Tel: +49-8456/75950-0, Fax: 75950-10
www.electro-optic.de
info@electro-optic.de

HOLOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

HOTFOIL / HOLOGRAM SYSTEMS

FILING SYSTEMS
gs systems

EFFICIENT,
HIGH QUALITY REFINING
Differentiation
Hotfoil
Embossing
Multicolor
Multi-Stepping
Hologram
Insetting

CORONA TREATMENT

Global Supplier of
CORONA & PLASMA

sales@vetaphone.com

www.vetaphone.com
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FLEXIBLE DIES &
PRINTING CYLINDERS

Efficiency
Foil Saving
In-Line
Flatbed & Rotary
9214-Kradolf | Switzerland
info.pgs@pantec.com
www.pantecgssystems.com
Phone: +41 71 644 98 98
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die cutting!
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NARROW WEB PRINTING &
CONVERTING EQUIPMENT

UV printing ink
and lacquers
for labels and
packaging
•
•
•
•
•

MSM

selfadhesive labels
shrink sleeves
in mould labelling
flexible packaging
folding cartons

Zeller+Gmelin
GmbH & Co. KG
Germany
www.zeller-gmelin.de

P r i n t i n g

I n k s

Tel.+44 (0) 1439 770771
E-mail. info@msm-paper.co.uk

LABEL INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT

LABEL PRINTING PRESSES
Zhejiang Weigang Machinery Co., Ltd.
Songqiao Industrial Estate,
Pingyang Town, Zhejiang, China

LABEL PRINTING &
DIECUTTING MACHINES

The UK-based manufacturer
of narrow web printing
presses and converting
equipment

+44 (0) 1489 569230
www.edale.com

t: 0086-577-63170123
f: 0086-577-63177788
e-mail: donghai@weigang.cc
web: www.weigangmachinery.com

Narrow label printing machines and
converting machines Manufacturer
in China

MANAGMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

LABEL PRINTING INKS &
UV VARNISHES

Specialist Presses
KPG (Europe) Limited
13 Holkham Road Orton Southgate
Peterborough PE2 6TE
Tel: +44 1733 235533
Fax: +44 1733 235117
www.kpgeurope.com
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RELEASE LINERS

Production Equipment for …
… the World of
Smart Products
Smart Tags
Smart Labels
Smart Tickets
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PLATEMAKING SYSTEMS
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PLATE MATERIALS
Smart Tickets

VIDEO PLAT E M O U N T I N G
S YSTEMS

High Speed: up to 30,000 tested Tickets/h

CMY
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Kendryl Park, Chapel Lane,
Bingham, Nottingham NG13 8GF
United Kingdom
Tel: ++44(001949 836223
Fax: ++44(0)1949 836542
e-mil : admin@focuslabel.com
www.focuslabel.com
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SYSTEMS

PLATE MOUNTING
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PROOF READING

Proofware

™

ROTARY PUNCHING
UNITS & TOOLS

Brand Packaging Inspection
Toolbox in the Cloud

UK Manufacturer
of innovative
Plate Mounting Machines
&
Print Inspection Systems
for narrow and wide webs

Dropped, moved or
addedd text

www.tectonicinternational.com
sales@tectonicinternational.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1685 722225

• Multi-layer processing equipment.

Visit us at

PRESSES: FLEXIBLE
PACKAGING & LABELS

Specialist Presses
KPG (Europe) Limited
13 Holkham Road Orton Southgate
Peterborough PE2 6TE
Tel: +44 1733 235533
Fax: +44 1733 235117
www.kpgeurope.com

Excellence in RFID/
Transponder Processing

www.globalvisioninc.com

FOR A LABELS&LABELING
MEDIA PACK PLEASE GO TO
WWW.LABELSANDLABELING.
COM/MEDIAPACK OR CALL
OUR DEDICATED SALES TEAM
ON 0208 846 2725

• Reel-to-reel converting, inspection
and encoding machines.
• Modular machine concept from
entry level to high end with more
than 90 000 Smart Labels per hour.
bielomatik Leuze GmbH + Co. KG
Daimlerstraße 6-10
72639 Neuffen · Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 70 25 / 12- 0
E-Mail: info-rfid@bielomatik.de
www.bielomatik.com
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SLITTER REWINDERS

LEADERS IN LABEL FINISHING
& CONVERTING EQUIPMENT
w. www.abgint.com
t. +44 (0) 1262 671138

e. info@abgint.com
f. +44 (0) 1262 677009

High quality narrow web

your evolution and revolution in finishing
PRATI srl
Via Deruta 2 - 48018 Faenza (Ra) - Italy
Tel +39 0546 46889 - Fax +39 0546 46638
info@praticompany.com - www.praticompany.com

TACTILE WARNING LABELS

Thermal Transfer Ribbon
Thermal
Ribbon
Barcode ribbon

Phone +46 (0)418 567 00

www.grafotronic.se
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World Leaders in Slitter
Rewinders for Labelstock
• machines up to 2m wide
• automation sytems
• diff. rewind shafts
• rapid change-overs
• ease of operation
Atlas Converting Equipment Ltd.
Bedford MK42 7XT, UK
Tel: +44 1234 852553
Fax: +44 1234 851151
sales.atlas@atlasconverting.com
sales.titan@atlasconverting.com
www.atlasconverting.com
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TACTILE DANGER
WARNING LABELS

To European Standard BS EN ISO
Available ex stock from UK
for worldwide shipping
Dantech Ltd
www.tactilelabels.com

THERMAL PRINTER
& RIBBONS

Fax ribbon

Black hot

Stamping foil

Why not Benefit
from high quality at competitive price?
HANGZHOU TODAYTECH DIGITAL CO.,LTD
Address: Hangzhou, China
Tel: 86-571-85771625
Fax: 86-571-85771623
Email: sales@todaytec.com.cn
HTTP://www.todaytec.com.cn

TURRET REWINDERS

LEADERS IN LABEL FINISHING
& CONVERTING EQUIPMENT
w. www.abgint.com
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UV CURING EQUIPMENT

UV

in

UV equipment, UV lamps, UV meters

www.hoenlegroup.com

meyer gmbh

competence in uv

competence

uv-lamps
power supplies
reflector units
components
uv-measurement

Stroboscopes and Video
Web Inspection Systems

uv-technik international ltd.
Office +44 (0) 1582 522 345
info@uv-technik.co.uk
www.uv-technik.co.uk

Glauburgstrasse 34
D-63683 Ortenberg
Phone +49 (0) 6041 962 80

WASTE HANDLING
SYSTEMS

Cutting units and
waste handling systems
for edge trims and
matrix of self-adhesive
materials.
+49-(0)79 61/9 31 60
www.matho.com · info@matho.com

WATER SOLUBLE
LABEL MATERIAL
Water soluble labels?
Only from the experts.
Development

E: info@sramag.com
A: 22 Avenue Du Garigliano,
Zac Les Gratines,
Savigny-Sur-Orge,
91601, France

vvv

UK Manufacturer
of innovative
Print Inspection Systems
&
Plate Mounting Machines
for narrow and wide webs

www.tectonicinternational.com
sales@tectonicinternational.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1685 722225

. Production .GmbH
Sales

Neustadter Str. 9, Krunkel (Germany)
Phone: +49 2687 926767-0
info@neptunlabel.com

www.neptunlabel.com

uvray.it

P: +33 1690 55933
F: +33 1699 63020

www.smag-graphique.com

Amba® UV lamps and components.
Attention to detail.

The custom made
UV curing system

DRELLO Ing. Paul Drewell GmbH & Co. KG
Andreas-Bornes-Str. 46
D-41179 Mönchengladbach
Phone: + 49 (0) 2161 – 909 6
Fax
+ 49 (0) 2161 – 909 700
info@drello.de - www.drello.de

uv-technik meyer gmbh

welcome@uv-technik.com
www.uv-technik.com

Interested? Contact us at:
ambalamps@heraeus.com · heraeusamba.com

WEB INSPECTION

uv-technik
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Quality Competitiveness Benefit
●

●

digital printing

RS-350PS Full Rotary / Intermittent Offset Printing Machine
Customization for your special requirement

Define the Future
2nd Pass Varnishing, Lamination, Intermittent / Full Rotary Die-cutting,
IML Cut-through – Multi-functional Solutions for Post Press Operation.

No-9, Tin Hu 3RD Street, Kuei Shan Hsiang,
Tao-Yuan Hsien(333), TAIWAN

Quality Competitiveness Benefit
●

●

7-Color Multi-Functional Full Rotary Letterpress
Customization for your special requirement
Post-printing procession for digital press(Hot stamping, die-cutting, OPP Laminating)
Die-cutting device for special self-adhesive labe(Tire label, 2-layer tape)
● RFID Printing, Inspection, and Die-cutting
● 2-Layer Label Printing, Booklet Label Printing
●
●

No-9, Tin Hu 3RD Street, Kuei Shan Hsiang,
Tao-Yuan Hsien(333), TAIWAN

Stork technology

Stand alone digital printing or include
inline converting

DSI® UV inkjet system:
your reliable partner in digital printing

UV led pinning for supporting optimum text
and higher color definition

SPGPrints in-house produced inks
enhance print reliability and quality

Benefit from over 25 years experience
and know-how in digital printing

www.spgprints.com/dsi
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[Maximum Care.]
As a label producer, you need perfectly working cutting tools to reach your full potential.
For this reason, all our high-precision tools are thoroughly checked during and after production.
Moreover, if there should be any die-cutting irritations, our skilled team is always available
for giving you first aid.
You cut, we care.
www.wink.de

You cut, we care.

[SuperCut flexible dies]
Minimal tolerances guarantee
perfect die-cutting for all kinds
of label materials.

[Laser-hardened flexible dies]
Maximum life, especially when
cutting through films or for long
run applications.

[Flexible dies with non-stick coating]
Four non-stick variants provide perfect
protection against ink and adhesive
residues.

[ Steel-rule dies ]
Base made of tough acrylic,
manufactured using state-ofthe-art laser technology.
Available on request with LT
edge blades® especially for
abrasive materials.

[Magnetic cylinders/bases]
Precision magnetic cylinders and
bases to compliment our flexible dies.
Special sizes available on request.

[Anvil cylinders]
Hardened anvil cylinders manufactured as zero, plus or minus.
Special sizes/designs available
on request.

[Sheeter cylinders]
For the most precise cutting to size
or perforating. The wink clamping
system allows fast, efficient changing
and setting of blades.

[PowerCut rotary dies]
Precise and durable dies
manufactured in high quality
steel. Also available fully
hardened or with ultra coating.

[ We provide die-cutting solutions.]
By using the most modern CNC technology and only premium grade materials, Wink produces first class die-cutting tools
to individual customer specifications. Furthermore, we offer you outstanding services, including the measurement of your
cylinders and training programmes for your printers.
If you would like to learn more about our products and services, just give us a call or visit us online at www.wink.de.

[Shift to perfection]
In the ProShift® system, the label layout
is vertically staggered. This enables you to
achieve perfect printing and die-cutting
results with minimum pressure.
Moreover, ProShift® facilitates the waste
stripping process, and significantly reduces the die-cutting noise.

wink Stanzwerkzeuge | Neuenhaus, Germany | T: +49 5941-9270-0 | info@wink.de
wink US LLC | Charlotte (NC), USA | T: +1 704-749-3539 | info@wink-us.com
wink Danmark A/S | Kastrup, Denmark | T: +45 32-5059-59 | info@wink-denmark.com
wink Italia S.r.l. | Gallarate (VA), Italy | T: +39 0331-795-882 | info@wink-italy.com

You cut, we care.

WORKING
TOGETHER
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ESON CZ s.r.o.
Karlická 457, 252 29 Lety
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 257 830 039
e-mail: eson@eson.cz
www.eson.cz

STANDARD

LASER

DLC

FLEXIBLE DIES
STANDARD

The standard quality meets the most stringent demands for use on all types of self-adhesive materials:
Paper, PP, PE, PVC, PET, Tyvek etc, including all materials with a thin backing (liner) PET or PP.
Flexible dies are manufactured using CNC technology, which guarantees minimum tolerances and maximum quality cutting edges. We produce cutting edges heights up to 1mm, and cutting angles from 50°
to 110°. All special applications (booklet labels, sandwich materials, micro-perforation etc) are possible.
Hardness of cutting edges: 48-50 HRC.
Finishing options are NTP and DLC.

LASER

Suitable for very large print quantities, and for standard and special materials, is generally recommendable
for cutting through.
Hardness of cutting edges: 65-68 HRC.
Finishing options are NTP and DLC.

NTP

Standard or laser-hardened flexible die with a very hard coating, ideal for the abrasive thermal (thermal
transfer) papers and cardboard. A thick layer of NTP enables extremely high running performances with
outstanding wear properties.
Hardness of cutting edges: 60-63 HRC. Friction coefficient: 0,3-0,4.

DLC

Standard or laser-hardened flexible die with a very hard and non-stick coating DLC, ideal for the separation of inks and adhesives, combined with a very long life.
Micro-hardness of cutting edges: 1500-2500HV. Friction coefficient: 0,02-0,10.

MAGNETIC CYLINDER
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PRINTING CYLINDER

SHEETER CYLINDER

GEAR
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